AGENDA
of the
CITY OF WILDWOOD’S
HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION (HPC)

Wildwood City Hall
16860 Main Street - Wildwood, Missouri 63040
** This Meeting will be broadcast on Zoom and the City’s YouTube
Channel**
Zoom link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86832085819?
pwd=d3NmNnhEVXM0K0ttcHZockVmbXRydz09
YouTube Channel: https://www.cityofwildwood.com/youtube

Thursday, January 28, 2021
6:30 p.m.
I. Welcome And Roll Call
II. Opening Remarks
III. Approval Of The Historic Preservation Commission’s Minutes From Its December 3, 2020
Meeting
Documents:
DRAFT HPC MTG MINUTES 12-3-20.PDF
IV. Public Comment
V. New Business
a. Ready For Action – Four (4) Items
1. Review Of Plans For Building Modifications At 17301 Manchester Road, A Property
On The City's Historic Registry And Known As The Kern Service Station. This
Property Was Placed On The Registry By Ordinance #1502, Passed In 2008, Which
Granted Incentives And Requires Historic Preservation Commission To Review All
Exterior Renovations. (Ward One)
Documents:

1. Review Of Plans For Building Modifications At 17301 Manchester Road, A Property
On The City's Historic Registry And Known As The Kern Service Station. This
Property Was Placed On The Registry By Ordinance #1502, Passed In 2008, Which
Granted Incentives And Requires Historic Preservation Commission To Review All
Exterior Renovations. (Ward One)
Documents:
V.A.1. HPC - PROPOSED BUILDING MODIFICATIONS AT 17301
MANCHESTER ROAD.PDF
2. Report From Nominating Committee For 2021 Election Of Officers (Wards - All)
Documents:
HPC NOMINATING COMMITTEE REPORT - JANUARY 2021.PDF
3. V.a.3. Participation In Missouri Bicentennial Time Capsule Program
Documents:
V.A.3. MO BICENTENNIAL TIME CAPSULE PARTICIPATION.PDF
4. Discussion On Proposed Training Opportunities For 2021 (Wards – All)
Documents:
HPC MEMO ON 2021 TRAININGS.PDF
b. Not Ready For Action – Two (2) Items
1. Primer On Property Maintenance Codes And Impacts On Historic Structures (Wards
– All)
2. Discussion Regarding The Age Threshold Used To Determine Qualification As
Historic (Wards – All)
VI. Old Business
a. Ready For Action – Three (3) Items
1. Review Of Submitted Proposals For Route 66 Roadside Park (Ward – Eight)
Documents:
VI.A.1. REVIEW OF SUBMITTED PROPOSALS FOR ROUTE 66
ROADSIDE PARK.PDF
2. Final Review Of Location Of Orrville Historic Community Marker (Wards One And
Three)
Documents:
VI.A.2. HPC - ORRVILLE HISTORIC COMMUNITY MARKER.PDF
3. Update On 2021 Work Program (Wards – All)
Documents:
VI.A.3. HPC - UPDATE ON 2021 WORK PROGRAM.PDF
b. Not Ready For Action – Four (4) Items
1. Discussion Regarding The Future Location For The Essen Log Cabin (Wards – All)
2. Work Program For Historic Route 66 Promotion (Wards – All)

VI.A.3. HPC - UPDATE ON 2021 WORK PROGRAM.PDF
b. Not Ready For Action – Four (4) Items
1. Discussion Regarding The Future Location For The Essen Log Cabin (Wards – All)
2. Work Program For Historic Route 66 Promotion (Wards – All)
3. Update On Kohn Park Sign (Ward One)
4. Discussion Regarding Memorial Tributes (Wards – All)
VII. Review Of Proposed Zoning/Plats/Site Development Plans/Demolition Requests – No Items
VIII. Other Matters For Consideration
IX. Upcoming Meeting Date – February 25, 2021 (Thursday)
X. Closing Remarks And Adjournment

Note: The Historic Preservation Commission will consider and act upon these matters
listed above and any such others as may be presented at the meeting and determined
appropriate for discussion at that time. The City of Wildwood will provide reasonable
accommodations for persons attending public meetings. Requests for reasonable
accommodations should be made by contacting Megan Eldridge, City Clerk at 636-4580440 or email at megan@cityofwildwood.com at least 48 hours prior to the start of the
meeting.

If you would like to submit a comment regarding an item on this meeting agenda,
please visit the Form Center.

CITY OF WILDWOOD
RECORD OF PROCEEDINGS
_________________________________________________________________________________
MEETING OF THE HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
WILDWOOD CITY HALL
16860 MAIN STREET
WILDWOOD, MISSOURI 63040
and on Zoom
December 3, 2020
I.

Welcome and Roll Call
Meeting:
Attending:
Absent:
Staff:

II.

Thursday, 12/3/20, hosted at Wildwood City Hall on Zoom, 6:30 p.m.
Commissioners Stevens, Scott, Hammond, Hrubes, Rowton, and Bachert, Alternate
Quarternik, Commission Liaison Broyles, Council Liaison Clark, and Chair Wojciechowski
Alternate Adams and Council Liaison Gillani
Director of Planning and Parks Joe Vujnich and Assistant Director of Planning Kathy Arnett

Opening Remarks
Chair Wojciechowski welcomed everyone to the meeting, which was called to order at 6:30 p.m.

III.

Approval of the Historic Preservation Commission September 24, 2020 Meeting Minutes
A motion was made by Vice-Chair Stevens, seconded by Alternate Quarternik, to approve the minutes
from its meeting of September 24, 2020. A voice vote was taken on the motion, with a unanimous
affirmative result, and Chair Wojciechowkski declared the motion approved by a vote of 7-0.

IV.

Public Comment
None

V.

New Business
A. Ready for Action – Five (5) Items
1. Presentation by Joe Sonderman, Route 66 Association of Missouri, on Route 66, The Mother Road,
and the Wildwood Area’s Role in its Early Years (Wards – All)
Director of Planning Vujnich introduced Mr. Joe Sonderman, a member of the Board of Directors
of the Route 66 Association of Missouri, who is making a presentation to the Commission on
Route 66 and the Wildwood Area’s role in its early years. This presentation will count as training
for the Commissioners, as part of the City’s Certified Local Government (CLG) requirements. He
then opened the meeting to Mr. Sonderman to provide his presentation.
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Mr. Joe Sonderman provided his professional background and work history. He then gave an
entertaining presentation on Route 66, particularly in the early years, when it traversed through
what is now Wildwood.
Discussion and questions for the speaker included the following: the alignment of Highway 14;
the location of Route 66, prior to 1937, which was along Tucker Hill behind the Wildwood
Historical Society building; and Schott’s Garage is nearing demolition by neglect.
2. Creation of Nominating Committee for 2021 Election of Officers (Wards - All)
Chair Wojciechowski requested volunteers to be on the Nominating Committee. Hearing no
volunteers, he appointed the following three (3) individuals to the Nominating Committee:
Commissioner Hammond, Commissioner Hrubes, and Commissioner Rowton.
The Committee will provide recommendations at the January meeting for the office of Chair, ViceChair, and Secretary for 2021 Commission year. Department staff will coordinate a meeting with
the Committee to discuss a slate of candidates for presentation at the aforementioned January
meeting.
3. Review of Submitted Proposals for Route 66 Roadside Park (Wards - All)
Director of Planning Vujnich provided an overview of the memorandum noting there were ten
(10) responses received to the Request for Proposals (RFP) for planning and design services for
the Route 66 Roadside Park. He then reviewed some of the criteria of the firms submitting these
responses. He suggested the Commission narrow the list down to three (3) or four (4) firms for
the Department to interview. The finalists would then be reduced to two (2) firms that would be
presented to the Commission for the selection of the final firm.
Discussion was held regarding the following: the State Statute requiring the firms be selected on
qualifications first, and not cost; the list of criteria the decision is being based on; the
improvements that will be included in the park, which have not yet been determined; the quality
of the submittals; the preference for a firm led by a landscape architect; the preference for Great
Rivers Engineering by some members because of the park they completed in Springfield on Route
66 and its retention of Joe Sonderman, as part of the planning team; the timeframe of all of 2021
to complete planning and design; and the desire to have additional time to review the proposals.
Consensus was reached to take additional time to review the proposals and revisit the item in
January to consider reducing the list at that time.
4. Draft of 2021 Work Program (Wards - All)
Assistant Director of Planning Arnett provided an overview of the memorandum provided noting
there were no additional items proposed for the 2021 Work Program by Commission Members.
Fourteen (14) of the existing 2020 Work Program items are incomplete and were the basis of the
2021 Work Program outline.
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Discussion was held regarding the desire to add the Kohn Park repair work to the Work Program
and the Champions of History Program, which was not completed.
A motion was made by Commissioner Scott, seconded by Commissioner Stevens, to approve the
2021 Work Program, with the two (2) additions. A voice vote was taken, with no opposition, and
Chair Wojciechowski declared the motion approved.
5. Presentation of 2020 Certified Local Government (CLG) Annual Report (Wards - All)
Assistant Director of Planning Arnett provided an overview of the 2020 Annual Report, which had
been sent to the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO), in compliance with the City’s
requirements as a Certified Local Government (CLG). The report provides information on the
Commissioners and their backgrounds, the meetings and training sessions that were held, and
the work completed by the Commission within the last year.
B. Not Ready for Action – One (1) Item
1. Primer on Property Maintenance Codes and the Impact on Historic Structures (Wards – All)
VI.

Old Business
A. Ready for Action – Two (2) Items
1.

Location of Orrville Historic Community Marker (Wards One and Three)
Director of Planning Vujnich provided an overview of the document outlining the three (3)
potential locations selected by the Commission during its October site visit. He noted the Planning
and Parks Committee of Council removed one (1) of the options, given its cost. Of the remaining
two (2) locations, he noted Location #1, on the east side of Eatherton Road, south of the new
bridge, is the best location for safety, parking, other improvements, and installation of the sign.
Discussion was held regarding the following: the limited amount of proposed improvements,
which would include a pull off spot and the sign installation; the potential for intrusion on the
property owner and ways to minimize impact; the recommended location, which removes the
location from the existing residents; the preference of placing the marker at the entrance of the
historical area, instead of in the middle; and the intent of the Department to present a concept
plan to the nearest property owner for feedback.
A motion was made by Commissioner Hammond, seconded by Commissioner Hrubes, to accept
the Department’s recommendation. A voice vote was taken, with no opposition, and Chair
Wojciechowski declared the motion approved.

2. Update On 2020 Work Program (Wards -All)
Assistant Director of Planning Arnett provided an overview of the status of the 2020 Work Program
items, noting that twelve (12) of the fifteen (15) items were underway, while initial work had also
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begun on all four (4) of the ongoing items. The following items were noted to be underway: Item
#2. Evaluation of next group of properties for the City’s Historical Inventory; Item #3. Orrville
Community Marker; Item #4. Wildwood History Book; Item #5. 2020 Points of Interest Map; Item
#7. Planning and design of Historic Route 66 Pocket Park; Item #8. Belleview Farms Project; Item
#9. Champions of History Program; Item #10. Essen Log Cabin Reconstruction; Item #11.
Participation in the State’s Bi-Centennial Celebration; Item #13. Archiving of incorporation
documents; Item #14. Installation of Kohn Park identification signage; and Item #15. Review of
Historical Aspects of the Yost Estate Property – Poertner Park.
Work on ongoing items was noted to include: an article that had been published in the Fall Gazette
on historic preservation; a number of social media posts regarding the Commission’s work and
the training opportunities; the scheduling of all of the proposed four (4) training sessions and
completion that evening of the fourth, and final, of them; and updates on City projects impacting
local historic locations, such as the Manchester Road Streetscape Project on Historic Route 66.
Three (3) items were noted from the 2020 Work Program that were not yet started. These items
included: Item #1. Minor repairs at Old Pond School; Item #6. Promotion of Route 66; and Item
#12. Creation of a Master Plan for acceptance of donations of historical significance to the City of
Wildwood.
Discussion was held regarding the desire to paint the Route 66 logo along the route.
B. Not Ready for Action – Four (4) Items
1.
2.
3.
4.

Discussion Regarding the Future Location for the Essen Log Cabin (Wards - All)
Work Program for Historic Route 66 Promotion (Wards – All)
Update on Kohn Park Sign (Ward One)
Discussion Regarding Memorial Tributes (Wards – All)

VII.

Review of Proposed Zoning/Plats/Site Development Plan/Demolition Requests – No Items

VIII.

Other Matters for Consideration
None

IX.

Upcoming Meeting Date – January 28, 2021 (Thursday)
The next meeting is scheduled for Thursday, January 28th, at 6:30 p.m.

X.

Closing Remarks and Adjournment
A motion was made by Commissioner Hrubes, seconded by Commissioner Rowton, to adjourn the
meeting. With a unanimous voice vote, Chair Wojciechowski declared the meeting adjourned at 8:21
p.m.
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January 28, 2021

MEMORANDUM
To:

Wildwood Historic Preservation Commission Members

From: Department of Planning and Parks
Re:

Report from Nominating Committee for 2021 Election of Officers (Wards – All)

Cc:

The Honorable James R. Bowlin, Mayor
The Honorable City Council of Wildwood
Steve Cross, Interim City Administrator
John A. Young, City Attorney
Rick Brown, P.E. and P.T.O.E., Director of Public Works
Kathy Arnett, Assistant Director of Planning and Parks

Per the Historic Preservation Commission’s By-Laws, the most recent version adopted in May 2019, each
year an election of officers must take place. The election process begins with the creation of a Nominating
Committee in December, which is appointed by the Chair. The Nominating Committee then reports to the
full Commission in January of the following year, where nominations are heard and an election conducted.
The newly elected Officers begin their roles at the following meeting in February. The three (3) Officer
positions are Chair, Vice-Chair, and Secretary.
The specific language from the By-Laws addressing the election process is below:

ARTICLE III - ELECTION OF OFFICERS AND OTHER MEMBER REQUIREMENTS
Section 1.

A nominating committee of not less than three (3) Commissioners shall be appointed by the
serving Chair of the Historic Preservation Commission at the first meeting in December to
nominate officers of the Historic Preservation Commission for the following year. The
Committee shall report to the full membership at the first meeting of the Historic Preservation
Commission in January, with the election of the officers occurring at this time. Nominations
may also be entertained from the floor at this first meeting in January. The new officers, being
duly elected, shall take office at the first meeting of the Historic Preservation Commission in
February and hold office for one (1) year or until their successors are appointed.

Section 2.

The Chair may request nominations for two (2) or three (3) officers simultaneously or, at the
discretion of the Chair, require a separate nomination and vote for each officer.

Section 3.

A candidate receiving a majority vote of the Historic Preservation Commission shall be
declared elected.

Section 4.

Two (2) members of City Council shall be appointed to serve as liaisons to the Historic
Preservation Commission, but may not serve as an officer of the Commission. One (1) member
of the Planning and Zoning Commission shall be appointed to serve as liaison to the Historic
Preservation Commission, but may not serve as an officer of it.

Acting at its December 2020 meeting, Chair Wojciechowski appointed three (3) Commissioners to the
Nominating Committee to offer their recommendations for the 2021 slate of officers. The individuals
appointed were Commissioners Rowton, Hammond, and Hrubes. The Nominating Committee met on
January 21, 2021 and discussed the available options for appointees and the role of each position. At the
conclusion of the discussion, a motion was made by Commissioner Hrubes, seconded by Commissioner
Hammond, to recommend the Commission retain the current slate of officers. A voice vote was taken, with
no opposition. Thereby, the Nominating Committee is recommending the following Commission Members
and roles:
•
•
•

Paul Wojciechowski – Chair
Jan Stevens – Vice-Chair
Steve Scott - Secretary

Per the Commission’s By-Laws, other members may also offer nominations from the floor during the January
meeting. Therefore, if any member would prefer an alternate selection for an officer position, they may make
a motion suggesting so. Department staff will be requesting action be taken at the January meeting to
nominate, and by vote, appoint the officers for the Historic Preservation Commission to serve from February
2021 through January 2022.
If any for the Commission Members should have any questions or comments regarding this process before
tonight’s meeting, please feel free to contact the Department of Planning at (636) 458-0440. A presentation
is planned on this agenda item at tonight’s meeting. Thank you for your consideration of this information
and discussion of the same.

(2.)

BY-LAWS
CITY OF WILDWOOD HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
“Planning Tomorrow Today”
ARTICLE I – POWERS, DUTIES, PROCEDURES, AND POLICIES
Section 1.

The powers, duties, procedures, and polices of the Historic Preservation Commission are as
established by City of Wildwood Ordinances, as amended and supplemented, and the relevant
statutes of the State of Missouri, as amended and supplemented, relating to Charter Cities.
Minimally, the Historic Preservation Commission shall have the following powers, duties,
procedures, and policies:
(a)

To conduct an ongoing survey and research to identify and document buildings,
structures, elements, objects, remnants, roads and trails, sites and districts that are of
historic, archaeological, architectural, engineering, cultural, or scenic significance to
the locality, the State, or the nation; to update and maintain the survey routinely; to
provide a status report to the City Council at least annually; and to highlight the status
of those properties or elements considered landmarks, as defined in this Chapter, and
to publish the each for public perusal;

(b)

To recommend to the City Council designation of significant, specific historic
properties as registered historic buildings, structures, elements, objects, remnants,
roads and trails, sites, and historic districts, to prepare documentation supporting such
nomination, and to maintain a register of designated registered historic properties,
elements, and districts, and of significant historical, architectural and archaeological
properties;

(c)

To recommend to the City Council the establishment of regulations, guidelines and
policies to preserve the integrity and ambiance of designated registered historic
properties, elements, and districts. The Commission shall have the authority to review
ordinary maintenance, as deemed appropriate, new construction, alterations,
removals, and demolitions proposed within the boundaries of a historic property or
district, including review of plans for vacant lots and non-historic buildings and
structures according to accepted criteria meriting field inspection and in accordance
with the adopted procedures and policies promulgated for such reviews by it. These
procedures and policies shall be maintained by the Historic Preservation Commission
and available for public inspection and dissemination;

(d)

To provide technical assistance to owners of older and historic, architectural,
archaeological, cultural and scenic properties concerning the preservation and
maintenance of the property, including potential incentives and sources of funding;

(e)

To recommend to the City Council programs and policies and economic incentives to
encourage the preservation of significant registered historic properties, elements, and
districts;

(f)

To prepare and maintain a comprehensive historic preservation plan, or a preservation
element to a master plan, to integrate the preservation program into the City
government for planning and zoning for land use, building and fire codes, special-use
permits, community revitalization and heritage tourism;

(g)

To participate in the conduct of land use, urban renewal, and other City activities
affecting registered historic properties and districts;

(h)

To acquire by purchase, gift or bequest, fee title or lesser interest, including
preservation restrictions or easements in designated properties and adjacent or
associated lands that are important for the preservation and use of the designated
properties;

(i)

To adopt its own bylaws and procedural regulations, provided that such regulations
are not inconsistent with this Chapter and the Revised Statutes of the State of
Missouri; and

(j)

To schedule joint public meetings or work sessions with the Planning and Zoning
Commission necessitated by the application of zoning or historic preservation codes
within the context of the Master Plan or site-specific ordinances approved for the
same.
ARTICLE II - OFFICERS AND THEIR DUTIES

Section 1.

The officers of the Historic Preservation Commission shall consist of a Chair, Vice-Chair, and
Secretary. Each officer shall be a member of the Historic Preservation Commission.

Section 2.

The Chair of the Commission shall have the following powers and duties:
(a)

To preside at all meetings and hearings of the Commission;

(b)

To appoint Commission members to Ad-Hoc Committees;

(c)

To have general charge of the activities of the Historic Preservation Commission and
generally oversee the conduct of its affairs;

(d)

To call Special Meetings of the Commission;

(e)

To carry out other duties normally conferred by parliamentary usage on such officer;
and

(f)

Engage in other activities, as directed by the Historic Preservation Commission.
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Section 3.

Section 4.

Section 5.

The Vice-Chair of the Historic Preservation Commission shall have the following powers and
duties:
(a)

To act for the Chair in his or her absence;

(b)

To perform all duties normally conferred by parliamentary usage on such officer; and

(c)

Engage in other activities, as directed by the Historic Preservation Commission.

The Secretary of the Historic Preservation Commission shall have the following duties:
(a)

To act for the Chair and Vice-Chair in their absence;

(b)

To certify and maintain a record of each meeting and hearing of the Historic
Preservation Commission. The Secretary may delegate this responsibility to the
Director of Planning, or another designated member of the Department of Planning
staff;

(c)

To attend to correspondence of the Historic Preservation Commission. The Secretary
may delegate this responsibility to the Director of Planning, or another designated
member of the Department of Planning staff;

(d)

To give to each Commission Member due notice of the time and place of each Annual,
Regular, or Special Meeting and each Public Hearing of the Commission. The Secretary
may delegate this responsibility to the Director of Planning, or another designated
member of the Department of Planning staff;

(e)

To carry out other duties normally conferred by parliamentary usage on such officer;
and

(f)

To engage in other activities, as directed by the Historic Preservation Commission.

The members of the Historic Preservation Commission shall have the following responsibilities
and duties:
(a)

To review materials associated with any upcoming meeting and be prepared to
participate in their discussion thereafter.

(b)

To attend meetings, as regularly as possible, to provide continuity in the Historic
Preservation Commission’s business.

(c)

To contribute to the discussions of the Historic Preservation Commission at all its
meetings, work sessions, workshops, site visits, and any other activity of it.

(d)

To participate in the required training opportunities, thereby allowing the City of
Wildwood to maintain its Certified Local Government Status with the Missouri
Department of Natural Resources’ State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO).
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(e)

To adhere to the By-Laws of the Historic Preservation Commission, along with any
other laws of the State of Missouri, and the City of Wildwood.

(f.)

To engage in other activities, as directed by the officers of the Historic Preservation
Commission.

ARTICLE III - ELECTION OF OFFICERS AND OTHER MEMBER REQUIREMENTS
Section 1.

A nominating committee of not less than three (3) Commissioners shall be appointed by the
serving Chair of the Historic Preservation Commission at the first meeting in December to
nominate officers of the Historic Preservation Commission for the following year. The
Committee shall report to the full membership at the first meeting of the Historic Preservation
Commission in January, with the election of the officers occurring at this time. Nominations
may also be entertained from the floor at this first meeting in January. The new officers, being
duly elected, shall take office at the first meeting of the Historic Preservation Commission in
February and hold office for one (1) year or until their successors are appointed.

Section 2.

The Chair may request nominations for two (2) or three (3) officers simultaneously or, at the
discretion of the Chair, require a separate nomination and vote for each officer.

Section 3.

A candidate receiving a majority vote of the Historic Preservation Commission shall be
declared elected.

Section 4.

Two (2) members of City Council shall be appointed to serve as liaisons to the Historic
Preservation Commission, but may not serve as an officer of the Commission. One (1) member
of the Planning and Zoning Commission shall be appointed to serve as liaison to the Historic
Preservation Commission, but may not serve as an officer of it.

Section 5.

A vacancy in office shall be filled as soon as possible in accordance with the election procedure
set forth herein or by a special election, as directed by the Chair of the Commission.
ARTICLE IV - MEETINGS

Section 1.

The meeting of the Historic Preservation Commission shall be held on the fourth Thursday of
each month, at a time and location, as determined by the Historic Preservation Commission,
but, unless otherwise noted, the City Hall Community Room, starting at 6:30 p.m.

Section 2.

An additional or special meeting may be called by the Chair, or at the request in writing of any
three (3) or more members of the Commission.

Section 3.

A simple majority of the membership of the Commission shall constitute a quorum (four (4)
of the seven (7) regular members) for the transaction of Commission business. Each member
of the Commission shall have one (1) vote. The City Council representatives, and the Planning
and Zoning Commission liaison, shall not be considered voting members, regardless if their
participation is necessary to constitute a quorum.
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Section 3(a.) Two (2) non-voting alternate Commission members shall be appointed by the Mayor, with the
consent of City Council. These alternate members would be expected to attend Commission
meetings, receive routine training, and offer comments on agenda topics. These alternate
Commission members shall be considered voting members only, when their participation is
necessary to constitute a quorum for the meeting, but may not be officers of the Commission
in any circumstance. Alternate members should receive first consideration as replacements
for regular members, who no longer can fulfill or otherwise complete their term, when
appointments are made by the Mayor and City Council.
Section 4.

The submittal of a recommendation for approval of a property to the City's Historic Register
shall require the affirmative vote of at least four (4) of the seven (7) regular members of the
Historic Preservation Commission.

Section 5.

Except as otherwise specified by these By-Laws, Robert’s Rule of Order shall prevail at all
meetings of the Commission. These rules may be altered, suspended, or otherwise modified
by a majority vote of the Commission Members to facilitate the business of this body.

Section 5(a). The Historic Preservation Commission generally shall take the following actions relative to
motions on agenda items before it:
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
Section 6.

To Discuss
Deny, with prejudice (no action on the same asset or property within twelve (12)
months of the final action upon a request, proposal, or petition by the Historic
Preservation Commission)
Deny, without prejudice
Approve
Approve, with conditions
Postpone, including to a date certain
Postpone, indefinitely
Withdraw
Table

The order of business at Meetings shall be:
(a) Approval of minutes of previous meetings and hearings;
(b) Public Comment;
(c) Public Hearing;
(d) Old Business;
(e) New Business;
(f) Reports of officers and committees;
(g) Other; and
(h) Adjournment.

Section 7.

The Chair of the Commission, or majority of the Historic Preservation Commission, may alter
the order of business at any meeting.
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ARTICLE V - PUBLIC HEARINGS
Section 1.

A Public Comment Session shall be held at the beginning of each meeting. The Public Hearings
shall be held at City Hall, as specified by Article IV, Section 1 of these By-Laws, unless changed
by the Chair.

Section 2.

The order of business at a public hearing shall be as indicated in the public notice thereof.

Section 3.

The Chair of the Commission, or a majority of the Historic Preservation Commission, may alter
the order of business at the public hearing.

Section 4.

The rules of procedure governing public hearings shall be:
(a)

The number of nominations will not exceed one (1) per agenda, unless related
nominations are presented and heard together, at which time there may be two (2)
per agenda.

(b)

The Chair of the Historic Preservation Commission may grant an exception to the
number of nominations per agenda, when necessary under special conditions.

(c)

The petitioner, or representative of the petitioner, shall be granted thirty (30) minutes
per hearing to explain the nomination.

(d)

Speakers in favor or opposed to a nomination shall be granted fifteen (15) minutes.

(e)

The Chair of the Commission may authorize an exception to the time limit allotted to
the petitioner, representative, or speakers in favor/opposition, when necessary under
special conditions or unusual circumstances.
ARTICLE VI - AD HOC COMMITTEES

Section 1.

The Chair of the Historic Preservation Commission may appoint, when circumstances
necessitate it, ad-hoc committees to provide additional support to the normal activities of the
Commission. These ad-hoc committees will serve at the discretion of the Chair in terms of
length of time, composition, and subject matter. Contributing articles, information and other
materials for the Wildwood Gazette, social media outlets, and the City’s website may be one
such responsibility of these ad-hoc committees.

Section 2.

A committee’s vacancy shall be filled by the Chair of the Commission.

Section 3.

The Chair of the Commission, with the approval of its members, may appoint a person who is
not a member of the Historic Preservation Commission or the Department of Planning staff,
as an advisory participant to a committee.

Section 4.

These committees shall meet at a time and place set by the Chair of the Committee.
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ARTICLE VII - DIRECTOR OF PLANNING
Section 1.

The Director of Planning shall provide staff assistance to the Historic Preservation Commission
and shall perform those duties required by law or delegated to him/her or an officer thereof.

Section 2.

The Director of Planning shall appoint as necessary, a member of the Department of Planning
staff to meet with, work for, and advise any delegated Committee of the Commission.

Section 3.

The Director of Planning and/or City Attorney shall provide parliamentary assistance on the
conduct of business as requested by the Chair of the Commission.
ARTICLE VIII – ETHICS

Section 1.

Each Commission member, alternate member, and liaison shall adhere to, and be bound by,
the applicable City and State guidelines and codes covering ethical conduct. No member,
alternate member, or liaison shall use his/her position, or derived information, for personal
use or gain, as specified in the applicable guidelines and codes.
ARTICLE IX – COMMISSION ACTIVITIES

Section 1.

The Historic Preservation Commission shall, at its last meeting of the calendar year receive
from the Department of Planning a Work Program for the upcoming year for the members’
discussion, input, and adoption, before the last meeting of January in the following year. This
Work Program shall be updated every month with the Historic Preservation Commission and
Department of Planning to ensure items identified upon it are being addressed, while also
adding new considerations or efforts to it. In no such instance shall the Work Program be
considered binding, if ordinance established duties and responsibilities absorb the Historic
Preservation Commission’s available time. A copy of the approved Work Program of the
Historic Preservation Commission shall be forwarded to the City Council for receipt and filing.

Section 2.

The Department of Planning will provide, at the last scheduled meeting of the calendar year,
a report on the activities of the Historic Preservation Commission for that period of time. A
copy of this Year End Report of the Historic Preservation Commission shall be forwarded to
the City Council for receipt and filing.

Section 3.

All regular meetings of the Historic Preservation Commission shall be livestreamed when
possible, unless otherwise not practical due to other meeting commitments, locational
changes, or technological considerations. Closed Sessions of the Historic Preservation
Commission shall not be livestreamed. Livestreaming of subcommittee meetings, workshops,
and any other sessions of the Historic Preservation shall be livestreamed at the discretion of
its members and the capability of the system to accommodate different formats and
locations.
ARTICLE X -AMENDMENTS OF BY-LAWS AND SEVERABILITY CLAUSE

Section 1.

These By-Laws may be amended by an affirmative vote of not less than four (4) members of
the Historic Preservation Commission.
Historic Preservation Commission
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Section 2.

If any term, condition, or provision of these By-Laws shall, to any extent, be held to be invalid
or unenforceable, the remainder hereof shall be valid in all other respects and continue to be
effective and each and every remaining provision hereof shall be valid and shall be enforced
to the fullest extent permitted by law, it being the intent of the Historic Preservation
Commission that it would have enacted in these By-Laws without the invalid or unenforceable
provisions. In the event of a subsequent change in applicable law so that the provision, which
had been held invalid, is no longer invalid, said provision shall thereupon return to full force
and effect without further action by the Historic Preservation Commission and shall thereafter
be binding.

Original Draft 1st Revised Draft 2nd Revised Draft 3rd Revised Draft 4th Revised Draft 5th Revised Draft 6th Revised Draft -

January 12, 2000
February 16, 2000 (Adopted on February 16, 2000)
July 24, 2007 (Adopted on July 24, 2007)
January 7, 2013 (Adopted on January 7, 2013)
May 29, 2013 (Adopted on May 29, 2013)
August 22, 2013 (Adopted on August 22, 2013)
May 23, 2019 (Adopted on May 23, 2019)
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January 28, 2021
MEMORANDUM
To:

Wildwood Historic Preservation Commission Members

From: Department of Planning and Parks
Re:

Participation in Missouri Bicentennial Time Capsule Program (Wards – All)

Cc:

The Honorable James R. Bowlin, Mayor
The Honorable City Council of Wildwood
Steve Cross, Interim City Administrator
Julian Jacquin, Interim Deputy City Administrator
John A. Young, City Attorney

In mid-2019, the Commission chose to identify, develop, and support activities that are part of the State of
Missouri’s Bicentennial Celebration in 2021. The Commission has spearheaded the City’s participation in both
the Missouri Community Legacies and the Endorsed Projects. The Community Legacies component sought
recognition for three (3) areas in the City, including the Monarch/Centaur (Gumbo Flats) Area, the Meramec
River/Glencoe Area, and the Old Pond School. The Endorsed Projects application was successful and the annual
Celebrate Wildwood Event for 2020 (which was canceled) and the upcoming event in 2021 have been endorsed
by the State Bicentennial Committee as well.
A new opportunity has become available and Department staff is seeking the Commission’s input in this regard.
Through a partnership of the Saint Louis Ambassadors and the State Historical Society of Missouri, a Bicentennial
Time Capsule will be created. Local governments are invited to participate by contributing three (3) items: the
first should represent the past, the second the present, and the third should be a note to future Missourians.
Each item is limited in size to a legal sized paper (8.5” by 14”) and no more than a ¼ inch thick. Department staff
is presenting this opportunity to the Commission to gauge Members’ interest in participating and to determine
if there are any suggestions for the items to be submitted for Wildwood’s representation in the time capsule.
If any of the Commission Members should have any questions or comments in this regard, please feel free to
contact the Department of Planning at (636) 458-0440. A presentation is planned on this matter at tonight’s
meeting. Thank you for your review of this information and input on the same.

Bicentennial Time
Capsule
Saint Louis Ambassadors and the State
Historical Society of Missouri are partnering
together to create the Missouri Bicentennial
Time Capsule.
Organizations and institutions, businesses, as
well as local and state government agencies in
Missouri are invited to participate by
contributing three items: one to represent your
past, one to represent your present, and a note to
future Missourians. Items should measure no larger than 8.5 x 14 inches – i.e. no larger than
legal size paper – and combined be no more than a quarter-inch thick.
Complete the online contribution form then mail your items to:
The State Historical Society of Missouri
Attn: Time Capsule
605 Elm Street
Columbia, MO 65201
You will be notified once your items are received and sent a certificate of
contribution. Contributions will be accepted through August 10, 2021.The Missouri Bicentennial
Time Capsule will be sealed on August 27, 2021, at an event in St. Louis hosted by Saint Louis
Ambassadors. Once sealed, the time capsule will be housed at the State Historical Society of
Missouri until August 10, 2046, when it will be re-opened and shared with the public.

January 28, 2021

MEMORANDUM
To:

Wildwood Historic Preservation Commission Members

From: Department of Planning and Parks
Re:

Potential Training Sessions for 2021 (Wards – All)

Cc:

The Honorable James R. Bowlin, Mayor
The Honorable City Council of Wildwood
Sam Anselm, City Administrator
John A. Young, City Attorney

In 2001, the City of Wildwood became a Certified Local Government (CLG) with the State of Missouri. This
program is administered by the Missouri Department of Natural Resources’ State Historic Preservation
Office (SHPO). Requirements for this certification include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Enacting a historic preservation ordinance;
Appointing a preservation commission;
Conducting an ongoing survey and inventory of historic properties; and
Conducting public outreach and education.

To maintain its status as a CLG, the Commission Members must participate in continuing education and
training on topics related to their roles in Wildwood’s historic preservation efforts. After trainings offered
by the State of Missouri and other historic preservation organizations became more and more difficult to
attend, due to their distance from the St. Louis Area, the Commissioners opted for obtaining targeted
training throughout the year, as part of the monthly HPC meetings.
This effort, utilized in both 2019 and 2020, proved successful and Commissioners have enjoyed training on
topics, such as Route 66, Rockwoods Reservation’s pine forests, local one-room schoolhouses, landscape
preservation, and the pre-history of Wildwood. The Department wishes to continue this effort again in 2021
and would like input from the Commissioners on the training topics they would be interested in considering
for this purpose. A preliminary list has been provided below of potential speakers and topics:
1. Speaker: Wildwood Historical Society Museum Director Topic: Presentation on available displays,
artifacts, and research opportunities at the Society.

2. Speaker: Dennis Hogan, Assistant Director of St. Louis County Parks and Recreation Topic:
Presentation on the history of the Meramec River Area, including Belleview Farms Park and Zombie
Road.
3. Speaker: Representative from either the City of Ballwin or the City of Town and Country. Both cities
have successfully completed log cabin reconstructions. Topic: Log cabin reconstruction process, as
well as tips for success and what to avoid.
4. Speaker: To Be Determined Topic: Demolition by neglect and ordinances/ideas to prevent such
(potentially a representative from the City of St. Louis).
5. National Preservation Institute Virtual Training - Streetscape Design: Strategies for Historic Districts
https://training.npi.org/courses/streetscape
The Department is seeking Commissioners’ input on these suggested five (5) topics and the level of interest
in them, as well as any suggestions for additional trainings to be scheduled in 2021. All topics listed above
have been approved by SHPO for compliance with the continuing education requirement of all CLGs.
If any of the Commission Members should have comments or questions regarding this information, please
feel free to contact the Department of Planning and Parks at (636) 458-0440. A presentation is planned on
this matter at tonight’s meeting. Thank you for your consideration of this information and discussion of the
same.

(2.)

REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS
HISTORIC ROUTE 66 ROADSIDE PARK
DESIGN PROCESS - WILDWOOD, MO
KRISTY DEGUIRE
4835 MO-109 Suite 102
Eureka, Mo 63025
636.549.9007
dg2design.com
kdeguire@dg2design.com

A MESSAGE FROM
KRISTY DEGUIRE
We are pleased to present our team and proposal for the
Historic Route 66 Roadside Park Design Process, Request
for Qualifications for Wildwood, Mo. DG2 is an
experienced team of experts that have a history of working
well together.
We offer you an incredibly thorough evaluation of your
site, functional needs and wants while providing a design
rooted in creativity and inclusivity and sustainability.
We have a solid history of working with municipalities,
schools, and a variety of clients to develop implementable
creative solutions.
As a landscape architect, mom of three and wife of a
paralyzed veteran I am a natural problem solver. I like to
evaluate all of the opportunities and challenges. I put
myself in others' "shoes" to design the best solution for all
users.
I am excited to discuss the opportunities for this site.
Recently living in Grover for two years I have wondered
what the plans were for this site. Having this local
knowledge will help me to better understand the
surrounding community needs and opportunities. I look
forward to the opportunity to speak with you more about
your exciting project. Please feel free to contact me with
any questions.

NOURISH
RESTORE

Sincerely,

CONNECT

KRISTY DEGUIRE, PLA
President
DG2 Design

FIRM PROFILE AND QUALIFICATIONS

FOUNDED IN
2011, DG2 HAS
DEVELOPED
MANY SITES
RANGING FROM
SCHOOLS,
CORPORATE
CAMPUSES,
PARKS AND
HEALTHCARE
ENVIRONMENTS.

FIRM DESCRIPTION
DG2 Design was established in March of 2011 by Kristy DeGuire. Prior to
starting DG2, Kristy was in charge of the landscape & planning group at a
multi-disciplinary firm where she was responsible for managing the site
design of multiple corporate clients in St. Louis including Edward Jones, BJC,
and Nestle Purina and numerous park and greenways including participating
in the original Great Rivers Greenway River Ring master plan.
The designers at DG2 have successfully integrated over 50 years of design
experience into a landscape architecture firm that has sensitivity for the
environment and the client’s values and needs. With a history of corporate,
municipal, park master planning and greenway planning experience, DG2
Design has a passion for connecting people to nature. Whether it is done
through the construction of a new natural playground or the extension of a 2
mile greenway, DG2 Design places special emphasis on improving people’s
lives through nature.
DG2 Design is a certified WBE / DBE.

CONTACT

PHILOSOPHY
Kristy DeGuire, PLA
President
kdeguire@dg2design.com
4835 MO-109 Suite 102
Eureka, MO 63025
636.549.9007
dg2design.com

Nature touches our lives, and often in urban environments, these places are
planned and designed to fit a purpose. A place to bring people together.
Because space is always in some way limited, even the structure of nature
has to be made efficient and work to the purpose of the place. That is the
realm of the landscape architect.
Great landscape architecture aspires to blend nature, history, and
architecture, to bring nature into even the densest environments, and in
particular to connect people to it. Nature is restorative and it connects us to
the very place we come from. At its highest level, this bridge between the
places we inhabit and the natural world makes environments far more
livable and enjoyable.

PROJECT APPROACH - STATEMENT OF KNOWLEDGE & SKILL
The DG2 Design team will approach your Roadside Park with deep grounding in parks planning, design
and management; streetscape/parking design expertise; historic design expertise; past experience
throughout the midwest; and fresh ideas that respond to your site within a foundation of knowledge of
best practices in roadside parks for people of all ages and all abilities. This is truly a unique opportunity
to incorporate a new roadside park within an establish community along the Original Route 66 Route.
We believe there is an opportunity to celebrate the past, present and future of Route 66. Whether the
visitors want to park and walk or bike through the community, picnic, read Route 66 interpretive
signage, view sculpture or play on a route 66 themed playground any of the mentioned options allow
you to have fun, interact with the community and connect with nature. The DG2 Design team will
work closely with your committee throughout the entire process from a detailed site analysis,
inventory of existing site and utilities, public meetings engaging your community, through the selected
conceptual design.
The DG2 team members selected for your project are individuals with different strengths which
compliment each other to form a successful team.

Kristy DeGuire is president of DG2 and a landscape architect. Kristy will oversee the project, assist
with design, and public engagement. Kristy is passionate about research and life long learning. She
researches and learns as much as she can about each site and client in order to design the best possible
space for the end user. For example, when designing spaces for Siteman Cancer Center healing
gardens, she has learned a lot about chemotherapy treatments and the effects on your body. This
knowledge helps her design spaces for patients that aren't overwhemlingly strong scented for hyper
active senses and dappled shade to provide warmth but protection on sensitive skin. Another
example, Kristy also uses her personal family experiences and knowledge gained when designing
inclusive playgrounds. Currently in design development, the team is designing an inclusive active
playground with a strong nature theme. Whether it is a playground, healing garden or public park, it is
important to provide opportunities for all.

Jeff Bolinger is an experienced landscape architect and project manager with a diverse portfolio. Jeff
will be the day to day contact, designer and project manager. Jeff has worked on multiple historic
projects including Historic Fort Wayne, Deep Woods Mill County Park, and Natural Bridge State Park.
Jeff's strengths are in diverse design and construction detailing, and detailed cost estimates.
Sara Runge is a civil engineer. Although DG2 does not offer civil engineering services, Sara
understands the civil side of projects and coordinates with civil engineers on a project to ensure what
we design is implemented. Sara also understands the MSD requirements and coordinates with MSD
on all of our projects from conceptual though construction administration. Sara will investigate the
existing site conditions, existing underground detention and potential limitations with MSD. Sara will
also help ensure our designs are constructible.
Kelly Ferrara is president of StratcommRX. StratcommRX is a public engagement company focusing
on the community and end users. Kelly has been connecting with audiences and communities for more
than 20 years. A leader in corporate communications and public engagement campaigns for
organizations, Kelly has worked with the St. Louis Metropolitan Sewer District, the Missouri
Department of Transportation, the Missouri Foundation for Health and Great Rivers Greenway. She
also has worked side-by-side with numerous municipalities in the St. Louis region, and the Municipal
League of Metro St. Louis. As a strategic thinker, polished writer, insightful collaborator, compelling
facilitator, Kelly will be working directly with Kristy and your committee to coordinate the public
engagement.

SUCCESSFUL APPROACH FOR DELIVERING ON TIME & BUDGET
THE DELIVERABLE

DEDICATE TEAM

Our first step is to work with your
team to layout a detail project task
and deliverable list. This will define
not only what will be included in
the project deliverable, but what
won’t be included as well. Detail
the requirements of each task and
have both City and DG2 sign-off.
This simple but critical step sets
the baseline and allows DG2 to
more accurately estimate resource
needs, costs, and time lines.

Ultimately, your team determines
the project outcome. DG2 team's
motivated and enthusiastic passion
for successful projects can achieve
results beyond your imagination.
Our small flexible team defines
tasks and responsibilities and sets
reasonable expectations to keep
our team inspired. This ensures
daily job duties and distractions
don't destroy your project success.

DIVIDE THE PLAN
Project delays and tardy
deliverables equal late, overbudget projects. DG2 creates
smaller projects within the plan
that the team can understand. We
won't allow small deadlines to
slide. We are disciplined and work
methodically towards the end
project goal. Each successful
projects boosts morale and leads to
a more confident, motivated, and
productive project team.

KRISTY
DEGUIRE
PLA,
PRESIDENT

Kristy DeGuire has designed and implemented many
successful projects where sensitivity to the environment and
personal understanding of the client’s cultural values and
beliefs were instrumental to the overall project concept. Her
experience includes landscape architectural designs,
construction documentation and landscape construction
administration for parks and trails, recreational facilities,
master-planned corporate campuses, commercial projects,
urban plazas and healthcare master plans.
She graduated from Kansas State University with a Bachelor
of Arts degree in landscape architecture. She is a registered
landscape architect in the States of MO and IL.

18 YEARS IN THE INDUSTRY
9 years with DG2 Design
Role: Project Designer
Office Location: Eureka, MO

PARKS & RECREATION
Pacific Station Plaza; Pacific, MO
Bigfoot Plaza; Pacific, MO

PLAYGROUNDS

Bellview Farms Park; Wildwood, MO

Fogerty Park Master Plan/Phase 1; University City,
MO

St. Charles Youth Activity Park; St. Charles County, MO

Watershed Nature Center Master Plan, Phase 1;
Edwardsville, IL

Wright City Park Masterplan; Wright City, MO

Raintree School Natural Playground; Town &
Country, MO
Lemay Child & Family Center Playground, Lemay ,
MO
Kirkwood Children's House Playground,
Kirkwood,MO
Gravois Greenway Trailhead Playground, St. Louis,
MO
*Projects completed at another firm.

Upper Muny Festival and Parking Plaza; St. Louis, MO
Original River Ring Regional Plan; St. Louis City, St. Louis
County, St. Charles County*
Dardenne Greenway at BaratHaven; Dardenne Prairie, MO*
Centennial Greenway; St. Louis County
Meramec Greenway; River Mile 6-10, St. Louis County*
River des Peres Greenway, Gravois Rd to Lansdowne Ave, &
Lansdowne Ave – Slay Park; St. Louis, MO
Gravois Greenway; St. Louis, MO
Metro East Parks and Rec, Long Range Plan Update; Madison
and St. Clair Counties, IL
Jefferson County Port Authority Park Master Plan; Kimmswick,
MO*

JEFF
BOLINGER

PLA
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT
PROJECT MANAGER
Jeff’s passion for Landscape and Environmental design was the
reason for him pursuing a career in Landscape
Architecture. Throughout his employment with multidisciplinary firms he has passionately pursued and promoted
Landscape Architecture on all projects. He has worked on all
aspects of Landscape Architecture from project development
to marketing, master planning through construction document
preparation and construction management.

44 YEARS IN THE INDUSTRY
1 year with DG2 Design
Role: Project Manager
Office Location: Eureka, MO

PARKS & PLAYGROUNDS
Reed Elementary, Ladue School District Phase One
Playground, Ladue, Missouri
Friendship Recreation Center, Washington D.C.*
St. Charles Youth Activity Park; St. Charles County,
MO

Project types he has worked on include those ranging
from Commercial, Hospitality, Governmental, Educational
projects from K-12 through Higher Ed, Interior landscape,
Water feature design, Zoo and Environmental Educational
design to Multi-family and single family dwelling clients. He has
completed the site design, grading, landscape construction
documents, detailing, and specifications required for each
project’s site development. He has also worked with local,
state and federal governmental review agencies to assure
planning and zoning requirements are met.
Jeff graduated from Purdue University with a Bachelor of Arts
degree in Landscape Architecture in 1976. He is a registered
Landscape Architect in the States of Missouri, Indiana, Illinois,
Virginia and Ohio.

Wright City Park Masterplan; Wright City, MO
Pacific Station Plaza; Pacific, MO
Stonegate Elementary Playground, Zionsville,
Indiana*

HISTORIC PARKS
Natural Bridge State Park; Stanton, KY*

Orchard Park Elementary Playground, Carmel,
Indiana *

Deep Woods Mill County Park; Hobart, IN*

Maplewood Elementary Playground, Indianapolis,
Indiana*

Washington Park Zoo; Michigan City, IN*

Garden City Elementary Playground, Indianapolis,
Indiana*
Greenbo State Park Pool & Beach Development
Greenup, Kentucky*
Greensburg Elementary Playground,
Greensburg, Indiana*

Marian University Stadium and Eco Lab;
Indianapolis, IN*
Historic Fort Wayne; Fort Wayne, IN*
*Projects completed at previous firm

SARA
RUNGE

PE
QUALITY CONTROL
Sara Runge has worked on a wide variety of projects in varying
roles throughout her career. Commercial, residential,
industrial, institutional, and municipal projects have allowed
her to use her design and communication skills to work with
the client in order to obtain their project goals and objectives.
Sara’s background in Civil Engineering allows her the ability to
understand and coordinate the complexities of landscape
architecture and civil site design throughout the course of a
project.
She graduated from the University of Washington with a
Bachelor of Science degree in Civil Engineering. She is a
registered civil engineer in the State of Missouri with over 20
years of experience.

PARKS & OUTDOOR RECREATION

SITE PLAN EXPERIENCE

Dardenne Greenway at BaratHaven; Dardenne
Prairie, MO*

Raintree Learning Community; Town & Country, MO

Centennial Greenway – Heman Park to Groby Rd.;
St. Louis, MO
River des Peres Greenway – Lansdowne Ave to Slay
Park; St. Louis, MO
Gravois Greenway – Orlando’s to River des Peres
Greenway; St. Louis, MO
River des Peres Greenway – Gravois Rd. to
Lansdowne Ave.; St. Louis, MO*
Fogerty Park; University City, MO

Edward Jones North Campus Building One; Maryland
Heights, MO*
Edward Jones South Campus Expansion; Des Peres,
MO*
Frontenac City Hall; Frontenac, MO*
BJC Progress West Medical Office Building and Data
Center; O’Fallon, MO*
Citygarden, Owner’s Representative St. Louis, MO*
Old Posto Office Plaza, St. Louis, MO*

Citygarden; St. Louis, MO
Memorial Park; Clayton, MO*

STREETSCAPE DESIGN

Malcolm W. Martin, Memorial Park; East St. Louis, IL*

St. Louis County Courthouse; Clayton, MO

Metro East Park and Recreation District Long Range
Plan Update; Madison & St. Clair Counties, IL*

5th Street Gateway; St. Charles, MO

PLAZA EXPERIENCE

David Hoekel Parkway; Wentzville, MO

Upper Muny Parking Lot and Plaza; St. Louis, MO
Old Post Office Plaza; St. Louis, MO*
Edward Jones; North Campus Building One Plaza*/
South Campus Dining and Event Plaza*

First Capitol Drive; St. Charles, MO
Laclede’s Landing Streetscape; St. Louis, MO*
*Projects completed at another firm.

KELLY J. FERRARA

PRESIDENT

PROJECTS

GRAVOIS GREENWAY
TRAILHEAD
GRANT'S TRAIL TO
RIVER DE PERES

St. Louis, MO
DG2 Design led the team helping Great Rivers Greenway
with the master plan and planning the extension of
Grant’s Trail beginning at the new trailhead at Orlando's
extending to where it connects to the River des Peres
Greenway. The master plan for the Gravois Greenway
calls for the expansion of this former railroad corridor
from where it ended at Orlando’s to connect to the River
des Peres Greenway just south of Interstate 55. The new
piece of greenway will link six densely populated
municipalities and portions of unincorporated St. Louis
County from Kirkwood to the St. Louis City limits near
River City Casino. In the future, the River des Peres
Greenway will connect to the Mississippi Greenway-tying
together three greenways.
In 2012 the landscape architects began the planning
process for the long-awaited connection between Grant’s
trail, which ended close to Union Road and Highway 55.
The trail extension was built in three phases. Phase one
included a new parking lot, trailhead, and restroom.
Phases 2 and 3 were complete in 2020. These phases
extend past the new trailhead and include a boardwalk
through a wetland, a recycle node near an industrial
recycling center, a 1000’ bridge across Bayless Avenue,
two neighborhood connections, an underpass under
Weber Road, and then bridges the River des Peres to
connect into The River des Peres Greenway. The Gravois
Greenway totals ten miles and connects to the River des
Peres Greenway an eleven-mile corridor.
This kind of project takes an immense amount of work and
collaboration. Special thanks to:
Staff members Lonny Boring, Angelica Gutierrez, Todd
Antoine and the rest of the team working on engagement,
conservation, finance and fundraising.
Great Rivers Greenway Board of Directors
Great Rivers Greenway Foundation Board of Directors
and all of the donors.

Partners: St. Louis County Parks, City of St. Louis
Parks Department and Board of Public Service,
Missouri Department of Transportation, Ameren
Missouri, Metropolitan St. Louis Sewer District,
Republic Services and thanks to Trailnet for
establishing the first parts of Grant’s Trail years
ago.
Consultants: DG2 Design, Remiger Design, Reitz &
Jens, Inc., CMT, Inc., CBB Transportation
Engineers + Planners, Civil Design, Inc., BSI
Constructors, TSi Geotechnical, Terracon, Efficacy
Consulting and subconsultants/suppliers:
PermaTrak and Wheeler.
Prime Contractors on construction include
Gershenson Construction Co., R.V. Wagner
Construction Co, R.G. Ross Construction Co.,
Bloomsdale Excavating, Byrne & Jones, Landesign.

client
Great Rivers Greenway
contact
Lonny Boring, Great Rivers Greenway
314.932.4906
lboring@grgstl.org
services
Service Info
size
2 miles
complete
2020
cost
$12 million

BIGFOOT PLAZA
CONCEPT DESIGN - CDS
Pacific, MO

The original Bigfoot Monster Truck began as a 1974
Ford F-250 pickup that was modified by its owner Bob
Chandler beginning in 1975. By 1979, the modifications
were so extensive, the truck came to be regarded as the
first monster truck. In 2015, Bigfoot relocated its
headquarters to Pacific, Missouri.
Bigfoot continues to be in demand and the City of
Pacific and Bigfoot asked DG2 to design a space where
Bigfoot could be on display for the thousands of Bigfoot
visitors to visit each year and celebrate the history and
future of the Monster Truck. DG2 created a plaza in a
prominent spot near The City Hall and Interstate
Highway 44. DG2 developed multiple concepts and
presented them to thousands of people at the annual
Bigfoot Open House. With the comments received and
the suggestions from the City we developed a final
concept and construction documents.

People can now enjoy Bigfoot as it climbs up
boulders as if it was climbing up and crushing cars.
The plaza connects an underutilized parking lot and
provides a space for people to gather amongst the
landscape, sit on the benches, and watch the traffic.
For his innovation of creating monster trucks, Bob
Chandler has been inducted into multiple halls of
fame. In 2006, he was inducted in the Missouri
Sports Hall of Fame. In November 2011, he was
inducted into the International Monster Truck
Museum Hall of Fame with its inaugural class.
Bigfoot was listed by Hot Rod magazine as one of
100 most influential vehicles in the history of hot
rodding. Future interpretive signage is planned to
tell the story of Bigfoot and the City of Pacific.

client
City of Pacific & Bigfoot
contact
Steve Roth, City of Pacific
636-271-0500 ext 213
sroth@pacificmissouri.com
size & cost
1 acre / $150,000
complete
2019

PACIFIC STATION
PLAZA
CONCEPT DESIGN
Pacific, MO

DG2 developed conceptual designs for a new park and
plaza in an underutilized area near the recently torn down
railroad depot. The town of Pacific has a strong railroad
history and wanted the park to invite users to learn about
and experience railroad history. The Pacific Railroad laid
tracks in Pacific, and the railroad opened on July 19, 1853.
The site is an open canvas other than an existing pavilion
and a train caboose. DG2 developed two conceptual
designs which included an amphitheater, a railway
turntable plaza, a parking lot, a train-themed playground,
and a train viewing platform. The next steps in the
project include public engagement, design development,
and phasing. Portions of the site are within the flood plain
and will have to be carefully designed to maintain flood
elevations and sustain any flood water with minimal
damage.

client
Pacific Partnership
contact
Amanda Nemeth,
Partnership President
Pacific Partnership
cell: 248-763-2973
pacificmissouripartnership@gmail.com
size & cost
1.5 acres / TBD
complete
ongoing

PROJECT SUCCESS
OUTDOOR RECREATION
Gravois Greenway
Great Rivers Greenway - $12 million - completed 2020
Fogerty Park Masterplan & Phase 1
University City, MO - $1.9 million - Phase 1 completed 2017
River Des Peres Greenway
St. Louis, MO - $4.5 million - completed 2018
Bigfoot Plaza
City of Pacific, MO - $150,000 - completed 2019
Pacific Station Plaza
City of Pacific, MO - TBD - ongoing

URBAN DESIGN
5th Street
City of St Charles - $10.7 million - completed 2016
Upper Muny Festival & Parking Plaza
City of St. Louis, MO - $3 million - completed 2015
St. Louis County Family Courts Building
St. Louis County, MO - $122 million - completed 2016
Block 100 Rooftop
City of St. Louis, MO - Completed 2019
First Capitol Drive
City of St. Charles - $115,000 (Landscape only) - completed 2016
4th & Chouteau Sustainable Parking Lot
City of St. Louis, MO - $800,000 - completed 2018

THANK YOU.
WE LOOK FORWARD TO
DESIGNING WITH YOU.
We appreciate the opportunity to present our
qualifications and look forward to discussing your
project in detail. Please let us know if you have
questions.

PAUL A. SCHROEDER
PARK PLAYGROUND
REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS PARK PLANNING SERVICES
November 5, 2020

PREPARED BY:
Gateway Design Studio
In Cooperation with EFK Moen

PREPARED FOR:
City of Wildwood, MO
Historic Preservation Commission
1|Page

WILDWOOD – HISTORIC ROUTE 66 PARK
REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS - HISTORIC ROUTE 66
ROADSIDE PARK DESIGN PROCESS
City of Wildwood, Missouri
Department of Planning and Parks
16860 Main Street
Wildwood, Missouri 63040
Attn: Joe Vujnich and Kathy Arnett
November 5, 2020
VIA E-MAIL DELIVERY

Dear Mr. Vujnich and Ms. Arnett
We look forward to the opportunity to work with the City of Wildwood and appreciate the City’s consideration of our
qualifications for this project. On behalf of Gateway Design Studio and EFK Moen, we are pleased to provide the
following qualifications pertaining to our Park Design and Engineering Services and credentials for the City’s
review and consideration. The following pages describe in more detail our Design Team’s project approach,
qualifications and relevant experience for this project.
Gateway Design Studio is a professionally licensed design firm located in west St. Louis county providing
planning, landscape architecture and environmental consulting services within the Midwest region. GDS has
extensive experience with this type of design process and have provided supportive documents related to these
type projects on behalf of several local and statewide municipalities. With over 28 years of proven business
operations we are confident in our talents to provide you with first rate personal service and design excellence.
Together with our team member EFK Moen we can provide full land surveying and civil engineering support
services related to all necessary public agency submissions and reviews related to Missouri Department of
Transportation, Metropolitan Sewer District, and others.
Enclosed you will find our experience and credentials for your review. Thank you for your consideration of our
Design TEAM, Gateway Design Studio and EFK Moen for this project. Please feel free to contact me directly if
we may help answer questions or provide additional information. We look forward to being of service to the City
of Wildwood!
Sincerely yours,

R. Patrick Worzer – ASLA, CLARB, RLA
Gateway Design Studio, llc - Principal
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PROJECT UNDERSTANDING
The City’s Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) is seeking a qualified
consultant and/or their associated firms to assist in the development of
several conceptual designs for a small roadside park location that is
located on the “Mother Road (Historic Route 66).” These concepts will be
reviewed by the Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) for comment and
then modifications, which will then be presented to the Wildwood residents
and City Council for a final selection of one (1) of them, which will lead to
the initiation of the design and engineering for its desired construction.

SITE

The site is located at 16910 Manchester Road, Wildwood, Missouri within
the historic Grover community of the City. Currently the property is a
vacant lot at the southeast corner of Manchester Road and Grover
Crossing Drive.
The City of Wildwood is seeking the services of a qualified
consultant team that possess specific and significant knowledge in
the planning, design, and engineering specialties relative to
developing concepts for a roadside park facility that will highlight
its proximity along Historic Route 66. In addition to experience in
planning and design the firm must also be knowledgeable in public
outreach and input and be able to translate the results of feedback
into tangible concepts for selection towards the development of
final plans for construction.
View of site looking East on
Manchester Road

HISTORICAL CONTEXT – US ROUTE 66 - WILDWOOD
The subject park site is situated in the community of Grover which was located historically a few blocks east and
west of Eatherton Road. Unfortunately, no Route 66 attractions remain in this location today.
Heading west from the site on the historic route a few buildings are around Pond Rd. that make up the community
of Pond along Manchester Road. The land was originally owned by John Brockman in 1835, later Cyrus Speers
owned a tavern and store here, the place was known as Speers Pond (the pond is just north of the village), later
Drienhoefer, a German, bought the land and more German immigrants settled there.
The WPA travel guide "Missouri, a guide to the "Show Me" state" published in 1941 only mentions the community
of Pond, which had 150 residents at the time and was settled in 1815 and the nearby Dr. Edmund A. Babler
Memorial State Park, for hiking and camping.
The former Pond Hotel was built ca. 1840s, on the site of Brockman's store. It
became a post office in 1878 and a hotel in 1911; today the house is gone.
This location was a common place for cyclists (a restaurant operated there
until the 1950s) and a Monument is located at the western tip of the Pond
Hotel's front garden. The monument was erected by the St. Louis Cycling
Club (STLCC) founded in 1887 and is the oldest consistently active cycling
club in the US.
Source: www.theroute-66.com/wildwood
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The Pond Inn also known as Pond Hall, was originally a tavern (1875), by 1910 William Kesselring who owned a
store and bar there, and the "Kesselrings Hall and Grove" was also known as "Wayside Inn" and also as the
"Pond Inn".
The Kern Service Station was built ca.1925. by John A. Kern who had a
wagon shop here (he was a blacksmith) who adapted to the automobile as
his business declined. The canopy over the now gone pumps is clearly
visible. This site is currently listed with the Wildwood Historic Registry.
West of the Pond Inn location is the
Big Chief Roadhouse. This Spanish
Mission Revival styled building opened in 1928 and was known as the "Big
Chief Hotel" or "Chief's Cabin Hotel" and the "Big Chief Dakota Grill". At
one time a false steeple crowned the building, but it was removed in the
1950s. Originally it was a "cabin hotel", with 62 cabins, each with its
garage with hot and cold water showers. The front arched canopy served
as a Conoco gas station. Big Chief remained popular after Route 66 was
realigned because of hosting dances and was a venue for conferences. The restaurant closed in 1949. The
cabins were demolished later. But in the 1990s the Restaurant reopened and is listed on the National Historic
Places Register.
Source: www.theroute-66.com/wildwood

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
It is understood that the project goals and objectives may include the following: to generate a Needs Assessment
Study and Conceptual Design Plans which will serve as a guide for future construction improvements for this park
space. Planned improvements are contingent upon future stakeholder, public feedback, and City staff input. A
selection of the desired concept plan elements will be made to further develop final plans for bid and construction.
Some of the suggested planned improvements are listed below but are not limited to the following.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Parking for Visitors and Users of the Park and Trailhead Facility
Sidewalk and Bike Lane connections to the surrounding road and pedestrian circulation system
An interpretive Map of the historic Route 66 through the City
Small Picnic Areas for Visitors
Interpretive Signage telling the story of Route 66
Landscape Improvements that are native and sustainable to the region
Storm water mitigation that is low impact through development of bio-swales and raingardens
Special pavement, site furniture and elements reflective the history of Route 66
Possible sculpture and outdoor artwork related to historic Route 66 in the area
All the above suggested improvements are based on our familiarity of
historic nature of Route 66 and the site and would be contingent upon
further input from City staff, stakeholders, and the residents.
Final documents may be a combination of a written report and
drawings for the use by GDS and the Client. It is anticipated that full
collaboration with the City staff and other relevant stakeholders will be
required.
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APPROACH AND SCOPE
Below is a suggested scope of services for consideration. This is subject to change or be modified per further
negotiations with the City.

PROGRAM PHASE
Our Design TEAM will provide a written summary of the overall goals and objectives for this project subject to City
staff and administrative interviews pertaining to the following:





We will attend a scheduled Project Kick-off Meeting with City
Staff and Stakeholders.
Discuss and confirm overall goals and objectives for the park
area.
Determine any specific budgetary and fundraising goals
necessary for park improvements and grant/donation opportunities.
Provide a Program Summary outlining the goals and objectives of
the park project in addition to any needs or opportunities.

DATA COLLECTION/INVENTORY AND ANALYSIS PHASE
Our Design TEAM would provide the following approach and scope in support of this phase.





Site Visit, Facility and Infrastructure Analysis pertaining to condition rating of the park site related to
access, pavement, retaining walls, utilities, safety, lighting, and wayfinding/signage. Identify deficiencies
which can be corrected, changed, or improved.
Development Capacity Analysis evaluating the existing conditions and potential use and improvements
for the Park site.
Summary Analysis which will explain in detail our finding during the inventory and analysis phase.

ALTERNATIVE CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT PHASE
As part of this phase our Design TEAM will begin to develop
conceptual alternatives for potential improvements for the Park per
the Request for Qualifications. Below are suggested scope items
which would be provided in support this phase of the project.









 Base Map development using available maps and
documents per City and agency GIS information as reference.
Conduct a survey of the property to verify boundary, topography,
utilities, and other existing conditions on the site.
(3) Alternative Concept Plans associated with the park site depicting potential improvements.
Stakeholder/Staff Review Meeting for project visioning and presentation of Concept Alternatives. This
will serve as an initial opportunity to gain feedback from the City and Stakeholders on ideas developed for
the Park property.
Preliminary Design Plan based on further community and stakeholder input; selected features of the
Alternative Concept Plans depicting proposed park improvements and recommended development of
features and amenities.
Conceptual Plan Cost Estimates pertaining to the various concept alternatives of the project.
Written Development Criteria identifying project goals, policies, and implementation as part of the
Conceptual Design Plan recommendations.
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FINAL CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT PHASE
This phase of the project will provide final recommendations for the proposed
development of historic Route 66 Park site. Below are suggested scope items which
would be provided to support this phase of the project.
Provide a Final Concept Design with full color plans and supportive written
documents in hardcopy and electronic copies for distribution. The Final Report may
provide the following related recommendations for but not limited to:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o






Entrances and Parking
Shelters and Structures/Restrooms
Information & Wayfinding
Pedestrian Access
ADA Accessibility
Citywide & Park Trail System Connections
Picnic Areas
Storm Water Management
Landscape Improvements
Lighting and Security

“We will work in
partnership and
collaboration with
parks staff, City
leaders, residents
and community
stakeholders who
have a vested
interest in the
success and
completion of the
initiative for this
Park Design and
Development.”

A Development Phase Outline and Critical Path Timetable detailing an implementation program for
achieving the plan’s vision for execution.
Conceptual Design Level Cost Estimate pertaining to the implementation of the park improvements.
Permit Requirements outlining identification and definition of potential permit requirements related to federal,
state, and other local review agencies.
Recommended Design; Final submittal of site plans, cost estimates, detail maps, summary descriptions,
written analysis, and recommendations of the project.
A Final Presentation of results and recommendations related to the development of the Park Site.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Robust Public Engagement (Even in the Era of COVID)
Robust community engagement will be critical in the development
of the concept plan. We have learned many creative ways of
engaging the community in the last few months during COVID.
We can create an innovative engagement process that includes
City staff, Mayor and City Council Members, Commission
Members, residents, and stakeholders in the community.
Special efforts will be made to gain feedback from local businesses and residents such as Big Chief
Roadhouse, Pond Inn, and residents of Grover Crossing subdivision.
Note: Under the current circumstances involving social distancing and the COVID-19 restrictions we are prepared
to provide alternative means of public feedback via online surveys, video conferencing and conference calls if
necessary, during this phase of the project.
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Community Meetings that Do More than Recreate In-Person Meetings Online
GDS has found great success in taking advantage of the flexibility of online engagement. For a recent park
Master Plan (www.SikestonParkMasterPlan.com), the planning team created a short 25-minute overview video
that residents could watch on their own schedule. This significantly increased participation over a “fixed” live
meeting time. Residents were then able to complete a short survey to provide feedback.
Community Public Engagement would provide for the introduction to the overall planning process, and an initial
presentation of the alternative conceptual plans and design elements and improvements for the Park site. This
process will be a listening session with an opportunity to gain feedback from stakeholders and the community and
present a summary of the proposed program, site analysis and possible alternatives to the public. This can be
done through a virtual presentation that is recorded and later posted on the City’s website for public feedback and
input.
In-Person Meetings: Display boards and meeting handouts can also provide an overview of the planning process
as well as the Design schedule. A PowerPoint presentation of the conceptual design and elements may be
provided. The purpose will be to engage attendees on their vision for the Park’s features. Attendees will be able to
share existing strengths and weaknesses of the plans and their ideas for development. The meetings would be
held at a select location with current social distancing and CDC requirements in force.
Further Community Public Engagement would present the Conceptual Design development components
based on comments and feedback from the public, City staff, and stakeholders. This presentation can be held in
an Open Public Meeting format or virtual online format with a PowerPoint slide show to present the preliminary
proposed improvements and design elements.

EXAMPLE PROJECT EXPERIENCE
The following pages represent a sample of our relevant
project experience within the last 2 years. These projects
describe our knowledge and skills relative to roadside
park planning, design, and engineering, in the context of a
historically-significant assets.
Below is a brief list of key projects which are further
explained in detail in the subsequent pages.

Sikeston Depot Trail Head Park Concept – Roadside park and trailhead design for an existing historical depot
station within Downtown Sikeston, Mo.
Ackert Park Concept Master Plan – Pocket Park setting within the historic Parkview Gardens District of
University City, MO
Old McKendree Chapel Property Master Plan – Long range master plan development of the historic Old
McKendree Chapel property in Jackson, MO that highlights historical structures and land features.
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Additional Related Projects
LEWIS PARK – UNIVERSITY CITY, MO (Historic Park)
Lewis Park is a historic 4 acre park located within the heart of
University City, MO and was in need of an inventory and
assessment of the current facilities in order to create a
proposed plan to address the current and future needs of the
park for residents. GDS, LLC initially conducted a
comprehensive study to provide a needs assessment report
and conceptual master plan which will serve as a guideline for
future planned improvements to the overall park space as well
as serve as a supportive document for applying for future grant
applications.
Subsequently, Gateway Design Studio, LLC provided final design and construction documents for
improvements to the existing pond and water quality, including dredging the pond to an acceptable depth and
installing aerator fountains; necessary site grading and preparation; a new asphalt trail; concrete access points to
improve site access and ADA access; a new stairwell at southwest corner; rain garden installations for better
storm water management; native landscape planting and a new woodland garden installation; new monument
park signage and additional interpretive signage; site furniture (including benches, picnic tables, etc.) and water
fountains and LED lighting.
The GDS Team assessed the existing and proposed conditions through the study of existing documents and
plans, thorough site analysis, inventory and timely meetings with City staff, public engagement with residents and
other relevant stakeholders in order to chart a course of action for the successful re-development of this park.
CLIENT & CONTACT:
Darren Dunkel, CPRP - Director of Parks and Recreation - Phone: (314) 505-8625

BERRY PARK—EUREKA, MISSOURI (Roadside Park)
GDS, LLC was selected by the City of Eureka to provide park
planning and engineering services pertaining to a 23-acre site
located off Forby Road. As part of the design process, GDS,
LLC conducted systematic analysis of the existing conditions
and provided suggestions through evaluation of potential site
improvements related to such factors as the protection of
natural resources, design of athletic/multipurpose field,
pedestrian & vehicular circulation, a playground, shelters and
restrooms.
This truly “Green” park was designed in the context of “Community Identity and Sustainability Principles” allowing
for a clear appreciation by users while considering such design factors as protection of natural resources, park
identity, recreational type and value, accessibility and ongoing facility maintainability through the application of
sustainable design principals. Scope of work included preliminary and final design, construction documents, bid
administration and full-service construction administration.
CLIENT & CONTACT:
Missy Myers, CPRP - Director of Parks and Recreation - Phone: (636) 938-6775
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PERSONNEL AVAILABILITY AND WORKLOAD
We retain (1) full time licensed professional, an office manager and up to
(2) contract employees as needed for production purposes to meet the
demands of our project workload in order to offer our client’s the
maximum benefit of personal service and quality design. Our staff
capacity is of enough size to efficiently execute the required design
responsibilities as the market demands. GDS utilizes workload
projection processes that assure suitable staff-hours, skills and
experience that will be available throughout the project. This project will be managed and designed by Mr.
Worzer with the assistance of a contract employee for production work if necessary.

PROJECT FAMILIARITY AND PROXIMITY
With a dedicated and responsive professional staff and broad spectrum of project experience, we are
passionately committed to providing a comprehensive and sensitive planning solution to satisfy your specific
needs and expectations for this project. Our previous experience developing featured Historic Parks with several
statewide municipalities has given our Team key insight and familiarity with the projects of this nature. Our office
is located within 10 minutes of Historic Route 66 in Wildwood.
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PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
In this section we highlight our firm profile, resumes, and past project experience.
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REFERENCES
We hope you will take the time to talk with our references. Our TEAM has a strong history of performing
excellent work, on time, and on budget. As our past clients can certainly attest, we understand the
importance of staying on schedule and controlling costs.

GDS REFERENCES
Jay Lancaster, PE
Director of Public Works
City of Sikeston, MO
Phone: 573-475-3740
Email: jlancaster@sikeston.org
Projects: Rail-to-Trail Master Plan, Phase 1 Rail-to-Trail Improvements
Darren Dunkle CPRP AFO
Director of Parks, Recreation and Forestry
City of University City, MO
Phone: 314-505-8552
Email: ddunkle@ucitymo.org
Projects: Ackert Park, Greensfelder Park, Main Park (Washington, MO)
Missy Myers, CPRP
Director of Parks and Recreation
City of Eureka, MO
Phone: (636) 938-6775
Email: mmyers@eureka.mo.us
Projects: Berry Park
FINAL THOUGHTS - OUR MISSION/ONE VISION
The GDS TEAM believes that every project must be designed within the context of “Community
Distinctiveness and Sustainability Values” allowing for a clear appreciation by users while
considering such design factors as identity, value, accessibility and ongoing maintainability through the
application of implementing continuing sustainable site design measures. This is OUR MISSION in
order to provide you with success in attaining ONE VISION to meet your needs and expectations!

CONTACT INFORMATION:
GATEWAY DESIGN STUDIO, LLC
R. Patrick Worzer, ASLA, CLARB, RLA
Principal/Owner
856 Kiefer Trails Dr., St. Louis, Mo 63021
Phone: 314-703-1800
Email: rpworzer@gatewayds.com
Web: WWW.gatewayds.com
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Design Process

For the City of Wildwood, Missouri

:EUD LATTIMBUS

Roadside Park

GREAT RIVER ENGINEERING
November 5, 2020
City of Wildwood
Attn: Kathy Arnett
Department of Planning & Parks
16860 Main Street
Wildwood, MO 63040
RE: Letter of Interest
Dear Ms. Arnett,
No road has shaped the transportation, tourism and economic development of small cities across the country
more than the “Mother Road” (Historic Route 66). The Great River Engineering Team commends the City of
Wildwood on its decision to celebrate that corridor’s rich history and impact on those communities.
Memorialization of the efforts, cultures, societies, peoples and beauty that went into and comprised that route is
an important step to take in preserving our communal identity. It is a step too often forgotten. The City of
Wildwood’s effort in making this small step is exemplary to other communities along the Route. Great River
Engineering (GRE) appreciates your consideration of our team for services to assist in the development of
several conceptual designs for a small roadside park located on the “Mother Road” (Historic Route 66). With the
many similar projects completed by the Great River team, GRE has played a significant role in the planning and
development of Missouri Historic Route 66 across the state.
Most recently, GRE served as the agent for the Route 66 Association of Missouri, writing the application for All
American Road/National Scenic Byway for Missouri Historic Route 66. In a separate project, GRE also recently
revised the mapping for the entire corridor in GIS format and updated the Missouri Historic Route 66 Corridor
Management Plan (CMP) previously authored for the Route 66 State Byway. A State Driving Map for the Route
was developed with the original CMP work. Our extensive Route 66 experience also includes the design of a
Roadside Park in Springfield, planning and design of commercial and residential corridors and many
historic Route 66 bridge rehabilitations. We are familiar with the region, the community and the local
governing bodies, and the opportunity to work on a Historic Route 66 Roadside Park design in Wildwood would
bring all of them together is very exciting!
It is clear to see that the City recognizes the value of the “Mother Road”. Great River has assembled a unique and
highly qualified team comprised of landscape architects, planners, architects, engineers, and Route 66 historian
professionals. We believe that our team provides the experience, the knowledge and the commitment necessary
to provide the City of Wildwood and the Wildwood Historic Preservation Commission with the development of
conceptual designs for the roadside park on Manchester Road.
The Great River team for your project consists of a diverse group of professionals from Great River Engineering,
Wood Environment & Infrastructure Solutions, Torgerson Design Partners and Joe Sonderman – Route 66
Historian. Our team has a history of working together on a wide variety of community facilities, parks, roads,
stormwater facilities, bridges and historic designs. GRE’s familiarity and professional expertise, along with our
production abilities, builds in efficiencies the City can benefit from greatly. We would genuinely enjoy an
opportunity to use our considerable Route 66 experience for the development of the conceptual designs for the
roadside park located on the “Mother Road” (Historic Route 66) in Wildwood.
We appreciate the opportunity to submit our qualifications for your consideration. If you have any questions,
please feel free to contact me at 314.400.7677.
Sincerely,
Great River Engineering

Jerany Jackson, PLA
Project Lead
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Team Overview
GREAT RIVER ENGINEERING
Our Goal

Our Staff

Our goal as a company on every project is striving to
provide a high level of client satisfaction through
understanding the goals and objectives of the
client, as well as, the constraints with which the
project is to be delivered. This goal ultimately results
in delivering a successful project to the constituents
of the community. Many of our projects are tailored
to improve the quality of life, safety, and reliability of
important public infrastructure.

Our staff is over 30 members strong and comprised
of licensed engineers, licensed land surveyors,
licensed landscape architects, geographic
information systems professionals, professional
design technicians, experienced inspectors, and
support staff. We have three office locations;
Springfield, Kansas City, and St. Louis. Due to the
broad experience of our staff, we work to assign
personnel to individual projects that best fit the
scope and magnitude of each project based on the
clients needs. GRE’s staff makes every effort to
meet budgets, schedules, and quality
objectives.

Type S Corporation
Great River Engineering is a Type S Corporation
organized in the State of Missouri under the name
Great River Associates, Inc. with a doing business as
(DBA) certification as Great River Engineering and is
in good standing with the Missouri Secretary of
State.

Project Contact:
Jerany Jackson, PLA
314.400.7677
jjackson@greatriv.com

Team Overview
About Wood Environment &
Infrastructure Solutions
Wood is a leading engineering and environmental
sciences consulting firm, providing multi-disciplined
solutions covering all aspects of environmental
services, civil and geotechnical engineering,
infrastructure design and management, materials
testing and engineering and water resources services
to both public and private sector clients across the
United States.
The firm is a recognized leader in the areas of water
and wastewater systems, water resources (drainage
and flood control), roadway and highway design,
transportation studies, planning (site, land use and
regional) and construction management. Our offices
have established a track record of completing our
clients’ projects within budget and on schedule. Our
success is based upon:
Partnering approach of working with our
government agencies and private industry clients;
Extensive experience with a variety of projects;·
Understanding our clients’ time requirements;·
Project management structure that ensures
accountability; and
Commitment to innovate problem-solving and
cutting-edge technology.
Wood has had a strong local presence in the St. Louis
area since 1975. We perform work both throughout
the metropolitan St. Louis area and the across the
state of Missouri. Wood’s local office in Clarkson
Valley, Missouri is less than 4 miles from both
Wildwood City Hall and the project site, enabling
our staff to quickly respond with any actions needed
to support the project.

Wood was recently named the #1 Top
International Design Firm in the
Engineering News-Record’s 2020 ranking
of the world’s 225 leading engineering and
construction companies.
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Team Overview
TORGERSON DESIGN
PARTNERS LLC
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Firm Structure
Torgerson Design Partners (TDP) is very interested in
building a strong relationship with the all of our
clients. We have 100+ years combined experience
with a large variety of projects. Torgerson Design
Partners was founded with a strong purpose to
Explore and Express our client’s visions through
Creativity & High standards for design to find unique
solutions.
TDP’s ownership structure is a joint ownership of
John Torgerson, Adam Kreher, and Griffin Bobbett.
All owners are practicing members of the firm and
have specific roles. John Torgerson, firm founder,
serves as senior principal and president responsible
for firm operations and project management.
TDP is a firm where all of the partners are involved
heavily in all ongoing projects. Managing all aspects
of real estate, development, design, contract
documents, specifications, and construction
administration.
TDP offers full design, real estate, construction
administration, and planning services, from new
facilities to renovations, master planning, and phased
building layout. We make it a priority to coordinate
thoroughly with all disciplines. We are planners and
understand that the success of most projects is in the
early planning stages and effective design/construction
documents. We take pride in our contract
documents and specifications knowing that our
pursuit for excellence shows in all aspects of our
design down to the smallest of details.

FIRM LEGAL NAME:
TORGERSON DESIGN PARTNERS LLC
DATE FOUNDED: JANUARY 2010 - 10 YEARS
FIRM SIZE: 27 FULL TIME CONTRACT
ARCHITECTURAL REAL ESTATE &
ADMINISTRATIVE EMPLOYEES

P H O T O C R E D I T: J O E S O N D E R M A N , RO U T E 6 6
H I ST O R I A N - U S E D B Y P ER M I S S I O N

Team Overview
JOE SONDERMAN

ROUTE 66 HISTORIAN & AUTHOR
Long-time St. Louis native, Joe Sonderman is a St.
Louis-area and Route 66 historian who has written
more than 19 works on Route 66 including the
latest, “Route 66 Then and Now” and “Route 66
in Missouri.” He is an internationally known Route
66 collector and exhibitor and has collected
thousands of postcard and archival images that
capture a simpler time, when people were not in
such a hurry. Sonderman maintains an on-line
archive of over 5,000 vintage Route 66 photos and
postcards at www.66postcards.com. He has an
extensive social media presence via the “Vintage St.
Louis” and the “Missouri’s Historic Highways” page,
which presents historic MoDOT photos and history.
When Sonderman is not busy reporting traffic, he
spends much of his time on Route 66 behind the
wheel of his treasured 1957 Chevrolet.

Image By:

GRE's Route
66 Experience
& Vision for
WILDWOOD
STATEMENT OF KNOWLEDGE & SKILLS
Multi-disciplinary Approach to Design
While Great River Engineering is comprised of a robust
team of professionals, we have supplemented our inhouse team with additional expertise and specialties to
bring together knowledge and skills necessary for
roadside park planning, design and engineering in the
context of Historic Route 66. Our team leader, Jerany
Jackson, PLA is a landscape architect who partners
with fellow licensed professionals daily, leading teams
to solutions that meet our client’s complex site design
goals. Ms. Jackson has done extensive work on Route 66
across the state of Missouri for over 10 years. Ms. Jackson’s
career has been centered on team building with experts
in multiple fields including historians, transportation
engineers, structural engineers, hydrologists, architects,
planners, surveyors, geologists, biologists, sociologists, city
managers and the public at large.

In doing so, she has created many unique,
beautiful and award-winning plans, parks, trails
and other designs. She has worked in both the
municipal and consulting environments
throughout her 27-year career. Jerany is LPA
certified by the Missouri Department of
Transportation. As your project manager she will
serve as the team lead and will be able to bring
each of the Team’s different specialties to focus
and bear on the design of the City’s Roadside
Park.
Mr. Joe Sonderman, with over 30 years’
experience in Route 66 historic preservation
will serve as the project historian. He and Ms.
Jackson have worked together before on the
application for All American Road/National
Scenic Byway for Missouri Historic Route 66 and
the revised the mapping calling out points of
interest and the updated the Missouri Historic
Route 66 Corridor Management Plan (CMP).
Previously, Mr. Sonderman worked with Ms.
Jackson on the original Missouri Historic Route
66 Corridor Management Plan projects. He will
help establish historical context and significance
to the design of the Wildwood roadside park.
Mr. Jeff Banderet, PE will serve as lead
engineer on the project. He has 10 years’
experience with MoDOT roadway, bridge and
transportation projects across the State. He is
also familiar with historic preservation issues
affecting the engineering design. He will
manage and coordinate traffic and
transportation engineering services for the team.
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GRE's Route
66 Experience
& Vision for
WILDWOOD
Multi-Disciplinary Approach to Design Cont'd
Mr. Spencer Jones, PE will serve as Route 66 design
contributor and Quality Control/Quality Assurance
on the project. He was a co-author with Jerany Jackson
on the Missouri Historic Route 66 Corridor Management
Plan and has more than 28 years’ experience with
MoDOT roadway, bridge and transportation projects
across the State. Additionally, Mr. Jones has
completed two bridge projects on Missouri Historic
Route 66.
Mr. John Torgerson with Torgerson Design Partners
will provide architectural analysis and design for the
Team. Mr. Torgerson has 18 years’ experience on
historically sensitive buildings, and infrastructure across
the Midwest.

PHOTO CREDIT: JUDY WALKER, ROUTE 66
PHOTOGRAPHER- USED BY PERMISSION

Mr. Beaty, PE will provide utility coordination,
analysis and design. Mr. Beaty has worked for 32
years on utilities along and serving transportation
and site related projects across the State of Missouri.
Mr. Haw with Wood Engineering will provide
stormwater management and design services
for the site. He has more than 37 years’ experience
in stormwater analysis and design with the St. Louis
Metropolitan Sewer District (MSD).

Context Sensitive Design
Our team will approach the Roadside Park
project with a context sensitive solution. We will
base our work on understanding the importance
of the interconnected relationships of the
history of Route 66, the City of Wildwood, the
residential and commercial neighborhoods and the
transportation network that ties the context
together. We emphasize the development of
relationships in our projects by including the client
as a team member. Because of the public nature of
this project, we will solicit input during a public
meeting process. We have devised a public meeting
input process that is virtual and allows citizens to
enter a virtual meeting room and view documents
the same way they might view them during a
public open house meeting traditionally. The
greatest advantage is that the virtual meeting is
open 24 hours, a great convenience for the citizens
and a safe alternative to in-person forums.

Context Sensitive Design Cont'd
We strategize to develop an identity in the early
stages of conceptual design. Branding and identity
development sets a tone that inspires experience,
spatial quality, and marketing as well as branding the
project. We understand the importance of identity
with respect to marketing and the impacts of
creating desirable, inviting, and marketable places.
We consider how the spaces, uses, and elements
work together to provide a unique and dynamic
bond promoting unity and continuity with the
context and users alike. Elements of surprise,
subliminal experiences, and variety command the
attention of our audience.

GRE Team Philosophy
Your project gives us an opportunity to marry
historical innovation, environmental stewardship and
creative practical design for the Route 66 Roadside
Park. While viewing the project from all angles, a
multidisciplinary approach, our collaboration allows
us to provide a project that is a historically creative,
cost effective and sustainable solution for the benefit
of the City of Wildwood. One of the key issues in the
successful completion of any project involves
communication. We believe communication
between our design team and the City of Wildwood
is paramount to successful project outcomes.

PHOTO CREDIT: JUDY WALKER, ROUTE 66
PHOTOGRAPHER- USED BY PERMISSION

GRE
UNDERSTANDS
REGULATIONS &
STANDARDS
UNDERSTANDING OF REGULARTIONS &
STANDARDS
The GRE Team works to meet the federal, state
and local jurisdictional regulations and standards
in every project that we design. In the case of the
Historic Route 66 Roadside Design Process, the historic
nature of the project dictates that the team takes extra
measures to ensure that compliances for all
regulations and standards are not in conflict with the
history of this special site. Additionally, planning for the
future, we compare development trends and patterns,
market need, and cost benefit analysis summaries to
determine the economic sustainability of our projects.
Sustainable places are important to ensure the success
of our projects while providing a benefit to the places
around them. Our team will work diligently to
enhance relationships, user experience, economics,
natural systems, and most importantly community.

GRE's TEAM
PROJECT
MANAGMENT

Public Input
During this phase the team will focus on
developing/identifying the stakeholders’ desires, vision
and passion. Efforts will be focused on developing and
obtaining public input through the use of public
outreach and design charettes.

Final Conceptual Design
TEAM PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Recognizing the above key issues, Great River
Engineering will prepare a project management plan
prior to proceeding with conceptual plan
development. Ms. Jackson, our project manager will
prepare the project management plan and review it
with the City’s staff and with our team’s internal staff
prior to proceeding with other work effort. The plan
will identify critical project elements by phase and
submittal and review elements and deadlines. It will
also identify responsibilities and deliverables by each
project team member. Each project phase will include
a regular review of the project management plan to
identify any changes required to the design or project
schedule. This will enable better communication
during the entire analysis and design phases. The
following general design phases will be followed
with adjustments for Community submittal dates and
deadlines.

Inventory and Analysis
During this phase the team will focus on gathering site
specific information, property ownership and
easements, utility locations, access for vehicular and
pedestrian circulation, topography and drainage,
aspect and microclimate information will be
gathered. The site will be analyzed and opportunities
and constraints will be identified for communication
to the City of Wildwood.

Final Conceptual Design will show all improvements in
their final location on the site. Probable costs will be
developed for all identified elements and presented
for Client review and approvals. GRE staff will work
with the City’s staff to ensure all local deadlines are
met.

Progress Reporting
It is GRE's goal to develop a strong relationship
with the City of Wildwood during this project. The
project manager will issue a monthly project status
email to update the City of our team’s progress. This
will be in the form of a brief report provided in Word
format to allow easy incorporation into City staff’s own
reports. The report will include project’s landscape
architectural, engineering or analysis schedule status,
project budget status and the identification of any
issues that may have become evident through the
previous month’s efforts. The report will list the project
tasks implemented or accomplished over the previous
month as well as the tasks to be worked on during the
up coming month.

Preliminary Conceptual Design
Once the general vision for the project has been
established, the GRE Team will begin conceptualizing
by identifying key project controls. General goals
include capitalizing on opportunities and minimizing
constraints for the project. Any environmental
clearances will be commenced or obtained at this
stage. A preliminary stormwater analysis will be
completed with the preliminary design.
PHOTO CREDIT: JUDY WALKER, ROUTE 66
PHOTOGRAPHER- USED BY PERMISSION

GRE's Project
Experience
ROUTE 66 ROADSIDE PARK
DESIGN
©GREAT RIVER ASSOCIATES, INC.

GRE prepared the design and construction documents for the Route 66 Roadside Park, a part
of the College Street Corridor Concept Plan for the City of Springfield, Missouri. The Route 66
Roadside Park encourages visitors to pause and learn about the history of Springfield and
Route 66 through iconic Route 66 replicas as well as interpretive signage and public art.
The plan for the Park recognizes the distinctive character of different stretches of the Route 66
corridor and incorporated the sinewy road into the drive access while allowing for parking and
“scenic” overlook areas. An overall internal aesthetic character defined by a tree-lined street with
an emphasis on the pedestrian environment and park experience was created in this highly
themed City park.
CLIENT: CITY OF SPRINGFIELD, MO
CONTACT: PAULA BROOKSHIRE, PE 417.864.1989
GRE KEY PERSONEL: JERANY JACKSON, PLA

YEAR COMPLETED:2013
ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST: $100,000

©GREAT RIVER ASSOCIATES, INC. - ROUTE 66 ROADSIDE PARK - SPRINGFIELD, MO

ROUTE 66
ROADSIDE PARK
DESIGN - CONT'D

GRE's Project
Experience
RED'S GIANT HAMBURG STORY

PHOTO CREDIT: DAVID ESLICK, ROUTE 66
PHOTOGRAPHER- USED BY PERMISSION

Red-haired Sheldon Chaney, or "Red" as he was
called, arrived in Springfield after World War II.
Newly married, he was anxious to put his college
business degree to work. He purchased a small
Sinclair gas station with several wooden, motor
court cabins tucked among trees on the back of a
property along U.S. Route 66. Tired of pumping gas
and running the motor court, the couple opened a
cafe in 1947 seeking to capitalize on hungry U.S.
Route 66 travelers.
The cafe was supposed to be called Red’s Giant
Hamburger, but Red erred on the sign’s
dimensions, and the bottom of the sign was cut off
at the bottom so it would fit under powerlines to
accommodate only “Hamburg.”
Since they owned a small herd of beef cattle, they
decided to concentrate on hamburgers for the
main menu item and homemade root beer. Red’s
was known for using magnets to supposedly
enhance the flavor of the restaurant’s burgers.

©JOE SONDERMAN - PERSONAL HISTORIC
COLLECTION - USED BY PERMISSION

Although it has never been confirmed, Red’s is
reputedly known as the site of the first drivethrough window. The restaurant became a staple
of Route 66 and the Springfield area until its
closure in 1984.Nearly 30 years after Red’s Giant
Hamburg closed for good, the City of Springfield
paid tribute to the restaurant’s iconic sign by
erecting a replica at the Birthplace of Route 66
Roadside Park, west of downtown on Route 66
(College Street).
The replica sign and the Birthplace of Route 66
Roadside Park were designed by Great River
Engineering.

©GREAT RIVER ASSOCIATES, INC.

ROUTE 66 ROADSIDE PARK
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HISTORIC ROUTE 66
CORRIDOR MANAGEMENT
PLAN
A Corridor Management Plan (CMP) was
prepared for the Historic Route 66 Road as it
travels across 10 counties in the state of
Missouri. The CMP sets forth guidelines for the
preservation, protection, and enhancement of
the historic corridor. In an effort to facilitate the
appreciation and promotion of the unique
intrinsic qualities of natural and historic
resources, archaeological and cultural history,
and the scenic and recreational amenities of
the "Mother Road" as it occurs in the state of
Missouri, the CMP focuses on benefiting
travelers, tourists and communities located
along the roadway. In addition, a series of public
meetings were conducted with county
representatives, business owners, and Route 66
travelers to educate the public about Byways
and Corridor Management Plans, and to acquire
input to synthesize for the development of the
CMP product.

GRE's Project
Experience
Read the plan & learn how to support the
"Mother Road" visit https://missouri66.org

Awards: 2011 Outstanding Plan (Other Plan): APA - Missouri State Chapter
2012 Merit Award: ASLA - St. Louis Chapter
CLIENT: ROUTE 66 ASSOCIATION OF MISSOURI
CONTACT: TOMMY PIKE 417.818.6160
GRE KEY PERSONEL: JERANY JACKSON, PLA & SPENCER JONES, PE

YEAR COMPLETED: 2012
ESTIMATED STUDY COST: $65,000

© GREAT RIVER ASSOCIATES, INC.

GRE's Project
Experience
PHOTO CREDIT: JAX WELBORN, ROUTE 66
PHOTOGRAPHER - USED BY PERMISSION

HISTORIC ROUTE 66 DEVIL'S
ELBOW BRIDGE
Great River Engineering was hired to provide design services for the rehabilitation of this
structure which is of historic significance to the local area, and to the preservation of Route 66.
The bridge, originally constructed in 1923 is comprised of two 160-foot long rivet connected
Camel Back through trusses with 8 panels at about 20-feet each; an 80-foot long rivet
connected pony truss with 4 panels at about 20-feet each; and a 172-foot long concrete
approach bridge with 4 spans at about 43-feet each, for a total bridge length of 589-feet. This
project involved making significant repairs to both the superstructure and the substructure.
CLIENT: PULASKI COUNTY, MO
CONTACT: RICK ZWERRINK 573.512.0778
GRE KEY PERSONEL: SPENCER JONES, PE

© GREAT RIVER ASSOCIATES, INC.

YEAR COMPLETED: 2013
ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST: $1,720,000

PHOTO CREDIT: JUDY WALKER, ROUTE 66
PHOTOGRAPHER - USED BY PERMISSION

GRE's Project
Experience
COLLEGE STREET CORRIDOR
STREETSCAPE ON ROUTE 66

The overall goal of the plan for the College Street Corridor was to make the street a safe,
efficient, and enjoyable place for all users: pedestrians, bicyclists, motorists, transit users, business
people, shoppers, and visitors. The design of the streetscape reflects the distinctive character of
different stretches of the corridor and allows for variations in the streetscape, while maintaining
an overall quality aesthetic. The concept also honors the Route 66 heritage within the context
of the neighborhood, the connection to downtown and its adjacency to Jordan Valley West
Meadows. Street tree plantings and bump out islands are planted and irrigated to provide not
only a functional separation between uses, but also a more humane environment at the
pedestrian level. Stormwater is diverted from the street to a series of bioretention basins located
in the park.
CLIENT: CITY OF SPRINGFIELD, MO
CONTACT: PAULA BROOKSHIRE, PE 417.864.1989
GRE KEY PERSONEL: JERANY JACKSON, PLA

YEAR COMPLETED: 2015
ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST: $700,000

© GREAT RIVER ASSOCIATES, INC.

GRE's Project

ROUTE 66
MERAMEC RIVER BRIDGE
HISTORIC STRUCTURE REPORT

Experience

© GREAT RIVER ASSOCIATES, INC.

Great River Engineering was hired to
perform a structural evaluation and
feasibility study to evaluate the existing
condition and determine the
approximate repair cost for the
Meramec River Route 66 Bridge near
“Times Beach” located adjacent to
Interstate I-44 new St. Louis, Missouri.
This project included field surveys,
structural inspections, structural
computations, cost estimates and public
meeting facilitation. Upon completion of
the project the bridge was able to be
saved from demolition that had been
scheduled for February of 2012.

CLIENT: LANDMARKS ASSOCIATION OF ST LOUIS
CONTACT: RUTH KEENOY 314.775.7453
GRE KEY PERSONEL: JERANY JACKSON, PLA & SPENCER JONES, PE

YEAR COMPLETED: 2011
ESTIMATED STUDY COST: $14,000
ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST: $11 MILLION

HISTORIC DOWNTOWN
REVITALIZATION - PHASE III
The City of Branson hired Great River
Engineering to complete the phase III of a
large historic downtown streetscape project.
The first portion of the project involved
meetings with land owners, businesses, and
the general public. GRE then worked with
the City to complete public meetings to
display the findings and gather input. The
streetscape design balanced parking,
aesthetics, pedestrian moments, and
business needs. The project also repaired
and replaced water and storm water lines
under the roadways.

Related Project
Experience

© GREAT RIVER ASSOCIATES, INC.

CLIENT: CITY OF BRANSON, MO
CONTACT: KEITH FRANCIS 417.337.8559
GRE KEY PERSONEL: JERANY JACKSON, PLA & SPENCER JONES, PE

YEAR COMPLETED: 2018
ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST: $2,400,000

© GREAT RIVER ASSOCIATES, INC.

Related Project
Experience
BUTTERFLY GARDEN &
OVERLOOK
CUNNINGHAM PARK - JOPLIN, MO
In 2011, our research team successfully competed for
grant funds from the TKF foundation to explore
“Landscapes of Resilience: Understanding the creation
and stewardship of open spaces and sacred places in
Joplin, MO and New York City.” Within this work we
proposed to conduct a preliminary analysis of TKF
Open Space Sacred Place (OSSP) journal entries
collected from multiple sites from the years 20002010. (These journals are blank books or diaries located
at the sites in which any and all visitors to or users of
the site are free to write. This research update
represents a brief introduction to the Leximancer
approach and method used to conduct the
preliminary analysis, followed by “snapshots” of the
analysis itself. This research update is not be construed
as final results, but rather as indications of our
approach and demonstrations of the research
products in development.)
Our team views OSSPs as crucial pieces of
infrastructure that are unique, adaptive, and vital
to community health and well-being, particularly
in response to natural disasters and other
stressors. Our research and experience suggest that
OSSPs serve as catalyzing mechanisms within systems
that confer resilience across individual, family,
community, and social-ecological scales and over time
—including immediately post-disturbance, during
stages of recovery, and over long term processes of
neighborhood and community change.

We hypothesize that the benefits of these
catalytic spaces come from their physical
design, the way in which their users interact
with open space, and the processes involved in
their creation–acts of civic engagement,
community stewardship, and collective
remembering. We seek to understand how the
production and presence of green spaces, such
as OSSPs contributes to multi-scalar resilience
and can support recovery from a wide range of
human, natural, technological, and political
disturbances and perturbations.
Building on the success of our TKF OSSP
planning grant, this proposal presents our
vision for trans-disciplinary research design,
and OSSP creation in Joplin, MO and New York
City. These two communities face distinct
stressors, operating in different contexts: a
devastating tornado and a destructive
hurricane with associated coastal flooding.
Both places draw upon unique histories,
cultures, and sets of assets to create OSSPs. The
intent, purpose, goals, location, target
audience, and programming of the new OSSPs
are determined through community-led
planning processes in response to local needs
and priorities. These OSSPs create new
narratives of hope, transformation and
recovery.

CLIENT: DRURY UNIVERSITY/CITY OF JOPLIN, MO
CONTACT: TRACI SOOTER 417.234.6405
GRE KEY PERSONEL: JERANY JACKSON, PLA
YEAR COMPLETED: 2013
ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST: $600,000

Visit this website to hear the Butterfly
Angel stories from survivors:
https://naturesacred.org/films/butterflyangels/

© GREAT RIVER ASSOCIATES, INC.

PHOTO CREDIT: ROAMIN RICH DINKELA, ROUTE 66
PHOTOGRAPHER - USED BY PERMISSION

Related Project
Experience
DRAKE HARBOR
AMPHITHEATRE & BLEDSOE
FERRY SPORTS COMPLEX

Due to a lack of growth in the City of Warsaw, community leaders made the decision to update
the City’s 1984 Comprehensive Plan with a federally-funded Economic Redevelopment
Strategy. Jerany Jackson served as the project manager, author, and editor of this
document. The Strategy focused on all of the components of a comprehensive plan, plus other,
more economically-driven subjects. Chapters in the Strategy addressed demographics,
economic profile, business resources, visitor industry, community facilities, land use,
infrastructure, transportation, and finance. Public input was gathered at numerous meetings
with interest group and City leaders. The Strategy culminated in an Action Plan designed to
assist the City leaders in making sound decisions about the future growth of their community.
Several community park and recreation priorities implemented based on this Action Plan. The
community placed a top priority on the Bledsoe Ferry Sports Complex and the Drake Harbor
Recreation Area.
CLIENT: CITY OF WARSAW, MO
CONTACT: RANDY POGUE (660) 438-5522
GRE KEY PERSONEL: JERANY JACKSON, PLA & MIKE BEATY, PE

YEAR COMPLETED: 2016
ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST: $200,000

WARSAW, MO
REF: RANDY POGUE (660) 438-5522

© GREAT RIVER ASSOCIATES, INC.

PHOTO CREDIT: ROAMIN RICH DINKELA, ROUTE 66
PHOTOGRAPHER - USED BY PERMISSION

Wood. Project Experience
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE/PARKS PLANNING
Johnson’s Shut-Ins State Park Master Plan and Reconstruction, Missouri

Design Manager for all aspects of the award winning built design that included a 10,500 SF
Visitor’s Center, pavilions, boardwalks, trail heads, campgrounds, camper cabins, staff
residence, maintenance compound, 10 miles of roadway, 20 miles greenway trail
(including the Black River Greenway), State and Regional History Exhibits and 60
interpretive markers. Landscape restoration includes planning of more than 5,000 native
trees and restoration of a rare mountain fen. ASLA Merit Award for Design, ASLA Honor
Award for Master Planning.
The Emiquon Preserve Master Plan and Site Design for Visitor Facilities, Illinois

Led the design and master planning team for an award winning 3,000-acre Nature
Preserve along the Illinois River. The team developed a master plan that featured braided
roads, walkways, trails, boardwalks and interpretive pavilions. The majority of the facilities
used state of the art sustainable techniques and green infrastructure including the
harvesting and reuse of 30 acres of slab concrete. ASLA Excellence Award for Design.
Great Rivers Greenway, St. Louis, Missouri

Planning services for development of a paved, 2.5 mile, 10-foot wide bike/ped trail in St.
Louis, MO. Project area land use was mixed residential and industrial with several
brownfields. MACTEC prepared conceptual trail plan that included plan and profile layouts
and renderings of proposed trail. A key element of the plan was a new trail crossing over
Metrolink light rail.
Parks, Recreation and Greenways Master Plan, Bellville, Illinois

Developed a city-wide Master Plan for the Belleville Parks and Recreation System. The
Parks, Recreation and Greenways Master Plan included a community profile of citywide
growth trends, a summary of existing planning documents and resources, an inventory of
parks, facilities and programs, an assessment of recreation needs including an analysis of
recreation service distribution and park facility supply, a comprehensive set of goals,
policies and objectives and a comprehensive set of recommendations for land acquisition,
improvements to existing parks, staffing, operations, maintenance, and construction of
new parks, facilities and trails.

PHOTO CREDIT: JUDY WALKER, ROUTE 66
PHOTOGRAPHER - USED BY PERMISSION

Wood. Project Experience
STORMWATER/MSD EXPERIENCE
Bissell-Coldwater-Missouri-Meramec (BCMM) Sanitary System Improvements,
Metropolitan St. Louis Sewer District, St. Louis, Missouri

St. Louis MSD selected Wood as the program
manager for four services areas, encompassing
the majority of their overall service area, to
provide professional services for program
management, planning, and design of various
types of infrastructure improvements over a
10-year period. The BCMM project is
mandated by a U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (USEPA) Consent Decree (CD) and has
an expected capital cost in excess of $500
million with fees ranging from $50 million to
$60 million. Wood services include program
management, planning, engineering design,
construction drawings, specifications,
hydraulic modeling, surveying, subsurface
investigations, permitting, and construction
phase engineering services. With this
experience working with the District, our team
is very familiar with MSD regulations and
prepared to address any stormwater
requirements for the project.
Infill Development Stormwater Study, Kirkwood, Missouri

Wood developed stormwater regulations and an ordinance establishing best management
practices (BMPs) for residential infill development that the City has been experiencing in
recent years which has caused an increase in single family housing through the tearing down
and rebuilding of homes, i.e. infill housing. These new homes increase the impervious surface
area and create increased stormwater run-off onto adjacent properties. These regulations
address this growing concern to minimize future localized flooding. Wood held numerous
workshops with City Staff, the local home building community, and the City Council,
as well as participated in a Stormwater Sub-Committee to discuss these regulations.
This project included the analysis of BMPs in order to determine the amount of stormwater
retained by each BMP type and the creation of a matrix to determine which BMP type would
work best for each infill scenario. Wood developed a new stormwater manual and ordinance,
as well as pertinent training materials, checklists, worksheets, and other information pertinent
for the City to implement these standards for all future infill development. These regulations
minimize localized flooding/stormwater concerns for infill housing.

PHOTO CREDIT: JUDY WALKER, ROUTE 66
PHOTOGRAPHER - USED BY PERMISSION

Wood. Project Experience

PUBLIC MEETINGS NOW AVAILABLE VIRTUALLY
VIRTURAL ENGAGEMENT PLATFORM

In consideration of the current Covid-19 pandemic and its limitations on public meetings,
Wood has developed its own platform for conducting public meetings or collaborative
planning sessions in an online virtual format. Following is a link to a demonstration site
for this platform, which we would anticipate utilizing as part of our public engagement
plan: https://woodplcui.z33.web.core.windows.net/

©wood.

PHOTO CREDIT: JUDY WALKER, ROUTE 66
PHOTOGRAPHER - USED BY PERMISSION

Torgerson Design Partners
Project Experience
Historic Ozark Mill, Ozark, Missouri

©GREAT RIVER ASSOCIATES, INC.

“The Historic Ozark Mill, originally built in 1883, has
been a landmark for generations for Ozark residents
and will soon become again a great spot for all to visit.
This 25,000 SF renovation will feature a tour where
guests can be transported back in time to experience
a working mill featuring all the original equipment.
Historical preservation and rehabilitation was
crucial on this project. All along the way, we came
up with creative ways to restore this building and
maintain its original character. Another challenge was
building a functional basement that is flood proof,
while still keeping the original building intact. This
building had to be moved off of its original foundation
to raise it out of the floodway then moved back - a
true engineering wonder.

Ozark Fire Station # 2, Ozark, Missouri

TDP worked with the OFPD design committee to come up with a cutting-edge design integrated
with historic elements. At the beginning of the design process, we found out that they really loved
the ‘traditional’ and historical look but wanted it to be unique and up-to-date. Our focus
throughout the design was to find a middle ground that incorporated the look of some of
these historic elements such as brick and stone, a historic tower element, etc. but also
appealed to the eye in today’s modern design age with lots of glass and steel and some
wood materials to warm it up. We took their branding to the next level by incorporating their
signature colors (red and black) into the exterior siding materials.

©TORGERSONDESIGNPARTNERSLLC

KEY STAFF
SPENCER JONES, PE
PRINCIPAL IN CHARGE - QA/QC

JERANY JACKSON, PLA
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT
PROJECT LEAD

Ms. Jerany Jackson, a licensed
landscape architect, specializes
in management and team
building, planning, and
innovative, functional site design
for a wide variety of clients. In
addition to facilitating numerous
public meetings, she has also
authored comprehensive city
plans, economic development
plans, and grant applications.
She has also assisted
communities in revitalizing
downtown areas through
infrastructure and
aesthetic improvements. Ms.
Jackson has experience in
planning community recreation
fields and has overseen the
construction of hundreds of
miles of greenway trail and
sidewalks. Ms. Jackson has
designed hundreds of contextsensitive public parks spaces.
She has extensive knowledge
of Historic Route 66 and has
completed 8 Route 66 projects
across the state of Missouri.

Mr. Jones has been involved with projects ranging in
nature from bridge to waste water design. He has
provided management for these projects from
administration through design, and construction. He
has experience in the design of streambank
stabilization, bridges, box culverts, hydrologic/
hydraulic modeling of rivers, roadways, storm
sewers, and storm water pollution prevention plans.
In addition to this experience, Mr. Jones has worked
closely with the U.S. Army Corp of Engineers,
Department of Conservation, Department of Natural
Resources, Water Quality Division, and Historic
Preservation. Some of the projects Mr. Jones has
been involved in have been funded by the Federal
Highway Administration and Community
Development Block Grants. Mr. Jones co-authored
the award-winning Missouri Historic Route 66
Corridor Management Plan.

JEFF BANDERET, PE, CFM
LEAD STRUCTURAL ENGINEER

As a project manager in GRE's Bridge/Structural
Department, Jeff plans, designs, and manages
projects for local public agencies. Projects include
bridge rehabilitation and replacement, roads and
sidewalks, culverts, and retaining walls. He is
responsible and well versed in all phases of project
including, design, permitting, right-of-way
acquisition, construction specifications, estimating
and construction management. Jeff has extensive
experience with historical structures and brings
his knowledge of regulation and standards to
this project.

KEY STAFF CONTINUED
JOE SONDERMAN
ROUTE 66 HISTORIAN & AUTHOR

MIKE BEATY, PE, CFM
PROJECT ENGINEER

Mike has 32 years of experience
in Civil Engineering and Project
Management of all types. His
work has included regional and
municipal stormwater master
planning and individual system
element design on projects
throughout Missouri, Oklahoma,
and Arkansas. As Development
Review Manager for the City of
Stillwater, Mike was responsible
for developing and administering
the City’s Municipal Separate
Storm Sewer System (MS4)
Storm Water erosion control
masterplan. He developed
operational and storm system
design standards for the City and
development community. Mike is
also a Certified Floodplain
Manager and familiar with the
requirements of FEMA’s NFIP
floodway and floodplain
regulations. Additionally Mike has
roadway corridor traffic analysis
for existing roadways and
roadway design experience.

Joe Sonderman of St. Louis, is a life-long Route 66
historian, renowned author, and vintage Route 66
post card collector. A St Louis on-air personality
and traffic reporter for 25 years, Sonderman
worked with the Missouri Department of
Transportation at the Traffic Management Center in
Chesterfield, Mo. Sonderman still produces traffic
reports in multiple cities and states as an on-air
personality every day. While his broad expertise is
traffic management and monitoring, his passion
lies in the history of automobile travel,
specifically Route 66, where he is considered a
world-renowned expert.

STUART HAW, PE, PLS
STORMWATER/MSD COORDINATION
STORMWATER LEAD

Mr. Haw has over 37 years of civil engineering and professional land surveying
experience in public works and municipal projects. In his current role, Mr. Haw serves
as the Project Manager of the Sewer/Collection System Design component of the
BCMM Watershed Consultant program. Mr. Haw has been involved with the
implementation of sewer / collection system design and has managed a team of twelve
sub-consultants and a staff of in-house engineers and technicians for 93 separate
sanitary and storm sewer improvement projects. Aspects of the sewer / collection
design include detailed engineering design calculations, preparation of construction
drawing, technical project specifications, cost estimating, property and topographic
surveying, geotechnical field exploration and engineering, hydrologic and hydraulic
modeling of storm collection systems, hydraulic modeling of sanitary systems, design of
gravity storm and sanitary sewers and sanitary force mains, construction phase
services such as requests for information (RFI’s), shop drawings, construction staking,
and final As-Built drawings. The sewer collection projects have range in size from as
small as 60-feet in length at $50,000 to over 16,000-feet in length and $16,000,000 in
construction costs with total sewers designed at approximately 37 miles of gravity
storm & sanitary sewer systems, and force mains, totaling more than $143,800,000 in
construction costs. Mr. Haw also served as the Project Manager of the Coldwater Relief
Tank C, totaling approximately $22,000,000 in construction cost for the 8-Million gallon
wet weather sanitary storage facility and 35,000 gpm pump station facility, and was
responsible for managing RFI’s, design changes, shop drawings, project closeout and
final As-Built drawings.

KEY STAFF CONTINUED
MICHAEL SESTAK, EIT
STORMWATER SUPPORT

RON HUFFMAN, ASLA, AICP
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE &
PARKS PLANNING

Note that Ron Huffman is in
Atlanta, but quite accomplished
across the country. Included are
his projects in Missouri/Illinois.
Mr. Huffman is a licensed
Landscape Architect and
Certified Planner that brings 37
years of award-winning planning
and design experience to Wood.
He has completed more than
750 master planning and design
projects during his career in 35
states and 3 foreign countries.
His teams have completed more
than 200 parks, recreation, trails
and greenway projects in the
Southeast and Midwest in the
past 15 years. His work has
been rewarded with 52
professional awards in
landscape architecture,
planning, historic preservation
and engineering.

Mr. Sestak has over 6 years of civil engineering
experience, having recently performed stormwater
designs for site improvement projects for the Parkway
School District, including South, Central, and North
High Schools as well as multiple middle and
elementary schools. He has also worked on
numerous residential and commercial stormwater
designs under State, local, and MSD jurisdiction over
the past two years. These projects have required the
design of flood protection, water quality, and channel
protection best-management practices to fit the
needs of each individual project. Specific designs
include above ground as well as underground
detention facilities, including permeable pavement,
proprietary rainwater harvesting barrels, and storm
chambers. He has also designed bioretention basins
with detailed landscaping to improve the aesthetic
value of the stormwater management facilities.

JOHN D. TORGERSON, AIA, NCARB
PRINCIPAL ARCHITECT/PRESIDENT

John is a long-time resident of Springfield and is a
graduate of Hammons School of Architecture at Drury
University. He has more than 18 years of architectural
experience and specializes in large, complex
projects and project management. As the founder of
Torgerson Design Partners, John currently serves as
President responsible for firm operations—leading
projects with the constant idea to evaluate rational
solutions, re-think the obvious, re-work the
complicated, and practice simplicity. John has set the
bar high for client satisfaction and is growing the firm
with a long list of loyal clients. His mission is to
educate the staff and to set a powerful example that
will move the firm forward and create a legacy.

KEY STAFF CONTINUED

ADAM J. KREHER, AIA, NCARB, LEED AP
PRINCIPAL ARCHITECT/OWNER
Adam is originally from southern Illinois, and migrated to Springfield, MO to obtain his Bachelor
of Architecture degree at Drury University. He has more than 12 years of professional
architectural experience, including his position as Architectural Adjunct Professor of Design at
Drury University. Adam is an owner and Principal Architect at Torgerson Design Partners,
focusing on project management and design. His knowledge of LEED (Leadership in Energy &
Environmental Design) allows him to be an integral asset on sustainable initiatives.

GRE'S REFERENCES

ROUTE 66 ASSOCIATION OF MISSOURI, LLC
RICH DINKELA, PRESIDENT
RICH@HOOKEDONROUTE66.COM
314.369.4366
PO BOX 8117
ST. LOUIS, MO 63156

GREAT RIVERS GREENWAY
LONNY BORING, SENIOR PROJECT MANAGER
314.436.7009 EXT. 106
LBORING@GRGSTL.ORG
3745 FOUNDRY WAY, SUITE 253
ST. LOUIS MO 63110

WEBSTER COUNTY COMMISSION
PAUL IPOCK, PRESIDING COMMISSIONER
PIPOCK@WEBSTERCOMO.GOV
417.859.4250
101 S. CRITTENDEN, ROOM 11
MARSHFIELD, MO 65706
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Historic Route 66 Trailhead
Design Process
City of Wildwood, Missouri

Response to Request for
Qualifications
November 5, 2020

COVER PHOTO: Arts Academy Plaza | St. Louis, MO

City of Wildwood
Department of Planning & Parks
16860 Main St
Wildwood, MO 63040
Kathy and Joe,
We are thrilled to provide our response to your request for qualifications for Professional Landscape Architectural Services
for the Historic Route 66 Trailhead Design Process. We applaud Wildwood’s relentless commitment to the development
of the public realm & community experiences while learning from the past, preserving heritage, and celebrating historical
significances. We look forward to bringing our vast experience and all we have learned about designing public realms and
creating great places to Wildwood, a community I call home.
WE ARE DESIGNED FOR THIS
Lamar Johnson Collaborative (LJC) is an integrated design practice focused on innovative thinking that delivers
implementable solutions for the built environment. Youthful in outlook, seasoned in experience, and innovative in
approach, LJC offers its clients a diverse portfolio of expertise, including a proven and award-winning practice in Planning,
Landscape Architecture, and Urban Design. Our portfolio shows a body of work dedicated to the public realm, committed
to enriching people’s lives. This project is centered in our experience and passion.
THE EXPERIENCE & APPROACH YOU NEED
We understand your desired outcome, and have assembled a wide range of expertise for this effort, rooted in the curiosity
we have earned from many years solving complex issues in public realms around the world. I will serve as the Principalin-Charge, and be accountable to you to deliver a successful outcome, and will lead our design effort. Neil Eisenberger,
one of our most experienced design implementers, will be the project manager and main point of contact. Neil has 25
years of experience managing efforts of similar scale and complexity, and will ensure an implementable solution informed
by meaningful engagement, analysis, feasibility, and emerging technology. Oates Associates will provide expertise
in infrastructure and a focus on civil engineering. Their understanding and experience with the city of Wildwood is a
significant asset to the process, and will allow our team to get focused and up to speed with the existing conditions
quickly.
Our proposed approach is designed to be effective and efficient. Our core team has worked together on successful
projects for many years because we know, respect, and trust each other. We will incorporate additional expertise as
needed, just when we need it. Each member of the team brings unique value and insight which is reflective of your needs.
AND THE PASSION TO ENSURE SUCCESS
We really want this project! We can absolutely deliver what you and the City of Wildwood needs. Our team has worked
all over the world and our integrated model is really helping our Clients achieve successful outcomes. Please call our
references! If you have any questions or wish to discuss this proposal in any way, please contact me at 314.341.8396, or at
kilmera@theljc.com
Our team is focused on creating great places that support great experiences. We are appreciative to have the opportunity
to work with you, City of Wildwood, and the local community who will benefit from this decision.

J. Andrew Kilmer ASLA, PLA
Principal
Lamar Johnson Collaborative
2199 Innerbelt Business Center Drive St. Louis, MO 63114 | theljc.com

Route 66 Bride Study | Metro St. Louis, MO
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01 Firm Profiles
Lamar Johnson
Collaborative
Lead Firm - Planning & Landscape
Architecture
Lamar Johnson Collaborative, established in 1999,
is a full-service design firm made up
of 180+ people committed to creating
and delivering design solutions that improve and
enhance the built environment.
As the design arm of the Clayco enterprise, we
bring a new, more integrated approach. This
connection to developer, and builder, informs our
designs, making our dreams come true, more
achievable, and implementable.
Youthful in outlook, seasoned in experience, and
innovative in approach, LJC offers its clients a
diverse portfolio of expertise across a range of
project scales and typologies, with a special focus
on the public realm and enhancing communities.

Beyond the disciplines of Architecture, Interior
Design, and Workplace we have deep bench
talent in Planning, Landscape Architecture, and
Urban Design. Further, we regularly partner
with experts, from economists to biologists, to
expand our capabilities and benefits to our clients.
LJC—where trust creates the time and space for
innovation. Sustainability is an integral part of how
we practice.
Our design teams believe that clients deserve
quality design and optimum results, high value,
and cost efficiency, providing options—not tradeoffs. We are creating a new practice with a focus
on integration in the broadest sense of the word.
Integration of disciplines, to be sure, but also
the integration of ideas, of goals, of talent, of
process, of technologies, and of the best of human
energies.
Our team has been involved in projects at every
scale. We have worked together for many years
with an inclusive, award winning design process,
and relentless commitment to delivering creative
design solutions thru the Creative Blending of,
Human Need, Environmental Stewardship, Value
Creation, Science, and Art.

Oates Associates
Sub-Consultant - Civil Engineering
Oates Associates is founded on a
culture of trust and dedication. This is
represented at our core - through our
staff. Project managers who began working at
the firm in the 1980s and 1990s have grown into
leadership roles, and are working together to this
day. We are a team working together with you,
from conceptual design to construction.
OUR EXPERIENCE
Since we opened our doors nearly forty years
ago, we have worked with hundreds of clients in
the Midwest on projects large and small. Because
of our dedication to building a capable team of
engineers who are passionate about serving our
community, we have built a reputation for doing
great work and completing assignments on time
and on budget

St. Vincent Greenway Trail | St. Louis, MO

WHAT WE DO
Since Oates Associates opened our doors in 1980,
we have grown to include four offices throughout
the Midwest that help our clients with their
transportation and facility projects. Broadly, we
work with clients on transportation projects that
shape our daily movements, building projects that
protect us from the elements and site projects that
connect people with buildings and recreational
facilities.
SERVICES:
Transportation
Site Development
Bridge Structural
Building Structural
Water Resources
Planning
ADA Transition Planning
Survey & Drove Operations
Construction Administration

Riverfront Fort Wayne Promenade Park | Fort Wayne, IN
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Comparable
Projects

Katherine Ward Burg
Memorial Garden
The beautification of a half-acre site adjacent to the Eads Bridge. A charming plaza close to the Arch
Grounds for use by the millions of tourists and local St. Louisans alike.
The Katherine Ward Burg
Memorial Garden, named for
the St. Louis photographer who
cherished the riverfront, will
function as the primary gateway
for pedestrians traveling under
the Eads Bridge from the nearby
Arch Grounds. This new social
destination, identified by its
iconic trellis, is a beacon to
attract people walking through
the arches of the Eads Bridge
and drawing them toward the
new riverfront park, an ideal
destination for the millions of Arch
Ground tourists and St. Louisans.
This Garden has direct
access to the East Riverfront
Metrolink station located inside
the bridge and makes for a
more visible regional asset.
The trellis is designed as a
modern architectural icon, in
respectful contrast to the historic
architecture of the Eads Bridge.
The pavilion is shifted to the far
northwest corner of First Street
and Lucas Avenue to improve its
visibility and anchor the urban
corner. This location, atop a
stepped terrace, offers impressive
views of the Eads Bridge and
to the Mississippi River. The
pavilion can accommodate
numerous functions, including
an information kiosk, bike rental
or bike share, a dining terrace,
public restrooms, and an
observation deck, all celebrating
the fantastic view toward the
River.

Location
St. Louis, MO

Year Completed
In Construction

Role of Firm
Planning
Urban Design
Landscape Architecture

Cost
Design: $416,000

Key Personnel
Andrew Kilmer
Neil Eisenberger

Client Reference
Lonny Boring, Sr. Project
Manager Great Rivers
Greenway, lboring@grgstl.org,
6178 Delmar Boulevard
St. Louis, Missouri 63112
Phone: 314-436-7009

Gently stepped terraces provide convenient ramp
access from First Street down to Commercial
Street. The terrace forms a small amphitheater,
which could accommodate seating for small
impromptu performances and movie nights on the
lower Plaza. The lower Plaza also provides ample
space for fairs and farmer’s markets, to activate
the southern end of the Commercial Street
Corridor. This Plaza has the potential to extend
east, to include the Commercial Street right-ofway, continuing the stepping terraces meandering
down to Leonor K. Sullivan Blvd.

Trojan Park / St. Vincent Greenway
This plan seeks to link people to their community, creating improved access to natural amenities,
civic resources, centers of commerce, as well as to safe, welcoming places to exercise and socialize.
The St. Vincent Greenway is
all about making connections.
When completed, the St. Vincent
Greenway will form a key northsouth pathway at the heart of the
River Ring, the greenway network
which will one day connect the
entire St. Louis region with over
600 miles of greenway trails. The
connections go further, however,
and those associations align with
the overall goals of Great Rivers
Greenway.

2020 ULI Urban Open
Space Award Winner

LJC teamed with Beyond Housing
and to engage the residents
utilizing a philosophy of “Ask—
Align—Act” in an effort to craft a
greenway plan that would be fully
embraced by the community it will
serve.
The project area’s urban setting
presents a golden opportunity to
highlight and integrate existing
community assets, combining
seemingly separate parts into
a greater whole, and realizing
the vision of the greenway as a
connector on multiple levels.
In addition to recognizing the
existing community attributes, the
design team explored possibilities
of what could be, envisioning
potential future program elements
and activities that could find a
home along the greenway.
During the process of planning
and design of the St. Vincent
Greenway an opportunity arose
to develop a key asset in the form
of a neighborhood park along the
alignment.

Location
Wellston, MO
Role of Firm
Planning
Landscape Architecture
Key Personnel
Neil Eisenberger

Year Completed
Trojan completed in 2016
St. Vincent - still in design
Cost
$320,000 + Pro-bono

Client Reference
Todd Antoine, Vice President
for Planning and Projects,
Great Rivers Greenway - 6174
Delmar Blvd #2 St. Louis, MO
e: tantoine@grgstl.org

Each year the National Recreation and Parks Association
(NRPA), as part of their Parks Build Community initiative,
conducts a complete park makeover within the city hosting
their annual conference.
In 2016, thousands of parks and recreation professionals
will converge on St. Louis for the industry’s largest event. At
this year’s conference, a brand new park will be unveiled in
Wellston, a neighboring suburb of St. Louis. This will be the
first time that NRPA has constructed a new park from scratch.
LJC along with Great Rivers Greenway and Beyond Housing,
prepared a concept park design for the 1 acre parcel at the
southwest corner of Etzel and Skinker in the city of Wellston.
Throughout the year-long community engagement process
for the St. Vincent Greenway, area residents relayed their
desire for open space and program opportunities that bring
the entire community together, improve overall health and
fitness, and provide safe places for the children of Wellston to
play. The new park offers excellent opportunities to address
all of these aspirations and more.
The City of Wellston has chosen the name Trojan Park for the
new civic gem, in honor of the former Wellston High School
mascot. Once Trojan Park is completed, visitors can expect
to find many of the features discussed during the community
engagement process.
The main community gathering space in the park is the splash plaza and shade pavilion near the main entrance of the park
at the corner of Etzel and Skinker. The splash plaza will be home to a pop-jet fountain that will serve as a much needed
cooling-off spot during the warm summer months.
At the end of 2020 LJC will be issuing finalizing an
Issue for Bid Set for a key section of the greenway
from the existing segment adjacent to Trojan Park
through the City of Wellston connecting this key asset
to the heart of the redevelopment along Plymouth
Avenue which includes connection to the Wellston
Metro Station. Along the segment of greenway at
the crossing of Engelholm Creek a pocket park is
planned which will highlight sustainable elements
such as raingardens, native plantings and stream
restoration. The team faced many challenges during
the design process including site control though
environmentally challenged sites, flood impact studies
and coordination with neighbors to limit disturbance
to their properties. A much needed connection for a
much deserving community!!

Tower Grove East Stream
Restoration
The design acknowledges the natural history of the land and celebrates its original inhabitants, the
Osage Nation.
LJC is working to restore a
buried stream on the east end of
Tower Grove Park , one of seven
parks in the US recognized as
a National Historic Landmark.
Opened to the public in 1872,
the Park is at the center of some
of the most socioeconomically
diverse and densely populated
neighborhoods in the region.
The original gardenesque
design of the park dating to
1867 shows 3 streams, two
of which are currently above
ground. This third stream
was placed underground by
the city sewer district prior
to 1913. This project aims to
restore the Park’s eastern most
stream to it’s original above
ground alignment as a cultural
landscape.
The historic stream will be
threaded beneath five of the
park’s bridges dating to the
1870’s. Bioretention areas will
be incorporated, capable of
retaining a minimum standard
of a 1.14” rain event. The
design acknowledges the
natural history of the land
and celebrates its original
inhabitants, the Osage Nation.
A natural exploration area will
be included to provide outdoor
rooms that can be used for
both structured educational
programming as well as a
place for children to experience
nature. Extensive care will be
taken with the existing mature
tree canopy to enhance the
project with new plantings
that are both thoughtful and
intentional.

Location
St. Louis, MO
Size
12 AC
Role of Firm
Landscape Architecture
Key Personnel
Neil Eisenberger

Client Reference
Bill Reininger, Director - Tower
Grove Park
4257 NE Dr. St. Louis, MO
63110
E:BReininger@
towergrovepark.org
Date Complete
Currently in design

Community Park
It has become what the City of Wildwood envisioned it to be - a world-class park system with a
diverse set of memorable spaces that embodies the community’s unique character.
In 2010, Oates Associates began
the planning process for a 66-acre
community park in Wildwood,
Missouri. The process included
close coordination with the City’s
Parks and Recreation Department,
the Community Park Advisory
Committee, the Metropolitan St.
Louis Sewer District, and the
Missouri Department of Natural
Resources. The planning process which involved department scoping
meetings, public meetings and site
visits - resulted in the selection
of playgrounds, open space play
areas, pavilions, multi-use trails, a
dog park, an amphitheater, and a
fishing lake to be included in the
Community Park Master Plan.
After completing the Community
Park Assessment and Master
Concept Plan, Oates Associates
was engaged to provide civil,
structural, survey and construction
phase services for Phase I of
the park, which is known as the
Grove. This phase encompasses
a 7-acre section of the park that
includes a natural themed, allinclusive playground, a pavilion, an
80-space parking lot, a multi-use
trail, and a dog park. Sustainable
features include bio-swales and
trees that were recycled into mulch
for surfacing in the playground
and dog park. The design process
included face-to-face meetings
with MSD, MDNR, and the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
to coordinate each agency’s
permitting process.

Location
Wildwood, MO

Year Completed
Phase III -2020

Role of Firm
Engineering

Cost
All Phases - $4.9M

Key Personnel
Tom Cissell

Client Reference
Joe Vujnich, Director
of Planning & Parks |
636.458.0440

The second phase involved a
second entrance into the park,
providing access from Route
109 via an existing entrance to a
neighborhood to the east of the
park. The roadway was extended
1,700 linear feet along with the
adjacent trail system. The road and
trail follow the natural contour of
land that will be developed in future
phases, and connects to the main
infrastructure that was developed
in Phase I.
The recently completed third phase
includes a perimeter multi-use
trail, bridge crossing structure,
parking lot, and shade structures.
This phase is the beginning of
the development of the Great
Meadow, an open space for leisure
encompassing 12-acres of land
and features grassland, prairie and
a wetland.
The park integrates community based
recreational needs within a natural
setting while preserving the site’s unique
character. Rather than impeding on the
existing land, the park was designed
around its natural features, carefully
placing recreational amenities in areas
that made sense. The team made a
point to preserve the natural beauty designing around a creek, meadow and
trees. Modern play equipment blends
with natural elements and “show pieces”
are tucked into the landscape. The
playground tower is accessed by an
ADA compliant snake walk. The dog
park sits under the canopy of the trees.
We worked with the hills instead of
making the entire park flat. Natural play
areas feature rocks to play on, logs for
balancing, and stumps to skip on.

.

Gateway Plaza | Richmond, VA
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Statements of
Knowledge

North Riverfront Open Space & Redevelpment | St. Louis, MO

03 Statements of Knowledge
The design team is very familiar with the processes
and procedures of designing public spaces in and
around historic places.
Currently the design team is finishing construction
of Katherine Ward Burg Garden which is adjacent
to the historic Eads Bridge and coordinated design
closely with the St. Louis Office of Cultural Affairs
to avoid any issues related to obscuring and
or changing aspects of the historic structures.
Additionally the design team worked with the
Laclede’s Landing Merchants Association to reflect
and compliment the historic nature of the district
including the updated streetscape.

The design worked with all teams to develop this
new trailhead for the Mississippi Greenway that
complemented the historic nature of the district
nature of the district and the adjacent bridge but
provided for a modern design that is flexible for all
types of program.

Katherine Ward Burg Memoiral Garden | St. Louis, MO
Current construction status

Our team is currently working with Tower Grove
Park on a historic stream restoration project.
This project the East Stream Restoration is
daylighting the current storm sewer which runs
within the eastern portion of the park and bring
it to the surface close to the existing alignment
which runs through historic stone crossings and
channels. The design and engineering team did
extensive historic research to understand the 1876
plan which provides for the gardenesque style
of this Victorian Era Park. Challenges included
developing this plan within the National Historic
Landmark (NHL) that included large areas of
native plantings and inline BMPs to meet the
sustainable efforts of the daylighting project. The
team met and worked with the National Park
Service landscape architects to insure that our
design merged the Victorian Era with the modern
era in a complementary way. The process was
very successful and provided for the best possible
scenario for Tower Grove Park.

Tower Grove Park | St. Louis, MO

Lastly, the design team worked with Great
Rivers Greenway and Missouri state parks to do
a feasibility study for the Route 66 Pedestrian
Bridge in Eureka, Missouri. The notorious Route
66 Bridge, built in 1931, is approximately 1,008
feet long spanning the Meramec River in St. Louis
County, Missouri.
The bridge is currently in a state of structural
disrepair and the purpose of the study was to
compare the cost of utilizing the remaining historic
structure for a pedestrian bridge against building a
new pedestrian bridge in the same or an adjacent
location.
In conclusion our design and engineering team
is fully versed in working in and around historic
places and understand their sensitive nature
and processes necessary for development and
implementation.

Route 66 Bridge Study | St. Louis, MO

Mississippi River Greenway Park | St. Louis, MO
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Understanding
of Regulations

Arts Academy Plaza | St. Louis, MO

04 Understanding of Regulations
REFERENCE TO UNDERSTANDING
The design team has longstanding experience with
the permitting process at the Federal, State, and
local levels. The bulk of our client list includes
municipalities in the St. Louis Metro area. A few
agencies that we routinely coordinate with are the
Missouri Department of Transportation, U.S. Corps
of Engineers, the Department of Natural Resources,
Metropolitan St. Louis Sewer District, and the
Environmental Protection Agency.
We understand that early coordination is key to
maintain project schedules. We will ensure that
permits are applied for in a timely manner to allow
the City to transition to the construction phase
as soon as possible, and complete the work with
minimal changes, delays, and disruption.

Our consultant team, Oates Engineering has
worked with the City of Wildwood for over a
decade at the Community Park starting with the
study and most recently with the completion of the
Great Meadow trail, parking lots, and pavilions. As
part of this work, the team managed an extensive
public coordination piece which identified the
recreation elements that the public desired and
helped formulate the features that were included in
the park. Our team embraces the value of public
input and understands that this is an essential step
to implementing projects in Wildwood.

Also, because the consultant team has worked
with Wildwood in the past, we understand
the vision that the Parks Department has for
infrastructure. In particular, we understand
that infrastructure needs to be comprehensive,
flexible for big events, and not be limiting for
future City events. For example, when designing
the Community Park, water and electric loops
were constructed with the future in mind and the
sanitary sewer lift station was sized for future
events. Turn-lanes were added off Highway
100 and wayfinding signage was included in the
project to enhance safety and user experience.
We envision the same comprehensive attitude is
required for all Wildwood projects.

UNDERSTANDING CODES
The design team has designed hundreds of miles
of shared-use paths with trailheads to the AASHTO
“Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities”
and the National Association of City Transportation
Officials (NACTO) “Urban Bikeway Design Guide”.
Our team includes staff members that have ADA
Coordinator Certificates. These individuals have
extensive knowledge to practically apply PROWAG
and ADAAG requirements to shared-use path and
parking lot projects.

Community Park | Wildwood, MO

Community Park | Wildwood, MO

We consider ourselves area leaders in applying
pedestrian design best practices, which includes
bicycle and ADA design principals. As an example
of our knowledge on the ADA, our consultant team
has completed 11 “ADA Transition Plans” - helping
to plan future ADA projects and programs for area
communities.

The Brickline | St. Louis, MO
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Emerson Grand Basin at Post Dispatch Lke, Forest Park | St. Louis, MO

05 Summation of Relative Philosophy & Approach
A PROVEN AND AWARD WINNING PROCESS
Our approach to problem solving and design is
focused on sustainable outcomes, it’s placebased, rooted in the social, economic, historical
and environmental context of the communities in
which we work. While our process is consistent,
our outcomes adapt and evolve to the realities
and market conditions of the place. Our process
is inclusive, and transparent and recognizes and
responds to the value of all people, factors, and
inputs. Our ideas are adaptable, can be selfreflective, respond to change, and lead to multiple
positive outcomes.
We have organized our team and approach around
for three integrated workflows, delivering work
products at the conclusion of each of five project
phases.

These diverse lenses represent the major
disciplines or centers of focus we believe will be
required to complete the aspects of this work effort
PLANNING + DESIGN
SUSTAINABLE INFRASTRUCTURE
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
A more detailed outline of tasks for each track
can be found on the enclosed schedule. We have
organized the efforts of these four tracks into the
following five phases of work:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

DISCOVERY
ANALYSIS
REFINEMENT
IDEATION
DELIVERY

The expertise of each track will be active in each
phase of work and accountable for the delivery of
their respective work products. At the end of each
phase of work, their efforts will be compiled into
a deliverable that will be shared with the client for
review. We have indicated a rhythm of potential
meetings and noted the deliverables on the
enclosed approach diagram.
During DISCOVERY Phase the design team will
review and investigate previous master plan(s),
work with the City Staff in the Historic Preservation
Commission (HPC) to confirm the goals and
objectives, program of uses, investigate the
existing site conditions such as: topography,
hydrology, existing vegetation, and infrastructure in
order to determine opportunities, and constraints.
Research of historic Route 66 will also occur
to assist with conceptual design. Engaging
stakeholders and the community, ASKING and
ALIGNING before we ACT. Confirming the program
of uses, and investigating the ultimate operational
strategies will also be considered at this time.
Once we have collected all the various data,
and are familiar with the context, we begin the
ANALYSIS Phase. Our team will compare the
discovery findings, and begin to analyze and
synthesize the information to clearly identify the
opportunities, and constraints. We will benchmark
comparable projects to understand best practices
for trailhead design. One of the outcomes of this
phase is a clear articulation of the measures of
success we will hold ourselves accountable to.

The Brickline Charette Meeting

Once we are clear on the opportunities and
constraints, we will begin our IDEATION Phase,
working to develop and explore trailhead concepts.
A variety of solutions that each reach our desired
outcomes. We will illustrate and test different
ideas and discuss and debate their strengths and
weaknesses with City Staff and the Community.
The team will work as well with the Historic
Preservation Commission to insure the designs
complement the historic nature of the special
place. Upon the development of the various
concepts the team will develop opinions of costs
to fully understand the variations in design and
direction. The team will review the concepts with
associated costs with City Staff and determine a
preferred concept to refine in the next phase.
During REFINEMENT the team will review key
site considerations with the City Staff and Historic
Preservation Commission team to determine
possible refinements to the selected design. After
determining possible refinements an estimate of
costs will be prepared to determine the overall cost
of the concept plan and to establish a budget for
the development. During this phase, the team will
begin to articulate the concept trailhead design
including site structures, access and circulation,
park amenities layout and design including the
surrounding hardscape and overall landscape
character. Additionally conceptual development
of site infrastructure would be developed that will
service the site plan with a sustainable approach.
Once the preferred concept has been refined
the design team will begin the delivery of final
deliverable documentation during the DELIVERY
Phase. This typically includes all the drawings,
diagrams, historic overlay and renderings required
to describe, and articulate the design. Generally
we prepare a draft document, which follows and
accumulates information throughout the process.
This delivery phase requires preparation of the final
draft and final deliverables. Before completion,
we will engage the community to present the final
outcome and direction.

PROJECT
PHASE

1

2

DISCOVERY
Site investigation,
data collection and
historical research

ANALYSIS
Analysis of existing
conditions and
development of
opportunities and
constraints

3

4

IDEATION
Preparation of draft
concepts

REFINEMENT
Refinement of
preferred concept

PROJECT TRACKS
PLANNING + DESIGN
SUSTAINABLE INFRASTRUCTURE
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

ASK

ALIGN

ACT

City Staff / HPC
Community Engagement
Presentation
of Concepts

Deliverables
Base Map, existing
conditions and
Historical Research
info

Our project leadership team will manage this
collaborative process and work with the collective
team to consolidate the work products and review
our findings with the client team, city / county
agencies, and local stakeholders. We regularly take
this approach on projects of similar size and scope,
and feel confident it will be successful for this effort.
We are also open to the option of including third
party peer reviews at critical milestones for additional
ideation and critique. If desirable, this would need
to be coordinated and approved by the client
committee.
As an inclusive practice with extensive experience in,
public realm development, we are well prepared in
presenting to, and working with planning and zoning
boards, architectural review boards, city councils
and community groups, as well as with governmental
agencies at all levels that may have special needs or
requirements. We communicate with local officials
about our projects in advance and make sure that
we understand their concerns long before required
submittals are due. By listening, responding and
openly communicating with all parties involved, we
achieve positive results for our clients.

Opportunities and
Constraints

Concepts and Cost
Opinions

While this schedule and approach serves as a
guideline today, our team will work with you to
establish the correct sequencing of meetings,
deliverables, due dates, and milestones in order to
execute work effectively, meet deadlines + budgets,
and interface professionally with governmental
agencies and local stakeholders. Your success is
our priority!
QUALITY ASSURANCE PLAN
The quality of our work is vital to the success of our
enterprise. As a design, develop, and build firm, we
are accountable in every direction. The following
represent some of our unique QA/QC programs.
Electronic Communication
We are well versed in collaborating both in person
and remotely. As challenging as COVID has been, it
has strengthened our ability to communicate more
succinctly from afar. The team relies on MS Outlook
for client e-mail communication as well as Microsoft
Teams for internal dynamic collaboration. We
employ the use of our in-house FTP site for sharing
large presentations, files and reports. Our company
has also recently invested in WEBEX technologies
through the aid of Cisco Systems to ensure our
virtual meetings are secure and hassle free.

5

Our VDC/BIM Capabilities
Our familiarity with a range of digital technologies
facilitates an integrated design approach while
improving collaborative team communication and
implementing on-going quality control measures
during the design and construction process. We have
invested signifcant resources to develop an industry
leadership role in all aspects of VDC.

DELIVERY
Delivery of preferred concept and
costs. Follow-up analysis and
concept updates.

HISTORIC
ROUTE 66
TRAILHEAD
CONCEPT
PLAN

Key individuals are skilled in Autodesk Products
(AutoCAD, AutoTURN, Revit, Civll3D), Adobe
Creative Suite (Photoshop, Indesign, Illustraor,
Acrobat) and 3D capabilities including Sketch-Up,
Grashopper, Rhino, Lumion and Infraworks.

Presentation
of Preferred Concepts
Preferred Concept
and Cost Opinion

Final Concept
Document and
Cost Opinion

GIS Data Sources
Our team has the expertise to capture, manipulate,
analyze, manage, and present geographical data in a
meaningful way. GIS applications allow us to create
interactive queries (user-created searches), related
to elevation, hydrology, vegetation, engineering,
planning, management, transport/logistics, zoning,
insurance, population, telecommunications, etc. We
will utilize this technology as the foundation of our
analysis. CAD & Graphic Capabilities Virtual Design
and Construction (VDC) is a process that needs
to be understood and shared through distributed
knowledge and responsibilities among all of the
participants whether within the traditional project
delivery process or an Integrated Team process.

VDC also provides accurate 3D scanning capabilities
via multiple real time 360 degree scans. When
combined into a single point cloud, the virtual scan
provides three dimensional pin point accuracy and
detail. This model, paired with imagery from our FAA
licensed drone pilots, allows us to immerse ourselves
in each project, creating a 3D survey, and serving
as a base from which our virtual design studies are
created.
A collaborative relationship between the Design Team
and Client where the important project decisions are
made early in the project’s lifecycle, when their impact
is greatest and the cost of changes is controllable, is
the optimum delivery method.
This methodology also facilitates a comprehensive
exchange of information between all participants, and
in our world these are the activities that represent the
core of our VDC process
•
•

•
•

•
•

St. Louis County Parks

•

Design performance evaluation and optimization.
Dynamic and immersive design and program
visualization for greater evaluation accuracy and
fidelity.
Early understanding of construction cost
implications.
Multi-platform and multi-discipline Building
Information Model (BIM) integration for real-time
systems coordination.
Model driven estimation, construction scheduling
and virtual construction sequencing.
Fully coordinated and documented design
constructability reports.
Helping clients develop their own set of guidelines
for lifecycle utilization of BIM.

Andrew Kilmer PLA, ASLA, LEED AP
Principal In Charge Lamar Johnson Collaborative

Andrew entered the Landscape Architecture field in 2001 and is an expert in large-scale master
planning and corporate environments. His emphasis is on design implementation and guarantees that
an approved design concept is taken through the construction process without compromising design
integrity. Andrew has additional experience in higher education, campus planning and design, retail
planning, residential planning, and mixed-use planning with an expertise in town planning.

ANDREW HAS 19 YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE IN THE DESIGN
INDUSTRY

ANDREW WILL DEDICATE
20% OF HIS TIME TO THIS
ASSIGNMENT

EDUCATION

PROJECT EXPERIENCE

Graduate Studies; Urban Planning and Real
Estate Development | St. Louis University

Katherine Ward Burg Memorial Garden

Bachelors in Landscape Architecture | Kansas
State University
Architectural Studies Santa Chiara | Castigilion
Fiorentino, Italy
REGISTRATIONS/CERTIFICATIONS

Landscape Architect: Missouri, Iowa, and
Tennessee
LEED Accredited Professional
PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

American Planning Association, Member
American Society of Landscape Architects, St.
Louis Chapter President (2012-2013), Executive
Committee (2011-2014), Central States Chair
(2013)
American Society of Landscape Architects,
Member

ST. LOUIS, MO

A new gateway garden for pedestrians that
will draw them toward the riverfront park . The
garden includes direct access to the metro
station, a pavilion, and a stepped terrace.
St. Vincent Greenway
PAGEDALE, MO | 7 MILES

Trail alignment study and master planning design
for new trail through Pagedale / Wellston
Winston Churchill Memorial Plaza*
FULTON, MO | 3,500 SF

A gateway plaza for the National Churchill
Museum in celebration of the 65th anniversary of
the ‘Iron Curtain’ speech. The plaza contains a
monument and site elements for visitors to enjoy.
Performance Green
ST. LOUIS,MO | 2.5 AC

A small park intended to become a venue for
myriad performances in the visual and acoustical
arts, and will host year-round park programming,
including summer fountains, winter skating,
cafes, and the display of art
Lindenwood University, Daniel Boone Home
and Historic Center Master Plan
ST. CHARLES COUNTY, MO | 1,000 AC

The master plan incorporates facilities that would
spur increased student engagement within both
the academic and student life experiences.
Sahyadri Park*
LAVASA, INDIA | 5 AC

A small park designed as a place for
experiencing learning, and savoring the
attributes of the mountain range.
*completed while at prior firm

Neil Eisenberger

PLA, ASLA

Project Manager Lamar Johnson Collaborative

As a Principal and Senior Project Manager, Neil is a team builder, critical thinker and mentor. Neil
focus is in design implementation and management of projects, he has been a leader on local and
international projects. His projects range from small community parks, urban plazas, streetscapes,
greenways and large community master planning. Many of his projects have involved community
engagement with residents and stakeholders, a process in which Neil enjoys as consensus building
from the surrounding communities makes for successful projects.

NEIL HAS 20 YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE IN THE DESIGN
INDUSTRY

NEIL WILL DEDICATE 40%
OF HIS TIME TO THIS
ASSIGNMENT

EDUCATION

PROJECT EXPERIENCE

Bachelor of Landscape Architecture | University
of Arkansas

St. Vincent Greenway

REGISTRATIONS/CERTIFICATIONS

Registered Landscape Architect in the States
of Arkansas, Illinois, Missouri, Oregon,
Pennsylvania, and Virginia
Council of Landscape Architectural Registration
Board (CLARB) Certified
PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

Professional Advisory Board | University of
Arkansas Fay Jones School of Architecture
American Society of Landscape Architects,
Member

PAGEDALE, MO | 7 MILES

Trail alignment study and master planning design
for new trail through Pagedale / Wellston
The Brickline
ST. LOUIS, MO | 20 MILES

A framework study for a 20-mile urban greenway
that not only knits together a wide range of St.
Louis’ multicultural resources destinations, and
neighborhoods in new and exciting ways, but
also socially and economically knits together
diverse communities throughout our city.
Mississippi River Greenway Park Master Plan
ST. LOUIS, MO

A riverfront park that connects the St. Louis Arch
Grounds to the North Riverfront Trail.
Katherine Ward Burg Memorial Garden
ST. LOUIS, MO

A new gateway garden for pedestrians that
will draw them toward the riverfront park . The
garden includes direct access to the metro
station, a pavilion, and a stepped terrace.
Tower Grove Park East Stream Restoration
ST. LOUIS, MO | 12 AC

Restoration of a historic stream to its original
ground alignment as a cultural landscape
Trojan Park
WELLSTON, MO | 1 AC

New park constructed by the National Recreation
and Parks Association that includes a splash
pad, shade pavilion, and open space programs
that bring an entire community together.
Forest Park Grand Basin*
ST. LOUIS, MO | 76 AC

76-acre Grand Basin restoration and master plan
for the park
*completed while at prior firm

Matt Maranzana PLA, ASLA, LEED AP
Associate Principal Lamar Johnson Collaborative

Matt is an Associate Principal and Market Leader at Lamar Johnson Collaborative. He is an awardwinning landscape architect with 20+ years of leadership and expertise working in the public realm
on various project scales / types, providing subject matter expertise in the areas of landscape
architecture, planning, urban design and horticulture. His fun and collaborative spirit sets the stage
for consensus building, while his design approach focuses on the creation of contextually appropriate
and socially restorative environments for people / plants / pollinators through sustainable principles.
As a leader and mentor, Matt is involved in all aspects of the design process, from inception through
implementation, ensuring client satisfaction through a well-conceived and delivered outcome.
MATT HAS 23 YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE IN THE DESIGN
INDUSTRY
MATT WILL DEDICATE
50% OF HIS TIME TO THIS
ASSIGNMENT

EDUCATION

PROJECT EXPERIENCE

Bachelor of Landscape Architecture | University
of Arkansas

Grand Center Arts Academy Plaza

REGISTRATIONS/CERTIFICATIONS

Registered Landscape Architect in the States of
Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, Indiana, Missouri,
Ohio, South Dakota, Minnesota, and Texas
LEED Accredited Professional
PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

American Society of Landscape Architects,
Member
City of Shrewsbury Missouri, Parks and
Recreations Board, Member
Council of Landscape Architectural Registration
Boards, Member
Grow Native, Member
University of Arkansas Professional Advisory
Board, Member

ST. LOUIS, MO | .32

Arts Academy Plaza will create an interactive
environment, providing a variety of impromptu
spaces for students, performers, and fans to
engage throughout all hours of the day.
Trojan Park
WELLSTON, MO | 1 AC

New park constructed by the National Recreation
and Parks Association that includes a splash
pad, shade pavilion, and open space programs
that bring an entire community together.
St. Vincent Greenway
PAGEDALE, MO | 7 MILES

Trail alignment study and master planning design
for new trail through Pagedale / Wellston
Christian Activity Center
EAST ST. LOUIS, IL | 22 AC

Master plan for a new park in the heart of
downtown East St. Louis
Tower Grove Park East Stream Restoration
ST. LOUIS, MO | 12 AC

Restoration of a historic stream to its original
ground alignment as a cultural landscape
Riverfront Fort Wayne
FORT WAYNE, IN | 6 AC

Riverfront development featuring an elevated tree
canopy walkway, multiple means of access to
the water, terraced plaza spaces, and pavilions.

Chris Sanders SITES AP, ASLA
Site Designer, Lamar Johnson Collaborative
Entering the design industry in 2013, Chris is an accomplished designer who understands the complexity
of the design process. His professional career includes experience in the public and private sectors
including, as corporate, parks & recreation, and civic amenities throughout all phases of design. Chris’
experience in water resource management, hydrogeological research, and water quality brings an added
dimension and measurable benefit to each project.

EDUCATION

PROJECT EXPERIENCE

Bellefontaine Neighbors Parks Assessment*

Masters of Landscape
Architecture | Kansas
State University

West Florissant Avenue Great Streets
Preliminary Engineering*

BELLEFONTAINE NEIGHBORS, MO | 40 AC

CHRIS WILL DEDICATE
60% OF HIS TIME TO THIS
ASSIGNMENT

ST. LOUIS, MO

A comprehensive corridor plan aimed at
promoting economic improvement, multi-modal
streetscapes emphasizing pedestrian safety
and a sense of place. Connecting Ferguson,
Dellwood and St Louis County together with
a vibrant, safe and active community corridor
provides a bright future in the heart of St Louis.

A comprehensive needs assessment of 8
community parks that resulted in an in-depth
master planning effort for Bissel Hills Park.
*completed while at prior firm

Caroline Finck ASLA
Site Designer, Lamar Johnson Collaborative
Though just at the beginning of her career, Caroline has developed key design characteristics that add
essential value to the team. She begins every project first by deeply listening to everyone affiliated with
the project, no matter how big or little of an impact they have. It’s with this inclusivity that Caroline helps
the team draw authentic and innovative conclusions to even the most common of problems, at any scale.
She is currently gaining experience at all levels of design and implementation phases.

EDUCATION

PROJECT EXPERIENCE

Centene Plaza Renovation

Masters of Landscape
Architecture | Kansas
State University

Riverfront Fort Wayne

ST. LOUIS, MO | 5 AC

FORT WAYNE, IN | 6 AC

The plaza is the result of a comprehensive
campus realm improvement
impr
master plan
completed for Centene Corporation’s
Headquarters Campus. This effort included
the redevelopment of Carondelet Avenue
Streetscape, as well as the redesign of three
plaza areas leading to the entrances of their three
campus buildings in this location. The design
will provide a variety of open space amenities for
the employees, as well share common building
materials to better tie together and link the three
separate campus realms, including large art
installations.

CAROLINE WILL DEDICATE
70% OF HER TIME TO THIS
ASSIGNMENT

Phase 1 designs and improvements of the master
plan increased recreational use of the river, dining
and entertainment venues, programmed events
and ecological restoration.
St. Vincent Greenway
PAGEDALE, MO | 7 MILES
Trail alignment study and master planning design
for new trail through Pagedale / Wellston

Tom Cissell PE, PTOE, LEED AP BD+C
Civil Engineer Oates Associates

Tom focuses on site design, stormwater management and transportation and traffic engineering. Over
his 23 years as an engineer he has developed an enthusiasm for improving recreational life. He is an
advocate for natural opportunities to encourage sustainable solutions and to connect people to their
environment. As a LEED Accredited Professional, Tom is knowledgeable of green building practices,
including conservation and efficiency. He has incorporated site design concepts, such as rain gardens,
bioswales, permeable pavement, and water harvesting into many projects.

TOM HAS OVER 23 YEARS
OF EXPERIENCE IN THE
ENGINEERING INDUSTRY
TOM WILL DEDICATE 35%
OF HIS TIME TO THIS
ASSIGNMENT

Since joining Oates Associates in 2000, Tom has been involved in design and plan preparation
for municipal clients. His experience working with municipal clients have given him insight into
understanding the need to provide economical and practical solutions while implementing the visions
of the community.

EDUCATION

PROJECT EXPERIENCE

Master of Science, Civil Engineering | 2004

Community Park

Bachelor of Science, Civil Engineering | 1997
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville
REGISTRATIONS/CERTIFICATIONS

Professional Engineer: MO & IL
Professional Traffic Operations Engineer
LEED Accredited Professional, Building Design
+ Construction

WILDWOOD, MO

The creation of a central community park with
improvements encompassing open space, an
all-inclusive playground, picnic area, the Grove
Pavilion, a creek crossing structure, a dog park
shelter that mimics the look of the pavilion,
Parkway Drive and Pond Grover Loop Road
entrance roads, parking, bioswales, and trails.
St. Vincent Greenway
ST. LOUIS, MO

Alignment study to evaluate options for the St.
Vincent Greenway that runs through Wellston
and Pagedale for over 1.5 miles including
subsequent design that provides needed
connections while reflecting the community.
Troy Park N Ride
TROY, IL

A new 180 space Park N Ride Lot that features
parking areas, sidewalks, lighting, surveillance,
signalized pedestrian crossings, a multi-use path
and a passenger shelter.
Eastgate Park N Ride
ALTON, IL

A new 100-space parking lot for commuters
with a bus shelter and work including repaving
the entrance to Eastgate Plaza, installing a
crosswalk to the shopping center, providing
stormwater detention, and planting landscaping
with irrigation.
Yellowhammer Trail
EDWARDSVILLE, IL

Analysis of alignments for the Yellowhammer
Trail connection, with the proposed connection
located where an electric streetcar line was
abandoned in 1928.

Jody Shaw

PE

Civil Engineer Oates Associates

Jody adds a breadth of knowledge and flexibility to the team with a diverse background in civil
and structural engineering. Her 15 years of experience includes site development, water resources,
geospatial systems and asset management, and structural engineering for buildings and bridges.
Jody’s recent work has focused on active recreation, including the planning and design of trails,
playgrounds and athletic fields. She brings a positive energy to all project assignments with a special
emphasis on helping clients visualize project concepts.

JODY HAS 15 YEARS
OF EXPERIENCE IN THE
ENGINEERING INDUSTRY
JODY WILL DEDICATE 45%
OF HER TIME TO THIS
ASSIGNMENT

EDUCATION

PROJECT EXPERIENCE

Bachelor of Science, Civil Engineering | 1999
University of Missouri - Rolla

St. Vincent Greenway

REGISTRATIONS/CERTIFICATIONS

Professional Engineer: MO

ST. LOUIS, MO

Alignment study to evaluate options for the St.
Vincent Greenway that runs through Wellston
and Pagedale for over 1.5 miles including
subsequent design that provides needed
connections while reflecting the community.
Playground & Greenhouse
ST. LOUIS, MO

New playground areas in the East and West
Courtyards of the Missouri School for the Blind
with customized ropes course, turf areas, a
treehouse inspired playset, a greenhouse, ADA
parking and ramps, canopies, perimeter fencing
and security measures.
Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan
TROY, IL

Determination of right-of-way and topographic
features, design-level plans and estimates, route
recommendations and public engagement for
the overall plan.
BMP Inspections
ST. LOUIS, MO

Annual inspection on the Washington University
School of Medicine Campus of the stormwater
Best Management Practices (BMPs) installed
at five facilities on campus. Work includes
a visual inspection, completing MSD’s
“Stormwater Management Facility Maintenance
Inspection Checklist”, and completing MSD’s
“Post Construction Stormwater BMP Annual
Maintenance Report” for each location.

Andrew Kilmer ASLA, LEED AP
Principal
Lamar Johnson Collaborative
314.592.2281
kilmera@theljc.com

theljc.com
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HISTORIC ROUTE 66
ROADSIDE PARK

D E PA RT M E N T O F P L A N N I N G A N D PA R KS
city of wild wo o d , m isso uri
o ctob e r 1, 2020

patterhn ives llc
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITS THE FOLLOWING
STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS

LETTER OF INTEREST
A ............................................ COMPARABLE EXPERIENCE
Firm Backgrounds & Expertise
Similar Projects
B .................................................. KNOWLEDGE & SKILLS
Roadside Park Capabilities
Resumes
C ........................................ REGULATIONS & STANDARDS
D ................................................................ PHILOSOPHY

Saint Louis Missouri

|

West Chester Pennsylvania

patterhn ives llc
7751 carondelet avenue
clayton tower suite 500
saint louis missouri 63105

5 November 2020
City of Wildwood, Missouri
Department of Planning and Parks
16860 Main Street
Wildwood, Missouri 63040
Attn: Kathy Arnett (kathy@cityofwildwood.com)/Joe Vujnich (joe@cityofwildwood.com)
RE:

HISTORIC ROUTE 66 ROADSIDE PARK

Dear Kathy, Joe and Members of the Selection Committee,
The partners of Patterhn Ives are delighted to share our statement of qualifications to provide design services
for the development of a small Roadside Park located on Historic Route 66, the “Mother Road.”
We have a deep respect for your desire to preserve the history and expand the enjoyment of Route 66 so,
the community may continue to use and benefit from this storied landmark. Our team is intimately familiar
with the energy and stamina required to complete this type of project, and we have the experience and
capabilities to help you realize it.
The creation of a Roadside Park for Historic Route 66 is an excellent example of where our team will excel.
Patterhn Ives, CDI, Arbolope Studio and Everest Estimating are comprised of seasoned professionals with a
track record of successfully completing projects on time and within budget.
We look forward to building on our meaningful experience with the City of Wildwood’s Essen Log Cabin, as
we continue to: complete work in a timely manner; obtain all input and direction from outside agencies to
support end work products; provide references to any and all regulations, standards, and other information
used in developing the desired concepts; present, in final form, organized reports, with background material,
supporting the concepts; respond to direction from the City of Wildwood; and treat the public courteously.
Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions or comments: 417 380 9633 (mobile) or
tpatterson@patterhn-ives.com.
Kind regards,

Tony Patterson, Assoc AIA
Partner

WOMAN-OWNED SMALL BUSINESS | DUNS: 079589216
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Essen Log Cabin (prior to relocation)
credit: St. Louis Post Dispatch
patterhn ives llc

A: COMPARABLE EXPERIENCE
Project descriptions or comparable efforts for at least two (2) projects performed by the individual/firm within
the last two (2) years. Provide name of client (include contact information), description of services provided,
key personnel, year the project was completed, and estimated cost.

PATTERHN IVES
Patterhn Ives is an award-winning, certified women-owned architecture practice
that was founded in 2014. We endeavor to impart a positive, lasting record through
our commitment to design, research, innovation, environmental stewardship and
community. Our award-winning, Saint Louis-based office operates as a nimble, critical
practice that promotes personal relationships within a collaborative spirit; this model
builds on the notion that design excellence stems from continuity, collaboration and
communication.
Five years ago, Patterhn Ives entered a strategic alliance with Frens & Frens, a
renowned historic restoration and preservation office in West Chester, Pennsylvania.
In 2018, Frens & Frens formally joined Patterhn Ives, solidifying our commitment to
one another and the clients we serve. Together we assist our clients in finding the
balance between preserving the past while meeting the modern needs of clients
and visitors. Our strength and extensive experience in providing design support at
every stage of the process—from comprehensive assessments through construction
completion—is affirmed by every client relationship.
Architecture & Historic Preservation
Concern for the built environment brought us to this profession. We continue
to believe people’s lives are enriched by preserving and revitalizing historic
structures and landscapes. Over the past 30 years, our restoration architects and
preservation specialists have received more than forty local, state and national
awards for the preservation of National Historic Landmarks and National Registerlisted buildings—ranging from community parks to state capitols—including the
St. Louis Central Library.
Endorsed by long-standing relationships with past clients, consultants and
communities, we strive to impart a positive, lasting record through careful
listening, focused observation, research and collaboration, or ‘LONG LIFE, LOOSE
FIT’ are common discussions.
COMPARABLE EXPERIENCE:
Historic Red Cedar Inn - Pacific, MO
Tent Theatre - Springfield, MO
Des Peres City Hall - Des Peres, MO
Katy Trail Conservation Outpost - Treloar, MO
1-24 Marine Memorial - Chesterfield, MI
Brandywine Conservancy - Delaware County, PA
Mill at Anselma - Chester Springs, PA
detailed information on all of the above follows
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RED CEDAR INN

PACIFIC, MISSOURI

REHABILITATION & REUSE: IN PROGRESS
PROGRAMMING, PLANNING & ASSESSMENT: COMPLETED NOVEMBER 2019

As an iconic Route 66 landmark, Red Cedar Inn was added to the National
Register of Historic Places in 2003 and acquired by the City of Pacific, Missouri
in 2017 with the promise to redevelop it into a community amenity. In 2018, the
City selected Patterhn Ives to provide programming, planning and evaluation for
the 3,700-square-foot Red Cedar Inn, which included:
• performing an architectural conditions assessment that focuses on site
issues impacting the building, exterior enclosure and interior elements
• determining future use and the improvements and renovations necessary to
accommodate such uses
• identifying grant opportunities to aid in funding redevelopment efforts
• host community and public meetings to gain input on use and vision for the
property
In 2019, Patterhn Ives was authorized to begin work on rehabilitating the property
for use as a museum, genealogy library and welcome center.
patterhn ives llc

Scope:

Conditions Assessment, Programming, Master Planning, Exterior Restoration, Interior
Remodel, Life Safety + Accessibility Improvements

Size + Cost:

3,900 square feet | $33,690 (assessment) / $1.45 million (adaptive reuse)

Phases:

Evaluation (completed 2019) | Schematic Design (in progress)

Reference:

Steve Myers, Mayor
City of Pacific
300 Hoven Drive, Pacific, Missouri 63069
t: 636-271-0500 | smyers@pacificmissouri.com

Personnel:

Tony Patterson, Project Manager and Project Designer
Anna Ives, Project Architect
Carol Quigley, Project Manager, CADD Technician + Preservation Specialist
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TENT THEATRE AT MISSOURI STATE UNIVERSITY

SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI

FULL ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES: IN PROGRESS
PROGRAMMING, PLANNING & CONCEPTUAL DESIGN: COMPLETED 2018
2018

AIA SAINT LOUIS DESIGN HONOR AWARD: UNBUILT & CITATION FOR TECHNICAL ADVANCEMENT

Tent Theatre is a new outdoor performing arts and event venue informed by its
historic campus context, long-standing tradition, and a progressive vision to
better integrate arts, education and community.
The pavilion floats above a landscape of shallow terraces that merge performance
and program. Two large, accessible paths frame a series of renewed outdoor
spaces which host an array of formal and informal program. Incorporating
themes of light, diffusion, resonance, and sight-line, the envisioned canopy
synthesizes all performative requirements into a single, translucent pavilion roof
that dramatically enhances the experience for both actor and audience while
recalling its origins under tent.

patterhn ives llc

Scope:

Programming, Master Planning, Site Planning, Architecture

Size + Cost:

1 acre | $5 million

Phases:

Programming, Planning & Conceptual
Full Architectural Services (in progress)

Reference:

Mark Wheeler
University Architect + Director of Planning Design & Construction
Missouri State University, 901 South National Ave, Springfield, MO 65897
417 836 5101 | mark.wheeler@missouristate.edu

Personnel:

Eric Hoffman, Partner-in-Charge, Project Manager and Project Architect
Tony Patterson, Project Designer

Design

(completed

2018)
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DES PERES CITY HALL

DES PERES, MISSOURI

PHASES 1&2: PROGRAMMING & SCHEMATIC DESIGN COMPLETED 2018
PHASE 3: SELECTIVE REMOVAL & ABATEMENT COMPLETED 2020
RENOVATION & SITE IMPROVEMENTS TARGET 2021

In 1973, the promising young City of Des Peres purchased the building and surrounding acreage to serve as its new
center for recreation and municipal government. Since then, Des Peres City Hall has only been renovated twice—in
1976 and 1987.
PhaseS 1&2: Programming & Schematic Design: In 2017, the City of Des Peres hired Patterhn Ives to help address a
unique challenge it was facing: a surplus of space with few options for its back-fill of underutilized areas; particularly
on the upper floors. Initial studies, former master plan documents, as well as past attempts to accommodate tenants
proved the long-term viability of commercial tenants in this setting as ineffective. Storage options are also limited due
to structural capacity. So, the study proposed carving into the existing structure to produce a dramatic double-height
‘Special Events Venue’ to further increase presence in and engagement with the surrounding community.
Phase 3: Selective Removal & Abatement: Selective removal of partitions and finishes within the exterior wall perimeter
is being conducted for Levels 02 & 03 in preparation for Phase 3.
Phase 4: Renovation & Site Improvements: Remaining design, documentation and construction administration work
for a) Site & Plaza Improvements; b) Infrastructure & Code Upgrades; and c) Interior Renovations.
patterhn ives llc

SITE PLANNING, PARKING, AND ACCESSIBLE ENTRY:
Current vehicular approach, parking, and building entries combine to create a confusing experience for visitors.
Tight site constraints have limited the amount of parking, and thus, prevented some potential uses for City
Hall. The north facade -- former service-side of the building -- has become the de-facto primary entrance due
to parking proximity and offering the only accessible means of entry. The proposed design increases parking
capacity, maintains the formal north entry with new ramp, and creates a gracious new accessible entry to the
south conceived as a terraced, tree-lined, outdoor amenity.

EXISTING
PROPOSED

Scope:

Programming, Planning, Renovation, Architecture, Interiors, Landscape Design

Size + Cost:

25,000 SF | $39,000 (Phase 1) / $46,300 (Phase 2) / $12,540 (Phase 3) / $6 million (total)

Phases:

PhaseS 1&2: Programming & Schematic Design (completed 2018) | Phase 3: Selective Removal &
Abatement (completed 2020) | Phase 4: Renovation & Site Improvements (future phase)

Reference:

Scott Schaefer, Assistant City Manager
12325 Manchester Rd, Des Peres, MO
314 835 6132 | sschaefer@desperesmo.org

Personnel:

Eric Hoffman, Partner-in-Charge, Project Manager + Project Architect
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KATY TRAIL CONSERVATION OUTPOST

TRELOAR, MISSOURI

PROGRAMMING, PLANNING & PRE-DESIGN: COMPLETED APRIL 2020

Today Treloar Township presents a uniquely rich cultural landscape along the
Katy Trail. At the town’s southern border, overlooking the 2.5-mile-wide Pinkney
Bottom flood plain, a quadrangle is formed by: the Katy trailhead, the 120 yearold Mercantile building, and an original grain elevator previously. This space is
geographically and culturally central to town and serves as trailhead parking, an
agricultural equipment staging area and community gathering and event space.
Patterhn Ives collaborated with Magnificent Missouri to envision a new outdoor
social space and outpost to provide essentials and overnight accommodations.
This carefully positioned intervention will serve cyclists along the Katy Trail
and community members alike. Plantings and tree species that bloom or fruit
around important cultural seasons (harvest) will underline the region’s culture
and ecology, which are entwined. The goal of the project will be to energize this
segment of the Trail while reinforcing the need for conservation of landscape and
preservation of local culture.
patterhn ives llc

1-24 MARINE MEMORIAL
CHESTERFIELD, MICHIGAN

COMPLETED 2019

The 1-24 Memorial is designed to commemorate the twenty-two Marines killed
in action during deployment to Iraq in 2007. The Memorial provides a gathering
place for the souls of the departed and the Marines, families, and community left
behind to honor their brave service and memory.
The design of the Memorial centers on a single table of honed granite, derived
from the tradition of setting an empty table in the mess hall for fellow servicemen
and women who made the ultimate sacrifice for their country. Twenty three
places are set at the Memorial table. Twenty two engraved plaques represent the
twenty-two men who gave their lives. The empty plate at the head of the table
acknowledges the possibility of future losses.
The lawn affords a ceremonial gathering space for Memorial Day services and
other events. Steps to the table serve as a place to rest or leave behind flowers or
mementos. The sound of water running over the commemorative table reinforces
that the Memorial Complex is a hallowed place set apart for the memory of the
fallen Marines.
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BRANDYWINE CONSERVANCY & MUSEUM OF ART

DELAWARE COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA

ONGOING CONSULTING SERVICES: SINCE 1989
SECTION 106 COMPLIANCE

The Brandywine Conservancy and Museum of Art owns several National Historic
Landmark properties associated with the life of painter Andrew Wyeth and his
family.
Each site and building now achieves life safety compliance to allow public tours
of the buildings without impacting the visitor experience or integrity of building.
In addition, several large scope projects have been undertaken including:
• 2017: Preservation of Kuerner Farm
• 2017: Preservation of N.C. Wyeth Studio & House
• 2014: Preservation of Clark and Pyle Covered Bridges at Laurels Preserve
• 2012: Preservation of Andrew Wyeth Studio NHL (shown at left)
• 2000: Exterior & Roof Restoration of Lafayette’s Quarters NHL
• 1988: Offices for the Environmental Management Center
• 1987: Historic structures report for Lafayette’s Quarters NHL
patterhn ives llc

THE MILL AT ANSELMA

CHESTER SPRINGS, PA

PART I COMPLETED 2007
PART II COMPLETED MARCH 2008
SECTION 106 COMPLIANCE

Historic Structure Report and Restoration
The Mill at Anselma Preservation and Educational Trust, Inc. was established
to preserve, restore and interpret the 22-acre Mill site at Anselma Village. To
accomplish the goals of the Trust, we prepared a Facilities Master Plan that
defined a rational and phased path toward achieving a historic site, which is
viable in terms of serving the community, interpreting the mill and the village life
which grew around it, preserving the historic buildings and mill equipment, and
remaining economically sustainable.

The Mill at Anselma Preservation and Educational Trust,
Inc. was established to preserve, restore and interpret the 22
acre Mill site at Anselma Village. To accomplish the goals of
the Trust, Frens and Frens, LLC
prepared a Facilities Master
Part I included an assessment of historic structures, landscape analysis, site
opportunities
andpath
constraints,
and a marketing analysis for a historic grist
Plan that defined a rational and
phased
toward
mill site. Part II included a presentation of three site options, with associated
achieving a historic site which
iscosts,
viable
in focused
termsonof
capital
and then
theserving
development of the preferred option. The
development was planned in five phases, of which the staffing and operating
the community, interpreting costs
theformill
and the village life
the first two phases were analyzed in detail.
which grew around it, preserving the historic buildings and
Restored
15 exterior
mill equipment, and remaining economically sustainable.
Part I included an assessment of historic structures, land-

Supporting Patterhn Ives with Civil Engineering Design will be CDI, with whom we have successfully
completed over a half dozen projects in the past few years including the evaluation and planning for
HISTORIC RED CEDAR INN in Pacific, Missouri.
CIVIL DESIGN, INC.
Civil Design, Inc. is a multi-disciplined civil engineering firm established in 1996, with a focus on helping
clients design quality infrastructure through successful, results-based projects. Our insight and experience,
centered on Building Stronger Communities, allows us to empower our clients to make intelligent decisions
on how to apply resources.
SITE: CDI’s site team designs and develops comprehensive concepts and final plans, providing the
appropriate site, utility, and grading solutions for each project. By proactively coordinating with the owner,
project team, governing agencies, and utility companies, we create designs that are cost effective and ready
for construction. Our knowledgeable team of professionals anticipates site challenges, actively working to
minimize potential obstacles and deliver projects on-time and within budget.
TRANSPORTATION: CDI provides the design and construction documents needed for highway and roadway
projects, with design elements including everything from traffic volumes to striping and signing. Our
transportation team has experience with both small- and large-scale projects, having worked with suburban
communities who are expanding or rebuilding their roadways, as well as designing multi-lane expressways
in metro areas. In recent years, we have played an integral role in some of our region’s largest transportation
projects, including the Mississippi River crossing in downtown St. Louis and the I-64 Daniel Boone Bridge
in St. Louis County.
WATER RESOURCES: Storm sewers, sanitary sewers, detention and retention basins, and open channels
are all elements of hydraulic engineering that directly affect our environment and quality of life. Our water
resources team studies, evaluates, and designs systems to alleviate overloaded sewers, replace deteriorated
pipes, and design to accommodate future loads. In addition to the traditional approach to engineering
questions, CDI looks for innovative ways to include green solutions. From bio-stabilized channel bank
protection to stormwater quality BMP selection and design, CDI has an experienced team ready to help our
clients find the best possible project processes.
RELEVANT EXPERTISE:
Parking lot layout | Site selection assistance | Site master planning | Storm water detention/retention
Storm water hydraulics and hydrology | Utility design and coordination | Channel design and stabilization
Drainage plans | Sediment and erosion control | Rural highway design | Environmental documentation
Route location studies | Traffic control | Intersection improvements | Right-of-way corridor analysis
REFERENCES FROM RELEVANT REGULATING AUTHORITIES:
MODOT: Tim Schroeder, P.E., Design Liaison Engineer
Timothy.schroeder@modot.mo.gov | 314-453-5049
MSD: Jeff Meyer, PE, Assistant Engineer
jameyer@stlmsd.com | 314-768-2724
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SITE DEVELOPMENT
Owner

City of Kirkwood

Client

Planning Design Studio

Services

Civil Engineering
Land Surveying
Key Personnel
Sara Andert, PE
Project Schedule
2017

FILLMORE PARK IMPROVEMENTS | KIRKWOOD, MO
The City of Kirkwood contracted with the Planning Design Studio Team to design improvements
to Fillmore Park. This park in the heart of Kirkwood was completely renovated in 2017. The new
park contains two baby swings, two ling swings, large open pavilion, drinking fountains, play
structures for younger children (activity boards with mazes, a telescope and spinning colored
beads) and older children (rock wall, bridge, slides, pole), and benches for outdoor seating.
For safety, the park is completely enclosed by a fence. The park has street parking access, and
a flashing pedestrian beacon for safe street crossing.
Civil Design, Inc. (CDI) was responsible for Land Surveying and site Civil Engineering for the
park project. The design included utilities (water) for the new drinking fountain, grading for
creating an ADA pathway to all use areas of the park, MSD permitting and City of Kirkwood
permitting.

REFERENCE: Kyle Henke, Director of Parks and Recreation
henkekk@kirkwoodmo.org | 314-822-5856
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SITE DEVELOPMENT
Owner

Hazelwood School District

Services

Civil Engineering
Key Personnel
John Falk, PE
Project Completion
2008

HAZELWOOD SCHOOL DISTRICT SCULPTURE PARK |
HAZELWOOD, MO
The Hazelwood School District Learning Center was both a building addition project and
existing building remodel project. The existing administration building for the district (20,000
square feet) was remodeled, and a new 57,000-square foot addition was added. The renovation
was designed to match the new building addition, so that the two completed projects would look
like one large, brand new building.
Upon completion of the sitework for the new Learning Center project, the district decided to add
a unique feature to the project: a sculpture park. CDI provided all site civil engineering services
for this project. Site design included an ADA accessible walking trail with sculpture areas along
the way. Seating areas and points of interest such as an amphitheater and museum were also
added. Utility design included improving the existing site drainage and meeting MSD water
quality standards. Grading and drainage were a challenge due to the flat site, however, this was
used as an advantage in order to promote sustainable landscaping.

REFERENCE: Tom Mangogna, Hazelwood School District
tjmango@hazelwoodschools.org | 314-953-5050
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SITE DEVELOPMENT
Owner

FERGUSON – FLORISSANT SCHOOL DISTRICT LITTLE
CREEK NATURE AREA – DISCOVERY POND | ST. LOUIS, MO

Services

The Little Creek Nature Area is a 97-acre outdoor educational facility owned and operated by
the Ferguson-Florissant School District. The purpose of Little Creek is to provide field-based

Ferguson – Florissant School
District
Construction Management
Key Personnel
John Falk, PE
Project Completion
2009

science education to over 12,000 Pre-K through 12th grade students. Little Creek is also open
to the general public walking, hiking, birding, and nature observation.
CDI produced the construction drawings and managed the construction for this project. Design
included a new forebay, 0.7-acre pond with 15-foot-tall earthen dam, concrete overflow structure
and geogrid lined emergency spillway. CDI coordinated with United States Army Corp of
Engineers, MODNR, Metropolitan St. Louis Sewer District, and St. Louis County.

REFERENCE: Jack Bowles, Little Creek Nature Area Director (retired)
Jackbowles6@gmail.com | 314-800-6099
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WATER RESOURCES
STORM WATER

Owner

University of Missouri

Services

Design Review
Construction, As-Built Review
Field Investigation
Drainage Area Analysis
Exploratory Study
MSD Requirements
Alternatives Recommendations
Key Personnel
Stephen Thole, PLA, EI
Project Schedule
Oct. 2017 – Oct. 2018
CDI Contract Cost
$32,896

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI – ST. LOUIS NB PARKING LOTS
STUDY | ST. LOUIS, MO
Civil Design Inc. (CDI) completed review of the permeable pavement parking lots installed at
8026, 8218, 8224, 8254 and 8300 Natural Bridge Rd. The intent of this review was to determine
if the current design of the subject parking lots met the Metropolitan St. Louis Sewer District’s
(MSD) requirements for porous asphalt pavement; and provide potential options (if any) to
improve drainage conditions. CDI evaluated the pre and post construction stormwater drainage
characteristics of each of the three sites and checked each site against MSD’s design criteria.
CDI provided a Technical Memorandum indicating adequacy of the design. UMSL then
engaged CDI to complete exploratory evaluation of the site, to see if the work was performed
in accordance with the design. Following CDI’s recommended method of selective sample
borings of the pavement and closed-circuit TV (CCTV) of the underdrain system, it was
determined the pavement performance was undermined due construction materials used. This
approach was less costly than an alternative destructive survey of pavement. In addition, use
of the pavement was maintained through the study period. CDI partnered with SCI Engineering
and TOPE plumbing for this project.
.
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TRANSPORTATION
Owner/Client

City of Wildwood

Contact

Rick Brown
636-458-0440
rbrown@cityofwildwood.com

Services

Conceptual Plan
Cost Estimate
Key Personnel
Tricia Bohler, PE
Alison Graves, PE
Elena Wise, PE, POTE

STRECKER ROAD SIDEWALKS & CONCEPTUAL DESIGN |
WILDWOOD, MO
Civil Design Inc. developed a conceptual sidewalk plan for the City of Wildwood to provide
sidewalk connectivity along Strecker Road from the Ellisville City limits (Sunnyridge Road) to
Clayton Road through a residential area. Sidewalks are currently present along the route and
heavily used for recreation, but a continuous path does not exist. The project was split into
several segments and CDI provided a cost estimate for each, so the City could determine how
much funding would be needed and make scheduling decisions. Work involved developing
sidewalk layouts that required minimal right-of-way acquisition and avoided utilities where
possible. Obstacles and special design considerations were also identified, including tree
removals, utility conflicts, drainage improvements, and retaining walls. Moving forward, CDI
will be providing survey and developing preliminary and final plans for the corridor.

Conceptual Plans Completion
Spring 2019
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Supporting Patterhn Ives with Landscape Design will be ARBOLOPE STUDIO, with whom we are currently
working on Tent Theatre for Missouri State University in Springfield, MO.
ARBOLOPE STUDIO
Arbolope Studio is a landscape architecture, urban design and public art practice based in the City of St.
Louis. Our goal is to create innovative and impactful landscapes that help make a happier, healthier and
more connected world.
The Arbolope Studio team is made of design practitioners with a wide range of backgrounds including
landscape architecture, urban design, sculpture, painting, horticulture, architecture and music. We work
with a variety of clients including universities, institutions, corporations, communities and individuals - and
we work at scales ranging from intimate landscapes to large-scale urban plans. We bring to all projects a
careful attention to detail, a desire to do great work and the goal of creating enduring relationships with our
clients and community.
Arbolope Studio is a MBE/WBE firm certified in the City of St. Louis.
Designing Spaces for New Stories
Arbolope Studio was founded on the idea that landscape architecture can, through the enrichment of public
spaces, make the Midwest a happier, healthier, and more inspiring place to live. That mission has driven
us to take on a wide range of projects, from masterplans in Jefferson City to small community parks in
North St. Louis. We have collaborated with high-profile architects like Studio Gang and KieranTimberlake,
as well as community nonprofits like RISE Community Housing and Forest ReLeaf. Our clients have included
Washington University in St. Louis, the Frank Lloyd Wright House in Ebsworth Park, the Cherokee Street CID,
and Forest Park Forever, to name a few. In every case, we have found that design-forward, high-performance
landscapes are powerful shapers of civic experience that add tangible value to the communities they serve.
Environmental Resilience & Historic Places
We take a design-forward approach to sustainability, environmental resilience, and stormwater management.
We respond directly to each site, taking advantage of unique opportunities while making sure that the
landscape manages stormwater in effective ways, creatively addresses the needs of stakeholders, and
supports the surrounding ecological network.
Having completed projects throughout Missouri, we are familiar with federal, state and local regulations
for projects looking to integrate sustainable practices. We also have extensive experience with designing
projects that utilize Large-Scale (Missouri Sewer District) MSD Project Clear Grant funding both through the
competitive and non-competitive processes, and we have successfully assisted a number of clients with
their MSD awarded grant application. Moreover, we also have extensive project experience in the design
and construction of integrated large-scale stormwater management projects within historic places. This is
exemplified by the large green roofs, permeable plazas, bioswales and rain gardens that enliven the East
End Transformation of Washington University in St. Louis’ historic Danforth Campus, as well as the prairie
restoration at the proposed Visitor Center at the Frank Lloyd Wright House in Ebsworth Park. Streetscapes
patterhn ives llc

Love Bank Park
St. Louis, MO

and Mobility planning are also a strong interest of our firm. From large-scale, multimodal masterplanning efforts such as the Mobility Framework Plan at Washington
University in St Louis--which has guided mobility planning at the University since
2015--to innovative green-infrastructure streetscape improvements currently under
construction at Mill Creek Lofts located on S Theresa Ave in St Louis; we have
demonstrated experience planning and constructing opportunity-driven stormwater
management along streets and circulation corridors.
REFERENCES:
JAMES KOLKER, FAIA - Associate Vice
A R BChancellor
O L O P E & University Architect
S T U DinI O
Washington University
St. Louis
(T) 314.935.4667 | james.kolker@wustl.edu

314.769.9492

1219 S. Boyle Ave., St. Louis, MO 63110

arbolope.com

TODD SPALDING - Director of Parks, Recreation & Forestry
Jefferson City, Missouri
(T) 573.634.6488 | tspalding@jeffcitymo.org
HEATHER WOOFTER - Director, College of Architecture & Graduate
School of Architecture & Urban Design
Sam Fox School of Design & Visual Arts
Washington University in St. Louis
(T) 314.935.3324 | woofter@wustl.edu
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ARBOLOPE
STUDIO

SIZE
18 acres

COST
$25 Million

COMPLETION
Fall 2019

T I S C H PA R K & E A S T E N D C E N T R A L L A N D S C A P E
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY IN ST. LOUIS
St. Louis, MO

AWARDS / ACCREDITATIONS
2020 Award for Excellence, Society of College & University Planners

SERVICES
Landscape Architecture
Local Support & Peer Review
Construction Administration

Tisch Park and East End Central Landscape
is the largest capital investment in the recent
history of the Danforth Campus of Washington
University in St. Louis.

eastern portion of the campus, replacing them
with a large underground parking garage and
limits vehicular access to three drop-off plazas
at the campus perimeter.

COLLABORATORS
Michael Vergason Landscape Architects
Alexandria, VA

The project is a transformation of the main
public face of the University from Bookings
Hall, the iconic hilltop building (west), to
Skinker Boulevard (east), Forest Park Parkway
(north) and Forsyth Boulevard (south).

The substantially improved central landscape,
now called Tisch Park, ties the east end of
the campus together with a large park, more
open area for formal and informal gatherings,
a replanting of the campus’ signature tree
allée and provides a new network of clear and
accessible pedestrian walks and bicycle paths.

KieranTimberlake
Philadelphia, PA
REFERENCES
J.D. Long
Associate Vice Chancellor, Facilities
Washington University in St. Louis, St.
Louis, MO
(T) 314-935-5582
(E) jlongii@wustl.edu

patterhn ives llc
314.769.9492

The East End Central Landscape includes two
new engineering buildings, a new building
for the Sam Fox School of Design and Visual
Arts, a new public entrance and expansion
of the Kemper Art Museum, an outdoor
sculpture garden, a Welcome Center and
a Multipurpose Student Hub. The project
also removes all surface parking lots on the

Landscape Architecture + Urban Design + Public Art

Arbolope Studio has served as the local partner
for Michael Vergason Landscape Architects.

arbolope.com
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ARBOLOPE
STUDIO

SIZE
10.5 acres

COST
N/A

FRANK LLOYD WR IGHT HOUSE IN EB SWORTH PA R K
Kirkwood, MO

COMPLETION
Design Completed 2019, Unbuilt

SERVICES
Landscape Architecture
Site & Land Use Analysis
Park Design
Green Roof Design
COLLABORATORS
Bohlin Cywinski Jackson
Philadelphia, PA
REFERENCES
Jamie Kolker, FAIA
Board of Directors, FLWHEP
Associate Vice Chancellor &
University Architect,
Washington University in St. Louis
(T) 314.935.4667
(E) james.kolker@wustl.edu

314.769.9492

K R A U S S H O U S E V I S I TO R C E N T E R

The Krauss House, designed by Frank Lloyd
Wright in 1951, is a well-preserved architectural
gem that is managed by the Frank Lloyd Wright
House in Ebsworth Park (FLWHEP) non-profit.
The home is notable for its complex geometry
and strong relationship to the surrounding
picturesque landscape of Ebsworth Park
(formerly part of the home’s estate).
Tucked into the hillside beyond the Krauss
House, the new Visitor Center sits in quiet
dialogue with the Krauss home and the
surrounding landscape. The elegant pavilionlike Visitor Center includes a flexible-use and
rearrangeable reception, classroom, gallery
and gift shop space; an administrative area; as
well as a library and archive space.

design process. Proposed site improvements
include a new and enhanced park entrance
with new driveway plantings that create multiseasonal visual interest along the approach up
to the home; a successional plan for the iconic
Persimmon Grove though which the Krauss
House is first seen; replanting key historical
landscape elements; tucking the Visitor Center
and parking area into the hillside (screened from
initial view); a rain garden to capture parking
lot and roadway run-off; the Visitor Center
green roof; an outdoor patio space and hillside
amphitheater for larger events; a pathway
leading to the Krauss House; converting
existing lawn area to meadow; and a network
of new pathways leading through the meadow
and forest areas of Ebsworth Park.

The circulation into and through the landscape
was carefully studied at the outset of the

Landscape Architecture + Urban Design + Public Art
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arbolope.com
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3. PROJECT E XPERIENCE
ARBOL O P E

A R SBT O
L I OO P E
U D
S T U D I O

LO V E B A N K PA R K
Cherokee Street Business District | St. Louis, MO

PROJECT START/END
Oct. 2016 - Summer 2018 (Est.)
On Track to Meet Project Schedule

ROLE
Landscape Architect, Grant Support

AWARDS
Rainscaping Large Scale Grant,
MSD

BUDGET
$345K

The vision for Love Bank Park
is to create a multi-functional
and environmentally sustainable
public space on Cherokee Street
- one of the most multi-cultural
and progressive communities in
the City of St. Louis. The curved
geometries of Love Bank Park are
inspired by Venn diagrams - in which
overlapping curves demonstrates
areas of commonalities between
unique elements. These curves
allude to the desires of the
Cherokee Street community to
create a welcoming and inclusive
park and neighborhood.

variety of activities. An open
plaza space with seating, chess
tables and planted areas provides
a welcoming place for neighbors
to gather and relax, and during
community festivals, provides a
space for concerts, dances and
other activities. A large basketball
play area in the northern half of
the park is designed for shooting
hoops, half-court and full-court play,
and can serve as a food truck court
during festivals.

CONST.
DESIGN
Est. $222 $25k

PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
Cherokee Station Business
Association
PROJECT TEAM
Jim Fetterman - P.M.
L. Irene Compadre - Designer
Xiaoqing Qin - Design Staff
REFERENCES
Anne McCullough
Cherokee Street Liaison, Cherokee
Station Business Association. St.
Louis, MO
314.304.0932
anne@cherokeestreet.com
Forest Park Play Area Proposal
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Building on the grass-roots
momentum that has partially
activated the site with basketball
hoops, Love Bank Park provides
space and infrastructure for a

Designed with permeable pavers,
permeable asphalt, rain-gardens
and planted areas, the site is also
a demonstration landscape for
sustainable design and sustainable
storm-water management.
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Supporting Patterhn Ives with Cost Estimation will be EVEREST ESTIMATING SERVICES, with whom we
have successfully completed over a dozen projects in the past few years including the evaluation and
planning for HISTORIC RED CEDAR INN in Pacific, Missouri.
EVEREST
Everest Estimating Services, LLC is a Missouri Construction Cost Consulting firm engaged in preconstruction,
cost estimating and construction scheduling. Our specialized knowledge and experience are in the Civil,
Architectural and Structural Disciplines, within a wide range of product types, but mainly in institutional,
educational and commercial type projects. We use R.S. Means Database(s) as a primary function of our
detailed, thorough and accurate cost works. We rarely rely on Unit Price Estimating, unless pricing at a very
high program level, rather, our estimates are well grounded with the local market labor rates and “ManHour” productions, productivity.
COMPARABLE GOVERNMENT EXPERIENCE:
St. Clair County ADA Assessment – Belleville, IL
American w/ Disabilities Act Upgrades - 18 Bldgs.
Chapel Complex – Fort Leonard Wood, MO
New Military Chapel & Activity Center 36,912 SF
Dept. of Agriculture Forest Service – East Walker, MN
Walker Administrative Complex, Six Buildings on 12 Acres
COMPARABLE HISTORIC RESTORATION/REMODELING EXPERIENCE:
Kirkwood Public Library – Kirkwood, MO
Historic Remodel, Addition & Sitework - 20,640 SF
Lafayette Square Park Bandstand – St. Louis, MO
Historic Bandstand, Stairs, Stone Walls & Sitework, - 750 SF
Jefferson Gateway Arch Museum Ramp Options – St. Louis, MO
Accessibility Options from both legs of the Arch- 17,346 SF
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Photo Credit: Linda Paddock
Honorable Mention - 2017 Wildwood Calendar Contest
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B: KNOWLEDGE & SKILLS
Statements of knowledge and skills relative to roadside park planning, design, and engineering, in the context
of a historically-significant asset, such as Historic Route 66, particularly when applying an inter-disciplinary
approach to ensure successful implementations of identified steps.

We offer our enthusiasm for and knowledge of historic landscapes, our technical
expertise, and our creative problem solving to the CITY OF WILDWOOD for the creation
of a HISTORIC ROUTE 66 ROADSIDE PARK.
ROADSIDE PARK PLANNING, DESIGN, AND ENGINEERING
Our team—Patterhn Ives, CDI, Arbolope and Everest—brings a wealth of knowledge
and skills highly relevant to this project. While the fullness of these qualifications are
provided in Section A: Comparable Experience , it is worth reiterating a few key points
before sharing qualifications of our individual team members.
•

Over the past 30 years, Patterhn Ives restoration architects and preservation
specialists have received more than forty local, state and national awards for
the preservation of National Historic Landmarks and National Register-listed
buildings—ranging from community parks to state capitols—including the St.
Louis Central Library.

•

Having completed projects throughout Missouri, Arbolope Studio is familiar with
federal, state and local regulations for projects looking to integrate sustainable
practices. We also have extensive experience with designing projects that utilize
Large-Scale Missouri Sewer District (MSD) Project Clear Grant funding both through
the competitive and non-competitive processes, and we have successfully assisted
a number of clients with their MSD awarded grant application. Moreover, we also
have extensive project experience in the design and construction of integrated
large-scale stormwater management projects within historic places.

•

CDI are experts in civil engineering with over 25 years of experience in parking
lot layout, site selection assistance, site master planning, storm water detention/
retention, storm water hydraulics and hydrology, utility design and coordination,
channel design and stabilization, drainage plans, sediment and erosion control,
rural highway design, environmental documentation, route location studies,
traffic control, intersection improvements and right-of-way corridor analysis.
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RESUMES
We thrive on the practice of architecture; the collaboration and the many relationships
it offers. Our combined experience reinforces the desire to surround one’s self with the
very best and brightest. This is true in our office, and moreover extends to the design
professionals and consultants that are partners in our design process, some of which are
career-long relationships.
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ST. LOUIS

ARCHITECTURE + INTERIORS
ANNA IVES, AIA
Project Architect

TONY PATTERSON
Partner-in-Charge +
Project Designer

ERIC HOFFMAN, AIA
Project Manager

WBE-certified

ARBOLOPE STUDIO
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ST. LOUIS

ST. LOUIS

CDI

EVEREST

LANDSCAPE DESIGN

CIVIL ENGINEERING

COST ESTIMATING

L. IRENE COMPADRE
Principal +
Landscape Architect

JOHN FALK, PE LEED AP
Site Group Leader +
Project Manager

RICH ULLRICH, CPE
Senior Cost Estimator

D. ANNE LEWIS
Senior Advisor +
Landscape Architect

JORDAN ATWOOD, PE, CFM
Water Resource Project
Engineer

SOAZIG FRIGUEL
Landscape Designer

ALISON GRAVES, PE
Transportation Project Engineer

MBE+WBE-certified

WBE-certified

ST. LOUIS

Tony A. Patterson

ASSOC AIA | PARTNER-IN-CHARGE + PROJECT DESIGNER

“Design should be critical, rigorous, and empathetic. Our work is derived
from place, clarifying the character of its context.”
EDUCATION

Master of Architecture with Honors, Washington University in St. Louis, 2004
Bachelor of Architecture with Honors University of Arkansas, 2000
PROFESSIONAL REGISTRATION & AFFILIATION

Missouri Alliance for Historic Preservation
Missouri City Clerks and Finance Officers Association
Associate of the American Institute of Architects

6 YEARS WITH PATTERHN IVES / 18 YEARS EXPERIENCE
RELEVANT + NOTABLE WORK
Historic Red Cedar Inn - Pacific, Missouri
Partner-in-Charge and Project Manager. In Design: Restoration and Adaptive Reuse, 3,900 SF,
$1.45M | 2019: Assessment and Programming Study, $33,690
Katy Trail Conservation Outpost - Treloar, Missouri
Partner-in-Charge/Project Manager. 2020: Programming, Planning & Conceptual Design, $9,500
Kol Rinah Synagogue - Saint Louis, Missouri
Addition & Renovation
Project Designer. 2020: Addition & Renovation, 42,000 SF, Design Award Winner
Early Childhood Center
Project Designer. 2021: Renovation, 14,500 SF
Kol Rinah Synagogue

School of Music Relocation & Adaptive Reuse, UMSL - Saint Louis, Missouri
Project Designer. On Hold: Relocation + Adaptive Reuse, 16,000 SF, $14.7M.
Missouri State University - Springfield, Missouri
Tent Theatre
Project Designer. In Design: New Construction, $4.8M, Design Award Winner. Outdoor performance
venue.

Department of Music: Ellis Hall Renovation
Project Designer. 2017: Adaptive Reuse, 45,000 SF, $12M, Design Award Winner
Lincoln University - Sikeston & Jefferson City, Missouri
Cooperative Extension - Sikeston
Partner-in-Charge/Project Designer. 2021: New Construction, 6,800 SF, $2.7M, Design Award
Winner. Includes staff offices, classrooms, a computer lab, a multi-purpose room and ancillary
spaces.
Katy Trail Conservation Outpost

Martin Hall Revitalization - Jefferson City
Project Designer. 2016: Adaptive Reuse, 27,000 SF, $2.35M, Design Award Winner
Missouri Western State University - Saint Joseph, Missouri
Visual Arts Annex
Project Designer. 2019: Programming and Schematic Design, New Construction, 12,900 SF, $3M,
Design Award Winner.

Potter Hall
Project Designer. 2019: Full Design Documents, Renovation + Expansion, 23,960 SF, $6.9M, Design

Award Winner

Caleres Innovation Lab - Saint Louis, Missouri
Project Designer. 2015: Remodel Study for Office Work Space, 12,000 SF, $600K
Washington University in Saint Louis - Saint Louis, Missouri
Ann W. Olin Women’s Building, Garden Level 1
Project Architect under employ of Trivers. 2014: Adaptive Reuse, 15,000 SF, $1.5M, Design Award Winner
Portal House - Louisville, Kentucky
Project Designer. 2017: Full Design Documents for New Construction, Live-Work Space, 21,500 SF,
$16.9M, Design Award Winner
Newtown Historic Association

Newtown Historic Association - Newtown, Pennsylvania
Project Designer. 2015: Design Study for Addition, 6,800 SF, $2M, Design Award Winner
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Eric R. Hoffman

AIA | PROJECT MANAGER

“We work to create architecture that resonates, projects that inspire and ask
us to reflect.”
EDUCATION

Master of Architecture with Honors, Washington University in St. Louis 2005
Bachelor of Architecture - Cum Laude, Oklahoma State University 1999
Ecoles des Architecture, Versailles, France Summer 1997
PROFESSIONAL REGISTRATION & AFFILIATION

Licensure: Missouri, Alabama, Kansas, Kentucky, Minnesota, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania
Missouri Alliance for Historic Preservation

6 YEARS WITH PATTERHN IVES / 21 YEARS EXPERIENCE
RELEVANT + NOTABLE WORK
Des Peres City Hall Renovations - Des Peres, Missouri
Partner-in-Charge/Project Architect/Project Manager. 2019: Conceptual Design of Phase 4 Site &
Plaza Improvement, Infrastructure & Code Upgrades, and Interior Renovations | 2019: $12.5K Phase
3 Selective removal of partitions and finishes within the exterior wall perimeter on Levels 02 & 03 in
preparation for Phase 4 | 2018: $85K, 25,000SF Phases 1+2 Programming and Schematic Design for
adaptive reuse of underutilized areas.
Caleres Innovation Lab - Saint Louis, Missouri
Project Architect. 2015: Remodel Study for Office Work Space, 12,000 SF, $600K
American Card Services - Chesterfield, Missouri
Partner-in-Charge/Project Architect/Project Manager. 2013: Renovation, 4,100 SF, $300k ($73/SF)
Des Peres City Hall

School of Music Relocation & Adaptive Reuse, UMSL - Saint Louis, Missouri
Partner-in-Charge/Project Architect/Project Manager. On Hold: Relocation + Adaptive Reuse, 16,000
SF, $14.7M.
Kol Rinah Synagogue - Saint Louis, Missouri
Project Architect. 2020: Addition & Renovation, 42,000 SF, Design Award Winner
Missouri State University - Springfield, Missouri
Tent Theatre
Partner-in-Charge/Project Architect/Project Manager. In Design: New Construction, $4.8M, Design
Award Winner. Outdoor performance venue.

Department of Music: Ellis Hall Renovation
Partner-in-Charge/Project Architect/Project Manager. 2017: Adaptive Reuse, 45,000 SF, $12M,

Design Award Winner

Lincoln University - Sikeston & Jefferson City, Missouri

Tent Theatre

Cooperative Extension - Sikeston
Project Architect. 2021: New Construction, 6,800 SF, $2.7M, Design Award Winner. Includes staff
offices, classrooms, a computer lab, a multi-purpose room and ancillary spaces.
Martin Hall Revitalization - Jefferson City
Project Architect. 2016: Adaptive Reuse, 27,000 SF, $2.35M, Design Award Winner
Missouri Western State University - Saint Joseph, Missouri
Visual Arts Annex
Partner-in-Charge/Project Architect/Project Manager. 2019: Programming and Schematic Design,
New Construction, 12,900 SF, $3M, Design Award Winner.

Potter Hall
Partner-in-Charge/Project Architect/Project Manager. 2019: Full Design Documents, Renovation +
Expansion, 23,960 SF, $6.9M, Design Award Winner

Washington University in Saint Louis - Saint Louis, Missouri
Weil Hall
Project Architect. 2014: Pre-Programming Study
Ann W. Olin Women’s Building, Garden Level 1
Project Architect under employ of Trivers. 2014: Adaptive Reuse, 15,000 SF, $1.5M, Design Award Winner
Portal House
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Portal House - Louisville, Kentucky
Partner-in-Charge/Project Architect/Project Manager. 2017: Full Design Documents for New
Construction, Live-Work Space, 21,500 SF, $16.9M, Design Award Winner

Anna B.F. Ives

AIA NCARB LEED AP CDT | PROJECT ARCHITECT

“Great design is found in the everyday, in the places and communities that
bring our work to life.”
EDUCATION
Master of Architecture, Columbia University 2006
Bachelor of Arts, Cum Laude, Bryn Mawr College 2003
PROFESSIONAL REGISTRATION
Licensure: Delaware, Illinois, Indiana, Missouri, New Jersey, Pennsylvania
Missouri Alliance for Historic Preservation

6 YEARS WITH PATTERHN IVES | 16 YEARS TOTAL EXPERIENCE
WUSTL: McKelvey Hall

RELEVANT & NOTABLE WORK
Historic Red Cedar Inn - Pacific, Missouri
Project Architect. In Design: Restoration and Adaptive Reuse, 3,900 SF, $1.45M | 2019: Assessment
and Programming Study, $33,690
Essen Log Cabin - Wildwood, Missouri
Partner-in-Charge and Project Manager. 2019: Historic Preservation Study for Reconstruction
1-24 Marine Memorial - Chesterfield, Michigan
Partner-in-Charge, Project Manager and Project Architect. 2019: Planning & Design of Memorial
Complex
Washington University in Saint Louis - Saint Louis, Missouri
Department of Computer Science & Engineering: McKelvey Hall
Partner-in-Charge, Project Architect and Project Manager of Local Architect + Historic Preservation
Consultant to Perkins Eastman. 2020: New Construction, 83,000 SF, $40M,
Weil Hall
Project Architect. 2014: Pre-Programming Study
Ann W. Olin Women’s Building, Garden Level 1
Project Architect under employ of Trivers. 2014: Adaptive Reuse, 15,000 SF, $1.5M, Design Award Winner
Kol Rinah Synagogue - Saint Louis, Missouri
Addition & Renovation
Partner-in-Charge, Project Architect and Project Manager. 2020: Addition & Renovation, 42,000
SF, Design Award Winner
Early Childhood Center
Partner-in-Charge, Project Architect and Project Manager. 2021: Renovation, 14,500 SF

Kol Rinah Synagogue

Office Suite Renovation
Partner-in-Charge, Project Architect and Project Manager. 2020: Renovation, 7,100 SF
Missouri School for the Blind - Saint Louis, Missouri
Partner-in-Charge, Project Architect and Project Manager. 2021: Historic Campus, Roof Replacement,
50,000SF, $736k | 2020: Auditorium Renovation
Missouri State University - Springfield, Missouri
Department of Music: Ellis Hall Renovation
Project Architect. 2017: Adaptive Reuse, 45,000 SF, $12M, Design Award Winner
Foster & Family Recreation Center 2
Design Architect under employ of CannonDesign. 2012: New Construction, 98,500 SF, $26M,
Design Award Winner
Lincoln University - Sikeston & Jefferson City, Missouri
Cooperative Extension - Sikeston
Project Architect. 2021: New Construction, 6,800 SF, $2.7M, Design Award Winner. Includes staff
offices, classrooms, a computer lab, a multi-purpose room and ancillary spaces.
Martin Hall Revitalization - Jefferson City
Partner-in-Charge, Project Architect and Project Manager. 2016: Adaptive Reuse, 27,000 SF,
$2.35M, Design Award Winner

Essen Log Cabin

Portal House - Louisville, Kentucky
Project Architect. 2017: Full Design Documents for New Construction, Live-Work Space, 21,500 SF,
$16.9M, Design Award Winner
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JOHN FALK, PE, LEED® AP
CIVIL PROJECT MANAGER

FIRM: CDI
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE: 22
REGISTRATIONS:
Professional Engineer - MO
Professional Engineer - IL
EDUCATION:
BS, Civil Engineering, 1997
University of Missouri – Rolla
ACCREDITATIONS:
LEED Accredited Professional
Illinois CDB Trained PM
SOFTWARE:
AutoCAD
StormCAD
InRoads
Microsoft Office
Hydraflow – Hydrographs
Hydraflow - Storm Sewers
LEED Auditing Software
Microstation

John Falk is the Site Group Leader for CDI, responsible for site leadership and overseeing site project
management. Since starting CDI in 2004, Mr. Falk has used his education, talents, and experience
exclusively on-site development projects. Mr. Falk is highly capable in managing projects, as well as
producing all documents needed for project delivery, including: construction drawings, design calculations
(hydrology, hydraulics, pavements, cut/fill, etc.), cost estimates, engineering specifications, and
construction administration. Mr. Falk enjoys working with clients, and members of the design team, to
create solutions that are both practical and cost effective.
SELECTED PROJECT EXPERIENCE:
SITE DEVELOPMENT-MUNICIPAL
O’Fallon Public Library – Planning Study | O’Fallon, IL
U City Public Library – Exterior Improvements | University City, MO
Brentwood Fire Station | Brentwood, MO
Richmond Heights Memorial Library – Planning Study | Richmond Heights, MO
Lemay Community Center | Unincorporated St. Louis County, MO
Maryland Heights Community Center | Maryland Heights, MO
Richmond Heights Community Center – Planning Study | Richmond Heights, MO
SITE DEVELOPMENT – THEATERS/MUSEUMS
Muny Renovation Project | City of St. Louis, MO
Muny Café One | City of St. Louis, MO
Nerinx Hall Theater Addition | Webster Groves, MO
Soldiers Memorial Military Museum Renovation | City of St. Louis, MO
SITE DEVELOPMENT – PARKS / WALKING TRAILS
Fillmore Park | Kirkwood, MO
HSD Sculpture Park | Hazelwood, MO
LCNA Discovery Pond and Pedestrian Trail | St. Louis County, MO
Gateway Walking Trail | St. Louis City, MO
SITE DEVELOPMENT - EDUCATION (K-12)
FSD Antonia Campus and Middle School | Jefferson County, Missouri
HSD Learning Center | Hazelwood, Missouri
HSD Arrowpoint Elementary School | Hazelwood, Missouri
HSD Northwest Middle School | Hazelwood, Missouri
HSD Elementary School Additions | Hazelwood, Missouri
HSD Nerinx Hall Theater Addition and Garage | Webster, Missouri
SITE DEVELOPMENT - EDUCATION (COLLEGIATE)
UMSL Student Wellness and Recreation Center | University of Missouri-St. Louis, MO
MU Brady Commons Student Center | University of Missouri - Columbia
MU Defoe Graham Student Housing | University of Missouri – Columbia
MU McKee Hall Building | University of Missouri – Columbia
MU Plant Growth Building – Phase 1 | University of Missouri – Columbia
UMSL Benton Stadler Science | University of Missouri - St. Louis
UMSL College of Business | University of Missouri - St. Louis
UMSL College of Optometry | University of Missouri - St. Louis
SLU Education Union Addition/Renovation | St. Louis, Missouri
SITE DEVELOPMENT - COMMERCIAL
PMI and AES Security Forces Warehouses | Scott AFB, IL
Bick Group World Headquarters | Des Peres, MO
Sutton Office Suites| Maplewood, MO
Rothman Furniture Warehouse Expansion | St. Louis County, MO
Center for Emerging Technologies - Building 3 | St. Louis City, MO
Technology Incubator Building | University of Missouri - Columbia
SITE DEVELOPMENT – ATHLETIC FIELDS
SLU Medical Recreation Field | St. Louis City, MO
Nerinx Hall Athletic Field | Webster Groves, MO
SLU Intramural Athletic Field | St. Louis City, MO
Wilson School Multipurpose Field | Clayton, MO
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JORDAN ATWOOD, PE, CFM
PROJECT ENGINEER

Jordan Atwood joined the CDI team in 2015, where he has worked on various projects in the water
resources department. Prior to that, Jordan had experience working for a general contractor that specialized
in heavy industrial construction and inspection. Over the last 4 years, he has completed MODOT training
and gained valuable experience specifically in 1D and 2D hydraulic modeling of rivers at highway
encroachments. Additional experience includes cost estimation, construction administration, design of
water distribution systems, private inflow and infiltration (PIR) reduction, and watershed system
improvements. Jordan also has experience in site design, designing wastewater treatment systems for
clients including Missouri American Water, Ameren, Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT) and Fox
School District. Jordan recently completed design drawings, specifications and cost estimation for a lift
station and force main for the IDOT in Carrolton, Illinois, and is currently the engineer assigned to
construction administration. Jordan is also completing sanitary sewer improvements at various sites for St.
Louis County Parks. The scope of work includes lift station design, force main as well as gravity sewer
system design.

SELECTED PROJECT EXPERIENCE:

MSD Projects
Bissel/Coldwater/ Missouri/ Meramec Sanitary System Improvements
6
Lemay Watershed Sanitary System Improvements | St. Louis, MO
Hydraulic and Hydrologic Modeling
Registrations
Route A over 3rd Creek I Gasconade County, MO
Professional Engineer – IL
Route D over Mistaken Creek | Osage County, MO
Certified Floodplain Manager
Route V Slide Repair | Jefferson County, MO
(CFM)
Votaw Levee Improvements | Eureka, MO
Route B Improvements | St. Charles, MO
Education
Mabry and Jordan Springs Road Culvert Replacement | Fort Campbell, TN
BS – Civil Engineering – 2014
Balson Avenue Hydraulic Calculations | University City, MO
University of Southern Illinois –
Brentwood Park Maintenance Facility | Brentwood, MO
Green Trails Parks Streambank Stabilization | Chesterfield, MO
Edwardsville
MoDOT Route V Bridge Replacement | De Soto, MO
Affiliations
Stormwater Management
American Public Works
Allen Street (Linn Avenue to Wilson Street) | Wentzville, MO
Association (MO)
Northwoods Drainage Project | Troy, IL
FY2015 & FY2011 Stormwater Projects | Maryland Heights, MO
Association of State Floodplain
Water Distribution
Managers (ASFPM)
Interurban District 2016 Water Main Replacement | Swansea, IL
Water Main Replacement East Clinton St. and East Mason Dr. | Grafton IL
Missouri Floodplain and
2nd Street Water Line | Effingham, IL
Stormwater Managers Association
Eden Drive Water Main | Effingham, IL
(MfSMA)
North Main Street Water Main Replacement | Effingham, IL
Libman Water Main Extension | Arcola, IL
Software
Grand Prarie Discharge Pipes | De Valls Bluff, AR*
SRH-2D, GeoHEC-RAS, HECAtlanta VA Medical Center Water Storage Facility | Atlanta, GA*
HMS, Hydraflow Hydrographs,
Wilkes-Barre VA Medical Center Water Tower | Wilkes-Barre, PA*
Hydraflow Stormsewers, ArcGIS, Waste Water Facilities & Lift Stations
AutoCAD Civil 3D, GeoPak,
Ridgewood Middle School Lift Station & Force Main | Arnold, MO
Shamrock Waste Water Treatment Facility | Jefferson City, MO
Drainage, MicroStation
Clyde Hamrick Waste Water Treatment Facility | Imperial, MO
IDOT D8 Various Improvements – Carrolton Lift Station | Carrolton, IL
IDOT D8 Various Improvements – Hamel Lift Station | Hamel, IL
Ameren Peoria Gas Operations Center Seepage Field | Peoria, IL
STL County Parks Creve Coeur Park Comfort Station | Maryland Heights, MO

Years of Experience
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*Denotes experience while working for another firm.

Alison Graves is a Transportation Project Engineer for CDI, with more than 13 years of experience in
highway, municipal roadway, and site design. Throughout her career, Alison has effectively coordinated
with professionals across multiple disciplines, offices, and states. At CDI, she has partnered with many
public and private clients in Missouri and the St. Louis Region, including several major projects with
MoDOT.

SELECT PROJECT EXPERIENCE

Historic Downtown Transportation Revitalization Study & Preliminary Design
Wentzville, MO | Client: City of Wentzville/CBB
Forest Park Great Streets Study
St. Louis City, MO | Client: East-West Gateway Council of Governments/Design Workshop

ALISON GRAVES, PE

PROJECT ENGINEER

Years of Experience
13

Registrations

Lambert Airport Traffic Management Enhancements
St. Louis County, MO | Client: Lambert Airport/CBB
Tower Grove Park Master Plan*
St. Louis City, MO | Client: Tower Grove Park/Rhodeside & Harwell
Webster University Master Plan*
Webster Groves, MO | Client: Webster University/Sasaki Associates

Professional Engineer – MO, IL,
KY

Route 30 Signal and ADA Improvements
St. Louis County, MO | Client: MoDOT

Education

Route 21 Resurfacing, Signal and ADA Improvements
St. Louis County, MO | Client: MoDOT

BS – Civil Engineering
University of Missouri – Columbia

Affiliations

Sidewalk & Signal (ADA) Improvements
Jasper & Newton Counties, MO | Client: MoDOT/Bartlett & West

American Society of Civil
Engineers

Route B Improvements/Pavement Reclamation
St. Charles County, MO | Client: MoDOT

Transportation Engineering
Association of Metropolitan St. Louis

Route 151 Bridge Replacement
Shelby County, MO | Client: MoDOT/Horner & Shifrin

Software
MicroStation
AutoCAD
PowerGeopak
Geopak Drainage
PowerInRoads
AutoTurn

Route 131 & U Pavement Resurfacing and ADA Improvements
Johnson County, MO | Client: MoDOT/Bartlett & West
Route 58 Pavement Resurfacing and ADA Improvements
Johnson County, MO | Client: MoDOT/Bartlett & West
Strecker Road Sidewalk Improvements
Wildwood, MO | Client: City of Wildwood
I-44 Bridges over the Meramec*
St. Louis County, MO | Client: MoDOT
Page – Olive Connector Design Build Project*
St. Louis County, MO | Client: St. Louis County Department of Highways and Traffic/KCI
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*Denotes experience while working for another firm

C E R T I F I C AT I O N S , R E F E R E N C E S
& T E A M AT A G L A N C E

ARBOLOPE
STUDIO

C ATI O NS

TE A M ME M B E R RESU MES
T I SCOMPADRE
C H PA R K & E A S T E N D C E N T R A L L A N D S C A P E
L. IRENE
Principal,
Landscape
WAS
H IN G TO NArchitect
U N I V E RS IT Y I N ST. L OU I S

ARBOLOPE
D WOMEN-OWNED
S ENTERPRISE (WBE)
STUDIO
p: 100% Women Owned
Agency: City of St. Louis
on Date: Effective as of
22, 2015
Certification #: #541320,

St. Louis, MO

Irene is the Founding Principal & Design Director of Arbolope Studio. Irene’s practice focuses on
creating compelling project narratives and delivering projects that exceed client expectations.
Irene’s approach to design blends programmatic requirements, site specificity, environmental
stewardship and playful experimentation to create unique, healthy and high-quality landscapes
that help bring people together and make the world a better place.

D MINORITY-OWNED
S ENTERPRISE (MBE)
p: 100% Minority Owned
Agency: City of St. Louis
on Date: Effective as of
22, 2015
Certification #: #541320,

SIZE

COST

o bring18people
acres together
$25 Million
of background, race,
exual orientation, country of
isabilities
to interact in safe,
SERVICES
e and inspiring
Can
Landscapeways.
Architecture
e Architecture,
Urban
Design,
Local Support
& Peer
Review
Construction
Administration
Art make
the world
a better
believe they can.
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KEY PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Tisch Park & East End Central Landscape
Sugarbaker Play Park Masterplan
Jefferson City Botanical Garden Masterplan
Strauss Park
Krauss House Visitor Center
Missouri Botanical Garden Visitor Center

D. ANNE LEWIS
Senior Advisor, Landscape Architect
A Senior Advisor and licensed Landscape Architect, Anne brings to Arbolope her almost
40
a deep knowledge of
COMPLETION years of experience leading a Landscape Architecture design
AWARDSpractice,
/ ACCREDITATIONS
desire
to guideSociety
the next
generation
of designers
Fall 2019 native and adapted plants, and
2020the
Award
for Excellence,
of College
& University
Planners in producing
high-quality, idea-based Landscape Architecture that adapts to existing environments and
demonstrates an appreciation for clients’ visions.
Tisch Park and East End Central Landscape

ortunity workplace and is
KieranTimberlake
d to creating
an inclusive
PA
ent for Philadelphia,
all employees.
REFERENCES

Associate Vice Chancellor, Facilities
Washington University in St. Louis, St.
Louis, MO
(T) 314-935-5582
(E) jlongii@wustl.edu

314.769.9492

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS
Landscape Architect
# 2017037530 Missouri

Bachelors of Arts in Architecture
WUSTL, 2008, Annika Rodriguez Scholarship

Advisory Council
MLA Program, WUSTL

COLLABORATORS
Michael Vergason Landscape Architects
Studio Alexandria,
is proud VA
to be an

Studio J.D.
participates
in E-Verify.
Long

EDUCATION
Master of Landscape Architecture, Honors
WUSTL, 2012, Merit Scholarship

Art Advisory Committee
Tower Grove Park, 2019 - present

IT Y STATEMENT

e Landscape Architecture
n in the public realm require
mpathy that only comes from
g, observing and collaborating
any people from different
ds as possible. For this
e strive to create an office
ollaborative partnerships,
space designs that are
g, inclusive and playful.

OTHER EMPLOYMENT
Adjunct Faculty
Sam Fox School of Design and Visual Arts,
Washington University in St. Louis
2012 - Present

is the largest capital investment in the recent
PAST EMPLOYMENT
history of the Danforth Campus of Washington
Founding
Principal
University
in St. Louis.
Lewisites Landscape Architects, ‘91-‘19
The project is a transformation of the main
Landscape
Architect
public face
of the University from Bookings
HOK Industrial
Services
Division,
Hall, the iconic
hilltop
building ‘82-’84
(west), to
Skinker Boulevard (east), Forest Park Parkway

(north) and Forsyth Boulevard (south).
PROFESSIONAL
AFFILIATIONS
The East
End Central Landscape includes two
Landscape
Architect
new engineering buildings, a new building
# 3 Missouri
for the Sam Fox School of Design and Visual
# 157001153
Illinois
Arts, a new public entrance and expansion
of the Kemper Art Museum, an outdoor
President
sculpture
garden,
a Welcome Architects,
Center and
American
Society
of Landscape
a Multipurpose
Student Hub. The project
St. Louis
Chapter, 2010

eastern portion of the campus, replacing them
with aEDUCATION
large underground parking garage and
limits vehicular access to three drop-off plazas
of Landscape Architecture
at theMaster
campus perimeter.

Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 1981

The substantially improved central landscape,
of Fine
Cum
now Bachelors
called Tisch Park,
ties Arts,
the east
end Laude
of
Tyler School
Art,
Philadelphia,
the campus
togetherof
with
a large
park, more PA 1974
open area for formal and informal gatherings,
a replanting of the campus’ signature tree
KEY PROJECT EXPERIENCE
allée and provides a new network of clear and
accessible
pedestrian
and bicycle
Visitor
Centerwalks
in Forest
Parkpaths.

Renovation
of theasCascades,
Forest
Arbolope
Studio has served
the local partner
for Michael
Vergason
Landscape
Architects.
Forest Park Constructed Wetlands

also removes all surface parking lots on the

Chairman
MO DNR Land Reclamation Commission,
1998-1999
Landscape Architecture + Urban Design + Public Art

Park

Jewel Box Grounds
Tyson Living Learning Center
Jefferson Barracks National Cemetery
Fairgrounds Park
arbolope.com
3
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Landscape Architecture + Urban Design + Public Art

arbolope.com
7

Bachelor of Arts (Economics)
Reed College, Portland, OR 2009
Gerald M. Meier Award for Distinction in
Economics, Phi Beta Kappa

4.6488
@jeffcitymo.org

WOOFTER
ollege of Architecture & Graduate
rchitecture & Urban Design
chool of Design & Visual Arts
n University in St. Louis

5.3324
wustl.edu

TIS
C H PA R K & E A S T E N D C E N T R A L L A N D S C A P E
SOAZIG
FRIGUEL
Landscape
Designer
WAS H
IN G TO N U N I V E RS IT Y I N ST. L OU I S

ARBOLOPE
STUDIO

St. Louis, MO

Soazig obtained her Masters degree in Landscape Architecture from the National Landscape
Architecture School in Lille, France. With a background in art and design, she has worked on a
variety of landscape architecture, planning, urban design and playscape projects. She enjoys
participating in various social, artistic and cultural projects to engage people, define their uses
and draw their spaces.
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Front Cover: Tisch Park & East End Central Landscape, Washington University in St. Louis
Back Cover: Love Bank Park, Cherokee Street, St. Louis, MO

SIZE
18 acres

COST
$25 Million

Landscape Architecture + Urban Design + Public Art

COMPLETION
Fall 2019

arbolope.com

AWARDS / ACCREDITATIONS
2020 Award for Excellence, Society of College & University Planners

SERVICES
Landscape Architecture
Local Support & Peer Review
Construction Administration

Tisch Park and East End Central Landscape
is the largest capital investment in the recent
history of the Danforth Campus of Washington
University in St. Louis.

eastern portion of the campus, replacing them
with a large underground parking garage and
limits vehicular access to three drop-off plazas
at the campus perimeter.

COLLABORATORS
Michael Vergason Landscape Architects
Alexandria, VA

The project is a transformation of the main
public face of the University from Bookings
Hall, the iconic hilltop building (west), to
Skinker Boulevard (east), Forest Park Parkway
(north) and Forsyth Boulevard (south).

The substantially improved central landscape,
now called Tisch Park, ties the east end of
the campus together with a large park, more
open area for formal and informal gatherings,
a replanting of the campus’ signature tree
allée and provides a new network of clear and
accessible pedestrian walks and bicycle paths.

KieranTimberlake
Philadelphia, PA
REFERENCES
J.D. Long
Associate Vice Chancellor, Facilities
Washington University in St. Louis, St.
Louis, MO
(T) 314-935-5582
(E) jlongii@wustl.edu

314.769.9492

The East End Central Landscape includes two
new engineering buildings, a new building
for the Sam Fox School of Design and Visual
Arts, a new public entrance and expansion
of the Kemper Art Museum, an outdoor
sculpture garden, a Welcome Center and
a Multipurpose Student Hub. The project
also removes all surface parking lots on the

Landscape Architecture + Urban Design + Public Art
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Arbolope Studio has served as the local partner
for Michael Vergason Landscape Architects.

arbolope.com
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Rich Ullrich, CPE, LEED AP

Certified Professional Estimator
EXPERTISE
Preconstruction Services
Budgeting & Estimating Services
Constructability Reviews
Scheduling
Value Analysis
EDUCATION
Kansas University
Architectural Engineering

PREVIOUS WORK HISTORY
S.M. Wilson & Company
PARIC Corporation
Korte Construction

SAMPLE CLIENT LIST
AIA – St. Louis
ARCTURIS Architects

PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
American Society of Professional
Estimators – Lifetime
Consulting Estimators Round Table
VCEF Validated Consulting Estimating Firm

BACKGROUND
With over thirty-four 34 years in pre-construction and construction experience,
Rich Ullrich, CPE, Certified Professional Estimator, has an expansive portfolio
spanning most project types. His responsibilities have included roles as a
Project Estimator/ Lead Estimator/ Bid Captain & Project Manager. His project
experience ranges from a $100M Historic Restoration to a $10K Tenant Finish.
One of Rich’s unique strengths is his educational background in the design
studio. Combining design strengths with years of budgeting and bidding
hundreds of architectural designs makes him a well-qualified preconstruction
professional to oversee design intent, document completeness and
constructability. His estimating services include Architectural, Structural, Civil inhouse and detailed Mechanical, Electrical, Plumbing and Fire Protection
preconstruction services through CERT, the Consulting Estimators Round Table.

Bond Architects
Fox Architects
Hurford Architects
Killeen Studio Architects
Korte Construction Co.
Lawrence Group Architects
Lutheran Senior Services
Korte Construction Co.
Musick Construction Co.
PARIC Corporation
patterhn-ives architects
S.M. Wilson & Company
Studio|Durham Architects
Treanor Architects
VESSELL Architecture
Vestal Architects
Washington University in StL
Woolpert Architects
Zwick + Gandt Architecture

GOVERNMENT

INSTITUTIONAL

New City Hall & Police Station Complex – Mount
Olive, IL
2014 Basement, Garage + 1st Floor: 12,504 SF

St. Louis County Library - Eureka, MO
One Story New Public Library Building & Site
17,112 SF
Kirkwood Public Library - Kirkwood, MO
Public Library Addition & Renovations 20,458 SF

New KC Police North Police Station – North
Kansas City, MO. New Single-Story Steel +
Security + Site 25,200 SF
HISTORIC RESTORATION
The Arcade/ Wright Buildings. – St. Louis, MO
19 Story Interior & Exterior Renovation(s) Hotel,
Condos & Apartments 534,421 SF
The Old Post Office – St. Louis, MO
Multi Story Interior & Exterior Renovations of
National Monument 219,152 SF
Missouri State Capital – Jefferson City, MO
Multi Story Interior & Exterior Renovations of
State Capital Stone Restoration, Sealants,
Waterproofing 237,512 SF
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Firefighting Facility Aircraft Rescue – Mascoutah,
IL
New Aircraft Fire House Scott Air Force 15,900 SF
SITEWORK
City Garden| Gateway Mall – St. Louis, MO 2007
Two City Block Infrastructure & Sculpture Park
Glazebrook Park Expansion, Godfrey Illinois,
2009 New 40 Acre City Park Infrastructure,
Development & Improve
CORTEX Open Space, Streetscapes – St. Louis,
MO 2014
City Streets, Duncan & Boyle Avenue, 334,478 SF

C: REFERENCES
References to understanding of all federal, State, and local (the Metropolitan St. Louis Sewer District)
regulations and standards for work in this type of setting, subject to these jurisdictions’ processes, procedures,
and protocols.

FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL (METROPOLITAN ST. LOUIS SEWER DISTRICT)
REGULATIONS AND STANDARDS
CDI has a long history of working with jurisdictional partners on successful projects throughout
the St. Louis metropolitan area. These partners include local city governments, the Metropolitan
Sewer District (MSD), Missouri Department of Transportation (MoDOT), Missouri Department
of Natural Resources, United States Army Corp of Engineers (USACE), among others. This
experience has lent us a comprehensive knowledge of the rules and regulations that our local,
state, and federal authorities will require. Our team is familiar with navigating the submittal
and review processes of these organizations so, projects achieve streamlined permit approval.
We are also familiar with the statutes that govern roadside parks including MoDOT Engineering
Policy RDS(C4) Roadside Park Requirements:
“State highway right of way cannot be used for roadside park purposes. Roadside parks are
not planned as local parks or overnight camping areas and are not built with toilets, water or
electrical supply. All roadside parks must be approved by the Commission. Abandonment of an
existing roadside park also requires Commission approval. Effective Date: 6/1/99”
FAMILIARITY WITH CITY OF WILDWOOD
The City of Wildwood is home to a vibrant community with a rich history. Located along the
far western border of St. Louis County, Wildwood occupies just over 66 square miles and was
incorporated in 1995.
Our team looks forward to building upon past and current professional experiences within and
for the City of Wildwood, which include:
•
•

Essen Log Cabin Reconstruction (Patterhn Ives)
Wildwood Village Green (CDI)

In addition to our professional experience, we are also personally familiar with the City of
Wildwood through friends and family who reside there; frequent sojourns to the Al Foster Trail,
Bluff View Park and Community Park, where many of our children (and adults) particularly enjoy
Storybook Walk; and regular visits to Historic Big Chief Roadhouse.

patterhn ives llc

D: PHILOSOPHY
Summation of the individuals or firm’s philosophy relative to special and challenging recreational and
historical locations.

While the application of our team’s philosophy to special and challenging recreational
and historical locations is provided in each project presented in Section A: Comparable
Experience, it is worth making a few additional points from a more general standpoint:
Architecture represents the elegant resolution of complex influences. The balance
and synthesis of many factors and considerations is the beauty of our art form. The
complexity that accompanies this process encourages innovation, and demands a
thoughtful, clear approach. Our work embodies a timeless spirit of Place; endeavoring
to harness potentials found in physical, cultural, and climatic context. Though all
great work evolves and endures as a conversation, it begins with careful listening
and observation. Our process is rooted in this idea and persists through insightful
research, innovation and open collaboration. As a point of departure, each work of
architecture requires a delicate balance of place, program and performance.
The notion of ‘Place’ must be fully considered with any intervention serving as an
extension of context and local culture. The principle of cultivating a region rather
than consuming it is the root of sustainability and drives early decisions. Extensive
research, analysis, and thorough site investigations provide a rich foundation for all
work to follow. Each site requires sensitive responses in scale and presence, careful
reconciliation of contextual influence, reestablishing relationships to both natural and
cultural orders, as well as thoughtful massing for daylight harvesting and establishing
views. In the vein of the vernacular, all design solutions seek maximum effect with
minimal means. A successful project is not solely dependent on formal manipulation,
but rather on integration of siting and building strategy.
Philosophically, we rely on Program as a central project driver. We approach each
project’s unique circumstance by mining the program for design opportunities. These
opportunities manifest themselves as project-specific integration of technologies and
systems, efficiencies in organization, connections to cultural, climatic or contextual
conditions and most importantly, relationships that elevate the experience of the
occupant. Architecture should respond to multiple scales; the community, the site,
the individual. At each scale, one is confronted with a new set of challenges, and the
essence of our work strives to resonate across all scales. Clarity of conception and
organization are paramount and reflect the principles of our approach.
A project’s ‘responsiveness to place’ and ‘approach to program’ are weighted steps
toward high performance building. Our process fosters performance within pre-form
decisions. Technology is an invaluable resource that is promoted at all stages of our
design and construction process. Responsibility continues well after construction is
complete; the flexibility of a project is a critical aspect of sustainability, allowing for
unforeseen circumstance and planned expansion.
41

contact:
Tony Patterson, Assoc AIA
Partner
patterhn ives llc
7751 carondelet avenue
clayton tower suite 500
saint louis missouri 63105
tpatterson@patterhn-ives.com
314 833 0301 office
417 380 9633 mobile
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November 05, 2020
City of Wildwood, Missouri
Department of Planning and Parks
16860 Main Street
Wildwood, Missouri 63040
Attn: Kathy Arnett/Joe Vujnich
RE:

Qualifications Submittal
Historic Route 66 Roadside Park Design Process

Selection Committee Members,
Planning Design Studio (PDS) is pleased to submit our qualifications to provide planning and design services
for the Historic Route 66 Roadside Park project. As you will see within this proposal as well as on our
website, the focus of our professional practice is working in the public realm, particularly parks, greenways,
urban design and open space very related to your project.
PDS is a 7-person employee-owned firm offering landscape architecture, planning and urban design
services. The LLC ownership is vested in four principals, at least one of which is involved in all projects.
The firm has been fortunate to work on many projects for public and institutional clients in the Saint Louis
metro area, which are summarized in Section 3 - Team’s Related Experience. PDS believes that to develop
a successful plan, it is imperative to develop a strong understanding of the community’s goals, vision and
program, in combination with understanding the site’s resources, condition, context and Route 66 history.
Many of our planning and design projects have been on or adjacent to sites with historic significance
and/or related thematic development. In these settings, the design theme of the proposed development
reinforces the “story” being told and is harmonious and supportive of that character and context. Examples
of this include work at Tower Grove Park, Jefferson Barracks National Cemetary, the Missouri Botanical
Garden, Saint Louis University and Cane River Creole National Historic Park. Current projects with historical
significance include the Historic Chain of Rocks Bridge Landing (for Great Rivers Greenway) and a Historic
Route 66 State Park Bridge study for the Missouri Parks Foundation.
We hope you can see that our team is excited about the opportunity to work with you on the Historic Route
66 Roadside Park project. We would welcome the opportunity to meet and discuss the project and look
forward to hearing from you.
Best regards,
PLANNING DESIGN STUDIO

L. Andrew Franke, PLA, LEED GA
Principal and Proposed Project Manager
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SECTION 1
PROJECT TEAM

Broemmelsiek Park, Saint Charles County

www.planningdesignstudio.com
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TEAM OVERVIEW
Planning Design Studio, Oates Associates and OWH

Planning Design Studio (PDS) is an employee owned firm offering
planning, urban design and landscape architectural professional
services to public and private clients. We adhere to the primary
principle that successful planning and design projects require a wellorganized process that includes sound technical expertise, creativity
and client/user input. The goal of our firm is to create an environment
for our staff and clients that fosters creative yet practical design
solutions while reinforcing our commitment to sustainability and the
application of green principles.

PDS Professional Services
• Planning and Design Team
Leadership

• Multidisciplinary Team

•
•
•
Our professional practice provides practical, creative and economical •
solutions to our clients’ most challenging projects. We strongly believe
•
that planning-design process requires careful listening, defining goals,
communication, understanding context, attention to details, follow
•

Leadership

Project Management
Recreation Planning
Master Planning
Site Design
Landscape Architectural Design

Cost Estimating &
through and most importantly creative solutions. The experience of
Implementation Planning
our staff is comprehensive, award winning and the results of our efforts • Contract & Construction
have pleased our clients for over three decades.
Documentation
The managing principals of the firm include Noel Fehr, Andrew Franke,
• Specification Writing
Scott Emmelkamp and Jeff Nilges. PDS maintains all required
• Construction Period Services
business insurances including General Commercial Liability, Auto
• CADD & GIS Services
Liability, Workers Compensation, and Professional Liability Insurance.
Planning Design Studio (PDS) has provided parks and recreation
• Graphic Design
planning services since its inception in 2006. With over 60% of our
billings on more than 240 projects in the last ten years, our staff have
the skills and experience to complete the project successfully. Several

6
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Confluence Tower Interpretive Landscape, Hartford, IL (PDS)

key staff members from PDS will be utilized for this project. Resumes
that include more information on the project team and their project
experience are included in this document.

Oates Associates

For over forty years Oates Associates has worked on a broad range
of projects, building a talented team of engineers who are passionate
about serving our community.  The firm has built a reputation for doing
great work and completing assignments on time and on budget. Our
professionals are experts in their field, and are immersed in every
project they take on, no matter the size. We build trusted partnerships
based on integrity and responsiveness.

Key Contact
Andrew Franke will serve
as the Project Manager and
will be your Key Contact. His
contact information is below.
Andrew Franke
314.328.5238
andrewfranke@
planningdesignstudio.com

The Oates Associates history is rooted in working with municipal clients
and communities throughout the region to improve upon the areas
where we live, work and play.  The firm recognizes the importance to
connect with residents; engage with businesses; and collaborate with
public works, planning and zoning, parks, city councils and economic
development departments. The goal – to implement visions, provide
impactful solutions, and enhance your community.

Oates Associates
Professional Services

Oates Associates provides specialized solutions while blending
creativity with practicality. Our staff of 45 includes 24 licensed
professionals.  We have grown to four offices throughout the Midwest
- including office locations in downtown St. Louis and St. Charles,
Missouri and Collinsville and Belleville, Illinois.

• Land Surveying
• Construction Administration

www.planningdesignstudio.com

• Civil Engineering
• Structural Engineering
• Transportation Planning
and Engineering
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Missouri Botanical Garden Streetscape, St. Louis, MO (PDS)

OWH

OWH is a regional provider of architectural and interior design services
based in Saint Louis, Missouri. Founded on the principles of design
innovation and a high level of service to our clients, we continue
to expand our culture through research, collaboration and most
importantly, care for our clients and our environment. Our firm is
comprised of 11 design professionals and four technical support staff.
Over the years, OWH has built a reputation for innovative, yet
responsible design, exemplary project management, technical
expertise, and the ability to complete projects within demanding
schedules and budgets. We are also committed to collaboration in
every aspect of project delivery. From initial goal setting sessions to
final project close-out, we are committed to being reliable, creative,
responsible, and dedicated members of our client’s team.
Services and Markets Served:
OWH has a long and rich history of architectural and interior design
for healthcare, higher education, cultural institutions and parks and
recreation entities. We provide the following services:
Office Location:
222 South Bemiston Ave. Suite 200, Clayton, Missouri 63105
Principals:
Rick J Ottolino, AIA
Bob Winters, AIA

8
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OWH Professional Services
• Architecture
• Interior Design
• Facility & Campus Master
Planning

• Functional and Space

Programming & Planning

• Needs Assessment -

Existing Conditions Survey

• Architectural Design
• Interior Design
• Equipment Planning General & Medical

• Construction

Documentation

• Construction Period
Services

• Cost Control
• Project Management

SECTION 2

TEAM ORGANIZATION AND RESUMES

Family Sports Park, O’Fallon, Illinois

www.planningdesignstudio.com
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TEAM ORGANIZATION AND RESUMES
Planning Design Studio, Oates Associates and OWH

Team Organization

Planning Design Studio has brought together an outstanding project
team of highly qualified design professionals with the experience to
complete planning and design services for the Route 66 Roadside Park.
The team members have directly related experience on successful
past projects, and have also worked together in similar roles on past
projects.  We are confident in our ability to work with the Wildwood
community to build a consensus of proposed facilities, create a guiding
vision and develop an outstanding design for this open space.

Key Team & Assignments
• Andrew Franke – Project
Manager & Key Contact

• Scot Talbert – Park Planning
and Design

• Heather Brown – Graphic
Design and Public Input

• Tom Cissel (Oates Associates)

– Civil Engineering
Our team members have successfully completed, and are currently
• Bob Winters (OWH) –
completing, similar planning services for clients throughout the region.
Architecture
A measure of our success and client satisfaction is that over 70% of our
projects are new assignments for past clients. Our project team has the
qualifications, experience, leadership and commitment to successfully
complete this project. Resumes from the key members of our team are
included on the following pages.

10
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L. ANDREW FRANKE, PLA, ASLA, LEED GA
Principal | Planning Design Studio
Andy’s road to landscape architecture began with summer tree care
and landscape work where he discovered an appreciation of design and
the natural built environment. As a founding member and principal of
PDS, he leads project development activities including site inventory,
site analysis, planning, design development, environmental permitting,
recreation master planning, and construction documentation. Andy is
eager to pursue sustainable practices through his extensive knowledge
of arboriculture and to preserve trees during site development and
construction. His professional experience includes completed
designs for Saint Louis University, Laclede’s Landing Redevelopment
Corporation, the Saint Louis Zoo, the Cities of Webster Groves,
Kirkwood and Brentwood, and many others. When not working, Andy
enjoys listening music, classic cars, and fishing.

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Landscape
Architecture, Kansas State
University, 1988

RELEVANT PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Historic Route 66 State Park, Eureka, MO
Visioning and site concept development for adaptive re-use of a state
park bridge over the Meramec River.

REGISTRATION

Cane River Creole National Heritage Park, Natchitoches, LA
Concept development, site selection, schematic site design,
environmental assessment and public engagement for a National Park
Service interpretive visitor center.

CERTIFICATIONS

Tower Grove Park, Saint Louis, MO
Research, concepts and site design to restore an abandoned park road
for reuse as a park trail.

AFFILIATIONS

Quinette Cemetery, Kirkwood, MO
Concept plan through design for restoration of an abandoned AfricanAmerican cemetery. Improvements included accessible walks, entryway
sign, veteran memorial, parking and landscape plantings.

Professional Landscape Architect
(PLA) in Missouri, Illinois and
Kansas
LEED GA
Certified Arborist

American Society of Landscape
Architects (ASLA)

Brentwood Bound, Brentwood, MO
Master planning to redevelop a commercial corridor, address flood
issues and develop anopen space system that links neighborhoods,
parks and the commercial corridor. Site design of parks, greenways and
public realm spaces through construction documents.
Kirkwood Park, Kirkwood, MO
Four-phase project at Kirkwood Park involving the renovation and
reconstruction of concession stands, comfort stations, pavilions,
playgrounds, trails, plazas & sport court areas.
Fillmore Park, Kirkwood, MO
Master Plan & construction documents for renovations including new
playgrounds, a shelter, walking trails, park signage, and landscaping.
Demun Park, Clayton, MO
Master plan & construction documents for a neighborhood park
renovation including new playgrounds, pathways and a comfort station.
www.planningdesignstudio.com
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SCOT TALBERT, PLA
Project Landscape Architect | Planning Design Studio
Scot enjoys the blend of art and ecology in landscape architecture;
he is enthusiastic about designing beautiful places for people and
he is driven to design intelligently for a diverse and complex natural
environment. Scot has successfully managed the design and oversaw
construction activities for several community park plans. He brings
skills in detailed construction documentation, master planning, site and
planting design, and project management. His technical and artistic
experience is apparent in the illustrations and renderings he produces
for company projects. Scot has volunteered his professional services to
help local schools design rich and vibrant schoolyard landscapes. In his
free time Scot enjoys spending time with family, hiking, and working on
his next creative project.

EDUCATION

Master of Landscape
Architecture, Kansas State
University, 2011
Bachelor of Science in
Landscape Management,
Brigham Young University, 2008
Minor in Management, Brigham
Young University, 2008

REGISTRATION

Professional Landscape
Architect (PLA) in Missouri

RELEVANT PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Brentwood Bound, Brentwood, MO
Master planning to redevelop a commercial corridor, address flood
issues and develop an open space system that links neighborhoods,
parks and the commercial corridor. Site design of parks, greenways and
public realm spaces through construction documents.
Brentwood Park System Master Plan, Brentwood, MO
City-wide park system analysis, community engagement, new
community parks, a dog park, and feature recommendations.
Fillmore Park, Kirkwood, MO
Park renovation including new playgrounds, a shelter, walking trails,
park signage, and landscape beautification.
Broemmelsiek Park, Saint Charles County, MO
Concept design through construction featuring a farmhouse renovated
into a visitor’s center, a trail around a lake, playgrounds, event spaces,
picnic shelters, composting restrooms and native plantings.
Kirkwood Performing Arts Center, Kirkwood, MO
Concept design through construction documents for outdoor plazas,
streetscapes, site lighting, and landscape design at a new theater.
Howdershell Park Playgrounds, Hazelwood, MO
Construction documents and construction oversight for a new outdoor
fitness challenge course, a new playground, and new safety surfacing.
Hanley Park Tennis Courts, Brentwood, MO
Renovation of existing tennis and sand volleyball courts.
Ozzie Smith Plaza and Concession Stand, O’Fallon, MO
Design development through construction documents for a new event
venue and concession building.
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HEATHER BROWN
Urban Designer | Planning Design Studio
As a visual artist, Heather was drawn to landscape architecture
because of the blending of creative design, ecological impact and
practical application. At PDS, Heather’s responsibilities range from site
analysis and conceptual design to cost estimating and construction
document production. She also designs presentations, renderings &
illustrations, publications and other graphic materials. Her experience
includes creating a concept plan for a community center with the
organization Keep Pennsylvania Beautiful and work with a residential
landscape architecture firm in Tucson, Arizona.  Heather’s landscape
architecture education included a semester in Rome, Italy, and two
semesters at Seoul National University in South Korea. Outside of work,
Heather paints with watercolors, enjoys nature and spends time with
her friends and family.

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Landscape
Architecture, Pennsylvania State
University, 2009

RELEVANT PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Brentwood Bound, Brentwood, MO
Greenway master plan, funding opportunity identification, grant
application support, construction documents & community
engagement for a combination flood mitigation and greenway project.
Demun Park, Clayton, MO
Master plan & construction documents for a neighborhood park
renovation including new playgrounds, pathways and a comfort station.
Meadowlark Park Master Plan, Ellisville, MO
Concept design for a neighborhood park and playground based on the
parks & recreation master plan by Planning Design Studio.
Kirkwood Performing Arts Center, Kirkwood, MO
Concept design through construction documents for outdoor plazas,
site lighting, and landscape design at a new theater facility.
Suson Park Lake Restoration, Saint Louis County, MO
Restoration of the main 5.4 acre lake in a major park that included new
edge treatment, ADA perimeter path and accessible fishing facilities.
Parks and Recreation Master Plan, City of Creve Coeur, MO
A 10-year plan that utilized extensive public outreach to propose
improvements and new facilities for six parks totaling 110 acres.
Vision 2030: Parks Master Plan, Saint Louis County, MO
Created the graphic-rich version of the master plan document,
including maps, diagrams and illustrations.
Saint Charles County Greenway Master Plan, Saint Charles County, MO
County-wide planning effort with Great Rivers Greenway, St. Charles
County Parks and local municipalities, using significant public outreach
to identify new destinations and priorities for greenway development.

www.planningdesignstudio.com
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TOM CISSELL, PE, PTOE, LEED AP BD+C
Civil Engineer | Oates Associates
Tom focuses on site design, stormwater management, transportation
and traffic engineering.  Over his twenty-two years as an engineer, he
has developed an enthusiasm for improving recreational life. He is an
advocate for natural opportunities to encourage sustainable solutions
and to connect people to their environment. As a LEED Accredited
Professional, Tom is knowledgeable of green building practices,
including conservation and efficiency.  He has incorporated site design
concepts, such as rain gardens, bioswales, permeable pavement, and
water harvesting into many projects. Since joining Oates Associates
in 2000, Tom has been involved in design and plan preparation for
municipal clients. His experience working with municipal clients has
given him insight into understanding the need to provide economical
and practical solutions while implementing the visions of the
community.

EDUCATION

Masters of Science, Civil
Engineering, Southern Illinois
University Edwardsville, 2004
Bachelor of Science, Civil
Engineering, Southern Illinois
University Edwardsville, 1997

REGISTRATION

Professional Engineer (PE) in n
Missouri and Illinois
Professional Traffic Operations
Engineer

CERTIFICATIONS

LEED Accredited Professional,
Building Design + Construction

AFFILIATIONS

American Public Works
Association
Associated General Contractors of
Missouri
Southern Illinois University
Edwardsville Industrial and
Professional Advisory Councils

RELEVANT PROJECT EXPERIENCE

Community Park, Wildwood, MO
The creation of a central community park with open space, an allinclusive playground, picnic area, the Grove Pavilion, a creek crossing
structure, a dog park shelter that mimics the look of the pavilion,
Parkway Drive and Pond Grover Loop Road entrance roads, parking,
bioswales, and trails.
Tri-Township Park Splash Pad, Troy, IL
A community supported project with a 400 square foot splash pad,
playground, sunshades, and a bathroom with changing facilities.
Nature Park at Missouri School for the Blind, Saint Louis, MO
An assessment of facilities and space utilization and conceptual design
to integrate ADA improvements. The design includes a nature themed
tactile active playground with custom zip line, animal sculptures, log
tunnel, maze, merry-go-round and swing. An additional courtyard
includes a Victorian-style greenhouse and vegetable garden.
Rinderer Park, Highland, IL
Conceptual plan for a 13-acre tract of land, featuring trails for walking
/ hiking and biking that are ADA accessible, an all-inclusive playground,
exercise stations, dog park and pavilions as well as parking.
Playground Enhancements at the Principia School, Town & Country, MO
Playground that incorporates nature into play with mud pits, tree
trunks and boulders. Enhancements include log climbers, a tire swing,
sand areas, hobbit holes and a new rubber track around the play area.
Grassy play areas with shade structures sit outside of the track, but will
be enclosed with a block retaining wall system.
Schoolhouse Trail Bikeway, Madison County, IL
A 32-mile bike trail constructed on an abandoned railroad alignment
including 3 new box culverts allowing the trail to cross under existing
roadways. Other Madison County Transit projects include a Park N
Ride lot with a multi-use path along US 40.
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BOB WINTERS, AIA
Design Principal / Project Manager | OWH
Bob has a background in the visual arts, provides architectural and
interior design for a wide variety of private and public sector clients.
His extensive experience includes programming, master planning,
architectural design, interior architectural design, construction
administration, and project close-out. Bob has recognized abilities
in designing with an eye to context whether in the natural or built
environment and together with his technical skills, enable him to create
relevant and innovative designs with clients.

EDUCATION

RELEVANT PROJECT EXPERIENCE

Bachelor of Arts, Grinnell College,
1975

Broemmelsiek Park, Phase 3, Saint Charles County, MO
Renovation of homestead, new restrooms, meeting rooms, office and
support; Project Principal

Master of Architecture,
Washington University in Saint
Louis, 1981

Kirkwood Park, Kirkwood, MO
Comfort Stations,  Picnic Shelters and Tennis Facility/Office

REGISTRATION

Registered Architect Missouri,
Illinois and Michigan

VA Jefferson Barracks National Cemetery, Saint Louis, MO
Gravesite expansion, new committal shelters and maintenance complex
Project Principal

ASSOCIATIONS

VA Jefferson Barracks World War I Memorial, Saint Louis, MO
Project Principal

American Institute of Architects,
Saint Louis Chapter

Queeny Park Comfort Station, Chesterfield, MO
AB Green Park, Richmond Heights, MO
Comfort Station with open pavillion, maintenance/storage facility
Creve Coeur Park Comfort Station, Maryland Heights, MO
Tilles Park Comfort Station, Ladue, MO
Brentwood Park Maintenance Facility, Brentwood, MO
Oak Tree Park Comfort Station, Brentwood MO
O’Fallon Family Sports Complex, O’Fallon, IL
New Park with Concession Stand/Comfort Stations

www.planningdesignstudio.com
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Saint Louis County
Parks Master Plan

OUR PLANNING AND DESIGN EFFORTS
LEVERAGE COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
AND COLLABORATION
16
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SECTION 3

TEAM’S RELATED EXPERIENCE

Parkway School District Sustainable
Landscape, St. Louis County, MO

www.planningdesignstudio.com
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TEAM’S RELATED EXPERIENCE
Planning Design Studio, Oates Associates and OWH

Laclede’s Landing Third Street, Saint Louis, MO (PDS)

The majority of Planning Design Studio’s assignments are projects
completed for local governments and agencies directly related to the
Wildwood Route 66 Roadside Park,. This experience is summarized
below and three project descriptions are included in the next section.
We encourage you to visit our website to review more related projects.
Our client list includes over 120 government agencies for whom we
have provided professional services on projects ranging from visioning
and master plans to final design and construction documents. The
sidebar on this page includes a partial listing of many of these past and
current clients. An indicator of the level of service provided by PDS is
our long term client relationships and repeat business, which accounts
for over 70% of our assignments.
The focus of our practice is planning and design in the public realm,
particularly parks, greenways and public open spaces/corridors.
These will be key elements in developing the Wildwood Village Green.
As designers, we are known for our placemaking abilities and our
context-sensitive, unique and memorable spaces. Our designs are
practical, imaginative, cost effective and environmentally sustainable.
We understand the importance and value of careful listening, clear
communication and creative collaboration with our clients.
The following list of recent PDS projects is representative of the
experience we’ll bring to the Village Green planning and design process.

18
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PDS Public Clients
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alton, IL
Brentwood, MO
Cape Girardeau, MO
Clayton, MO
Creve Coeur, MO
Dardenne Prairie, MO
Des Peres, MO
Ellisville, MO
Fairview Heights, IL
Great Rivers Greenway
Hazelwood, MO
Kirkwood, MO
O’Fallon, IL
O’Fallon, MO
Richmond Heights, MO
Saint Charles County, MO
Saint Louis City, MO
Saint Louis County, MO
Saint Louis Zoo
Tower Grove Park
University City, MO
Webster Groves, MO
Wentzville, MO

Family Sports Park, O’Fallon, IL (PDS with OWH)

Planning Design Studio Relevant Experience
Parks
Bluebird Park Amphitheater, Ellisville, MO
Broemmelsiek Park Phase 3, Saint Charles County, MO
Capaha Ballfield, Cape Girardeau, MO
Capaha Lake Park Master Plan, Cape Girardeau, MO
Capaha Park Splash Pad & Comfort Station, Cape Girardeau, MO
Cape Rock Park Master Plan, Cape Girardeau, MO
Demun Park, Clayton, MO
Family Sports Park, O’Fallon, IL
Fillmore Park, Kirkwood, MO
Hanley Park Tennis Courts & Dog Park, Brentwood, MO
Howdershell Park Grant, Hazelwood, MO
Kirkwood Park Improvements Ph. 1-4, Kirkwood, MO
Larson Park, Webster Groves, MO
Meadowlark Park, Ellisville, MO
Majerus, Millar & Ruth Parks, University City, MO
Maplewood Park Sprayground, Maplewood, MO
Memorial Park Tennis Courts, Webster Groves, MO
Oak Tree Park Pavilion, Brentwood, MO
Pelton Jackson Municipal Park, Pine Lawn, MO
Queen Ann Park, Hazelwood, MO
Queeny, Tilles and Creve Coeur Parks Restrooms, Saint Louis County
Schon Park Master Plan & Design, Glen Carbon, MO
Suson Park Lakes, Saint Louis, MO
The Grove Memorial Park, Grafton, IL
www.planningdesignstudio.com

Planning & Design Awards
PDS projects have received
many APA, ASLA and other
professional association
awards including:

• Alton Riverfront & Marina
District Master Plan and
Amphitheater Design, IL

• Community Gateway

Interchange Enhancements,
Creve Coeur, MO

• Family Sports Park Design
and Implementation,
O’Fallon, IL

• Forest Park Dual Path

Amenities Plan, Saint Louis,
MO

• Kirkwood Park Master

Plan and Implementation,
Kirkwood, MO

(Continued on the following
page)
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Mississippi River Greenway, St. Louis Region, MO (PDS)

Weldon Spring City Park, Weldon Spring, MO
Whitecliff Park Quarry, Crestwood, MO
Greenways
Cape La Croix Trail, Cape Girardeau, MO
Forest Park Dual Path Amenities Plan, Saint Louis, MO
GRG Maline Greenway, St. Louis County, MO
GRG Mississippi River Greenway, Saint Louis County, MO
GRG River Des Peres Greenway, Saint Louis, MO
GRG MRG North Riverfront Trail, Saint Louis, MO
GRG Deer Creek Greenway Connector, Brentwood, MO
GRG Level of Care Guidelines
Rogers Parkway Enhancement, Brentwood, MO
Public Open Spaces/Corridors
Alton Riverfront District Planning, Alton, IL
Brentwood Bound Flood Mitigation Plan, Brentwood, MO
Laclede’s Landing Design Guidelines & 3rd St. Design, Saint Louis,MO
Lincoln Market Place, Fairview Heights, IL
Missouri Botanical Garden Perimeter Improvements, Saint Louis, MO
Parkway School District BMP Maintenance Plan
Saint Louis Zoo Chain of Lakes Restoration, Saint Louis, MO
Saint Louis Zoo Rhino Exhibit Modifications, Saint Louis, MO

20
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Planning & Design Awards
• Mississippi River Greenway

Phase 1, Saint Louis County,
MO

• River Des Peres Greenway
Pilot Project - Saint Louis,
MO

• Rogers Parkway

Enhancement Feasibility
Study, Brentwood, MO

• Vision 2030: Saint Louis

County Parks Master Plan,
MO

• Vago Park Development

& Midland Creek
BioStabilization, Maryland
Heights, MO

Community Park, Wildwood, MO (Oates Associates)

Oates Associates Relevant Experience

The background and experience of Oates Associates is rooted in
municipal and local government projects. They are a recognized
engineering leader in the Saint Louis metropolitan area and have
demonstrated experience in delivery of high quality projects on time
and within budget. Wildwood is familiar with their work on the project
summarized below.
Community Park - With a strong civic commitment to preserving
the unique natural and cultural characteristics of the site, Oates
Associates joined the City of Wildwood on a journey to create a park
that supports everyday social and recreational life. Oates Associates
led a public engagement process to obtain input from residents about
their recreational needs. After the Community Park Master Plan was
developed, the firm developed plans for subsequent phases of this
regionally significant, 66-acre park.  Key design elements included:

• The Grove - A 7-acre section of the park with a natural themed

playground, a pavilion, an 80-space parking lot, and a dog park.

• Great Meadow - The Great Meadow is an open space for leisure

encompassing 12-acres and featuring grassland, prairie and wetland.

• Infrastructure - A two-lane roadway from Route 100 guides motorists
to a parking lot. A trail follows alongside the roadway, crosses over a
three-sided box culvert and provides access to the next development
phase. Pond Grover Loop Road provides access from Route 109 to a
neighborhood to the east of the park.
www.planningdesignstudio.com
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Larson Park, Webster Groves, MO (OWH with PDS)

OWH Relevant Experience

OWH has completed architectural design services for many projects
directly related to the Route 66 Roadside Park project.
Brentwood Park, Brentwood, MO
Maintenance facility architectural design
Kirkwood Park, Kirkwood, MO
Design of new concession stand, restroom and picnic pavilions;
renovation of existing historic pavilions
O’Fallon Family Sports Park, O’Fallon, IL
Design of pavilions, restrooms and maintenance building
Ozzie Smith Plaza and Concession, O’Fallon, MO
Architectural design of a new concession/comfort station
Larson Park, Webster Groves, MO
New restroom building and renovation of a pavilion
Blackburn Park, Webster Groves, MO
Design of a new comfort station and renovation of a historic pavilion
Broemmelsiek Park – Phase 3, St. Charles County, MO
Renovation of the Broemmelsiek Home for a New Visitors’ Center

22
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SECTION 4

PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS

Walker Lake, Kirkwood, MO

www.planningdesignstudio.com
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BRENTWOOD PARKS
Brentwood, MO | Planning Design Studio
CLIENT

City of Brentwood

SERVICES

Master Planning
Site Design
Plan & Sketch Illustrations
Construction Documents
Grant Support

KEY PERSONNEL
Andrew Franke
Jeff Nilges
Scot Talbert
Heather Brown

Planning Design Studio has led parks and public realm improvements
throughout Brentwood as the city’s on-call landscape architects. Since
2015, PDS’s efforts have focused on an ambitious and far reaching
plan known as Brentwood Bound. PDS developed a master plan for a
park and greenway known as the Norm West Park-GRG Connector to
link local parks and trails to the regional greenway network. Amenities
include a central lake/flood storage facility, a destination playground
featuring water play and adventure climbing, and an event lawn with
outdoor ice skating. Other park related projects which PDS has been
involved in include:
• Park System Master Plan: Identification of gaps and needs in the
park system and proposed solutions. Input came from a working
committee, public forums, city officials and staff, citizen comments,
and various contributing reports. Conceptual plans and cost
estimates were developed for six parks and two trails.

COMPLETION

• Hanley Park Court Improvements: Master plan update to with new
sand volleyball courts, a concrete basketball court with wood hitting
Norm West Park - GRG Connector:
wall and an entry plaza. Project includes construction documents,
2022 (Anticipated)
bidding and construction period services.
Hanley Park Courts: 2019
Community Center Event Venue:
• Brentwood Community Center Event Venue: Detailed design study
2018 - Implementation Pending
and construction documents for an outdoor community event space,
Oak Tree Park: 2017
including locations for a mobile stage, vendor booths and food trucks,
City Hall Site Redevelopment: 2016
permeable paver parking spaces, landscaped islands, and a paved
pathway that doubles as a sound booth station.

COSTS

Norm West Park - GRG Connector: • City Hall Site Redevelopment: Development of alternative concept
plans for the City Hall site that incorporate various mixed uses.
• Estimate: $7,077,525
• Rogers Parkway Enhancement Feasibility Study: Master plan for
• Low Bid: Ongoing
an existing trail that strengthens pedestrian linkages with safe,
Hanley Park Courts:
under-the-street tunnels and reconfiguration of a parallel roadway
• Estimate: $466,096
to maximize green space. Proposed activities include ice skating,
• Low Bid: Ongoing
sculptural playgrounds and a trolley memorial. This project is central
Community Center Event Venue:
to a city-wide initiative to connect people to city attractions. The
• Estimate: $590,678
parkway links the regional Deer Creek Greenway, a redevelopment
• Low Bid: Awaiting Bidding
area that improves flood-prone Manchester Road, four city parks, and
several key community facilities.
Oak Tree Park:
• Estimate: $437,927
• Oak Tree Park: Master plan and construction documents for a
• Low Bid: $428,000
combination comfort station and open-air pavilion located next to
City Hall Site Redevelopment:
• Estimated: $10,994,858
• Awaiting Implementation
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a playground and a large, open community gathering space. PDS
assisted the city in a successful Saint Louis County Municipal Park
Grant submission that funded a significant portion of this project.

www.planningdesignstudio.com

Top: Brentwood Community Center Event Venue
Middle: Broughton Park, part of the Rogers
Parkway Enhancement Feasibility Study
www.planningdesignstudio.com
Bottom: Rogers Parkway
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DES PERES PARKS
Des Peres, MO | Planning Design Studio

CLIENT

Planning Design Studio has been working with the City of Des Peres
since 2014 on park master planning and renovation projects.

SERVICES

This initial project focused on revisioning Pioneer Park, a much loved
neighborhood park. The effort included replacement of outdated
facilities while retaining the park’s original character. Environmental
sustainability was enhanced with rain gardens that treat and infiltrate
stormwater. A new basketball court, tennis courts refurbished with
state-of-the-art post-tension concrete, and new playgrounds made this
park into a neighborhood destination. The new park layout emphasized
social interaction and encouraged a stronger sense of community.

City of Des Peres
Master Planning
Site Design
Construction Documents

KEY PERSONNEL

Jeff Nilges & Scot Talbert

COMPLETION

Pioneer Park, Phase 1: 2015
Pioneer Park, Phase 2: 2016
Des Peres Park Master Plan: 2016
Tennis Courts: 2019

COSTS

Pioneer Park:
• Estimated: $1,001,714
• Low Bid: $972,266
Des Peres Park Tennis Courts:
• Estimate: $2,300,000
• Low Bid: $2,047,310
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In 2016, PDS began the update to the Des Peres Park master plan. The
42.5-acre park is the city’s flagship park that includes athletic fields,
restrooms, a picnic pavilion, a lake, a multipurpose court, six tennis
courts, walking trails, playgrounds and the site of the Des Peres City
Hall. Tasks in the master plan included an assessment of existing
conditions, two public input meetings, concepts for improvements,
phasing and budget cost estimates.
In 2018, PDS started the site design for the $1.6 million dollar
renovation project to replace the existing deteriorated asphalt tennis
courts, and adding pickleball courts, parking and a restroom/storage
building while reconfiguring impacted walkways.  

www.planningdesignstudio.com

Des Peres
City Hall
Opposite: Illustration of the Des Peres
Park tennis court redesign.
Top: Playground constructed as part of
the redesign of Pioneer Park.
www.planningdesignstudio.com

Bottom: Rendering of the Des Peres
Park master plan design.
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PIONEER PARK
Des Peres, MO | Planning Design Studio

CLIENT

City of Des Peres

SERVICES

Project Management
Master Planning
Site Design
Construction Documents
Construction Period Services

Planning Design Studio revamped this much-loved neighborhood
park and replaced outdated facilities while retaining the park’s original
character. The design’s universally accessible sidewalks increased the
site’s usability for all visitors.
Environmental sustainability was enhanced with rain gardens that
treat and infiltrate stormwater.  A new basketball court, tennis
courts refurbished with state-of-the-art post-tension concrete, and
new playgrounds made this park into a neighborhood destination.
Landscape plantings and tree canopy replacement enhanced the
park’s natural beauty, while the addition of pavilions provided outdoor
gathering places for the community.
PDS services included assisting the city during construction with
site observations, shop drawing review and coordination with the
contractor’s activities.

28
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New playgrounds, post-tension concrete tennis courts
and a new basketball court made this park into a
neighborhood destination
www.planningdesignstudio.com
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KIRKWOOD PARKS
Kirkwood, MO | Planning Design Studio
CLIENT

City of Kirkwood

SERVICES

Master Planning
Site Design
Public Engagement
Construction Documents
Construction Period Services

KEY PERSONNEL
Andrew Franke
Scot Talbert

COMPLETION

Kirkwood Park Pavilion & Gazebo:
2019
Performing Arts Center: 2020
Fillmore Park: 2017
Walker Lake Phases 1-4: 2015
Kirkwood Ridge Phases 1-4: 2013
Kirkwood Farmers Market: 2011

COSTS

Kirkwood Park Pavilion & Gazebo:
• Estimate: $203,654
• Low Bid: Ongoing
Performing Arts Center:
• Costs withheld at the request of
the client
Fillmore Park:
• Estimate: $587,770
• Low Bid: $508,098
Walker Lake Phases 1-4:
• Estimate: $1,552,276
• Low Bid: $1,278,486

Planning Design Studio has a long history of park work in the City of
Kirkwood dating back to 2006 with the completion of an ambitious
20-year master plan for its 400-acre park system. Our firm’s past and
on-going work in the Kirkwood community represents a wide range
of project types. All projects focus on fostering social interaction and
building a stronger sense of community. Additional park projects
completed since 2006 include:
• Kirkwood Park Pavilion & Gazebo: On-going master plan and
construction documents to add a pavilion and gazebo to Kirkwood’s
main community park and festival gathering space.
• Kirkwood Performing Arts Center Site Design: Site design and
construction documents for a new performing arts center located in
downtown Kirkwood. Public realm improvements include gathering
plazas and an event lawn.
• Fillmore Park: Design and construction documents for the renovation
of a neighborhood park with a playground, pavilion, and ADA loop trail
located carefully to avoid damage to mature existing trees.
• Walker Lake Phases 1-4: Lake master plan & multi-phase
implementation project focused on the renovation of a key lake
feature in a community park. Key improvements included sustainable
solutions to the natural features of the lake, reestablishing it as a
premier amenity in Kirkwood Park.
• Kirkwood Ridge Phases 1-4: Four phases of design improvements
featured replacing outdated facilities in Kirkwood Park, the city’s
premier park and social space. The improvements were designed and
implemented over an 8-year period at a cost of more than $4 million
and included a renovated historic limestone picnic pavilion, a central
plaza, new comfort stations, walkways, pavilions and playgrounds.
• Kirkwood Farmers Market: A civil space project linking the Kirkwood
Farmer’s Market to the Kirkwood City Hall Memorial project. The
design featured an open lawn adjacent to a plaza which provided a
respite of open space and expanded opportunities for community
gathering.
• Kirkwood City Hall Memorial & Plaza: Master plan and site design
of a memorial on the north side of the Kirkwood City Hall campus to
memorialize the tragic shooting and loss of six public servants.

Kirkwood Ridge Phases 1-4:
• Estimate: $3,653,968
• Low Bid: $3,507,000
Kirkwood Farmers Market:
• Estimate: $131,000
• Low Bid: $96,279

Right, top: A community
festival at Kirkwood Park
Middle: Kirkwood Memorial
Bottom: Walker Lake at
Kirkwood Park
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CHAIN OF ROCKS BRIDGE LANDING
Saint Louis | Planning Design Studio

CLIENT

Great Rivers Greenway

SERVICES

Master Planning
Site Design
Construction Documents

COST

$3.8 million (estimated)

Planning Design Studio evaluated redevelopment scenarios for
the Missouri landing of the historic Chain of Rocks Bridge on the
Mississippi River. The Chain of Rocks Bridge was part of Route 66 and
is on the National Historic Register, but was closed to vehicular traffic in
1970. After years of neglect, the bridge was renovated for pedestrian/
bicycle use in 1998. However, little was done to the 21-acre site at the
west end of the bridge. GRG recently acquired the site, which has been
closed to visitors due to safety and security issues. The redevelopment
goal is to activate utilization of the site by both the local community and
visitors. Currently PDS is completing design for Phase 1 construction.
The redevelopment scenarios PDS created addressed trail development
and bringing public, institutional and private partners into the project.
An option was selected that combined features of several scenarios.
Phase 1 begins with a baseline level of facility development, leaving
the opportunity for partner development to be added latter. The
development currently under design includes an entry drive, parking,
event lawn, pedestrian walks (accessing the bridge), nature trail,
vendor/food truck area, site security (low visual impact fencing, gates
and security cameras), landscape development and stormwater
management. The site planning and facility development will have an
architectural style compatible with the original facilities.
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Master Plan Rendering

Conceptual Redevelopment Scenarios

FILLMORE PARK
Kirkwood, MO | Planning Design Studio

CLIENT

City of Kirkwood

SERVICES

Project Management
Master Planning
Site Design
Construction Documents
Construction Period Services

KEY PERSONNEL
Andrew Franke
Scot Talbert

COSTS

Estimate: $587,770
Low Bid: $508,098
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During the design process, Planning Design Studio conducted
public input sessions and team meetings that revealed a desire to
update this park’s aging facilities and appearance, improve security
and accessibility, and provide additional amenities. PDS’s design
transforms the site with a new playground, pavilion and picnic area,
ornamental fencing, and decorative stone columns and retaining
walls. Design motifs for the park were carefully selected to mimic the
character and aesthetic of downtown Kirkwood’s iconic train station
and other city parks.
Upgraded crosswalks and new curb bump-outs increase pedestrian
safety. Ornamental trees, shrubs and perennials, watered through an
irrigation system, give the site an easily maintainable natural beauty.
The park’s amenities also include new looped walking trails, benches,
drinking fountains and attractive park signs.

www.planningdesignstudio.com
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DEMUN PARK
Clayton, MO | Planning Design Studio

CLIENT

City of Clayton

SERVICES

Site Design
Construction Documents
Construction Period Services

KEY PERSONNEL

Planning Design Studio worked with the City of Clayton to design a
renovation to this well-loved neighborhood park. The new park design
features two new playgrounds with engineered mulch safety surfacing,
a restroom building, accessible walkways, a shaded mister for water
play, benches, a picnic area, landscape plantings. The design took care
to preserve existing established trees throughout the park. An existing
concrete-walled planting area was removed to create an open lawn
space for unstructured play.

Andrew Franke
Heather Brown

PROJECT COMPLETION
2019
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OUR DESIGNS ARE IMAGINATIVE,
ENVIRONMENTALLY SUSTAINABLE,
AND COST-EFFECTIVE

Norm West Park
Brentwood, MO
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SECTION 5

KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS & PHILOSOPHY IN RECREATION & HISTORIC SITE DEVELOPMENT

Moody Park, Fairview Heights, IL

www.planningdesignstudio.com
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KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND PHILOSOPHY IN RECREATION AND
HISTORIC SITE DEVELOPMENT
Planning Design Studio, Oates Associates and OWH
Knowledge and Skills
Our team takes a process-oriented approach to the planning and
design of historically-significant assets such as the Historic Route
66 Roadside Park. Research, data collection and analysis of the site’s
historic context adjacent to the “Mother Road” (Historic Route 66) will
be a critical aspect of this project. Our team members have directly
related experience in the utilization of historic data to develop visions
supportive of a site’s historic context. Our process includes review of
available reports and information and solicitation of related historic
input from the community. Our team has developed the special skill
set needed to assimilate a significant amount of data and refine it into
visions and images that will convey the “story” of the Historic Route 66
Roadside Park. In our past projects, our multi-disciplinary approach has
ensured project success. Examples of this include:
• Cane River Creole National Historic Park
• Jefferson Barracks
• Tower Grove Park
• Missouri Botanical Garden
• Saint Louis University
• Historic Chain of Rocks Bridge Landing (current project for GRG)
• Historic Route 66 State Park Bridge Study (current project for the
Missouri Parks Foundation)
The PDS team will refine our specific project approach in consultation
with the City of Wildwood to ensure that we fully understand key
goals and to solicit input on process and available resources. We
suggest beginning with a kick-off meeting with the Wildwood Historic
Preservation Commission and other Historic Route 66 stakeholders
and interested citizens. Discussion topics would include goals, process,
schedule and visions for this roadside park project.

Regulatory Requirements
Our related project experience has provided us with a thorough
understanding of the local and federal regulations and development
standards applicable on this project site. Many agencies will have
jurisdiction, including the City of Wildwood (Planning/Zoning and Land
Disturbance), Metropolitan Sewer District, MoDNR (Land Disturbance
Permit) and St. Louis County (Building Permits and SWPPP). The PDS
team has experience in working with various agencies in securing
funding resources that were used to develop related facilities. This
includes funding through the St. Louis County Municipal Park Grant
Commission, Transportation Alternatives Program, MODNR for LWCF
funds and other sources. There could be opportunities to collaborate
with other groups sharing interest and programs in this historic corridor,
including the Route 66 Association of Missouri, MoDNR (Historic
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Community engagement is
essential to our process

Route 66 Park) and the Missouri Historical Society. These groups may
also help identify other resources to consider in the development and
operations of the Roadside Park.

Philosophy & Approach
Our firm’s philosophy in the planning and design of parks, recreation
facilities and historic sites is centered around a process oriented
approach based on thorough inventory and data gathering, community/
stakeholder input, creative visioning, synthesis into concepts and
refinement into practical solutions. It will be important in the Historic
Route 66 Roadside Park design process to coordinate with the City of
Wilwood on such items as:
• What historic features should be highlighted in the interpretive story
to be presented. Historic Route 66 has many interesting accounts,
tales and anecdotes that could be addressed, and the ones that best
fit into the context of Wildwood must be identified. The process will
also identify historically significant features and structures in the city.
• How does this park fit into the fabric of the Wildwood community
from a land use, transportation and park context?
• How does the park fit into the existing and planned trail system,
and the streetscape and bike lane improvements completed along
Manchester road? Can or should this site be a trailhead?
• What if any neighborhood park needs can be addressed in the park?
PDS’s approach to this project will incorporate our comprehensive
background knowledge and skills in development of recreation and
historic sites. A strong understanding of your project goals and context
will be critical to the success of the project. At this initial stage of
understanding your project, we offer the following draft outline of our
approach to the Historic Route 66 Roadside Park design process. We
view this as a draft and will tailor it to Wildwood’s specific needs as a
final scope of work is developed.  

The PDS team will
strive to...
Learn everything we can
about:
• The project site.
• The Historic Context.
• The goals of the City.
Engage the public by:
• Communicating the
project goals, process and
schedule.
• Using different methods of
engagement.
• Listening to gain
understanding.
Develop a plan that is:
• Responsive to the
goals and needs of the
community.
• Responsive to the historic
context of the site.
• Supported by the
community.

The design process will be shared with the community at open house public forums
www.planningdesignstudio.com
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Project Administration
• Confirm with City staff preferences on progress reports and
coordination meetings.
• Refine an engagement process with the Historic Preservation
Committee (HPC).
• Confirm key stakeholders to be interviewed regarding the significance
of Historic Route 66 in Wildwood.
• Refine a community engagement program and process.

Phase 1 - Data Collection and Analysis
• Conduct kickoff HPC engagement session to solicit input.
• Gather, Review and Analyze:

º
º
º
º
º

Existing property information (including a site survey).
Site infrastructure and available utilities.
Historic data and assessments
Other Historic Route 66 entities.
Applicable agency regulations.

The way we work:
• We understand our role is
to guide the City and public
through a process that
informs, present creative
visions and solicits input
and direction so that the
development will be the
community’s project.
• We explore all aspects of a
project.
• We treat your budget like it is
our budget.
• We strive to build long-term
relationships with our clients.

• Identify and refine program goals.
• Conduct interviews with key stakeholders having knowledge of the
significance of Historic Route 66 in Wildwood.
• Conduct a site assessment and report which includes:

º
º
º
º
º
º
º

Slopes.
Soils.
Vegetation.
Hydrology and stormwater management.
Surrounding land use/context.
Circulation (pedestrian and vehicular).
Utilities serving the site.

• Prepare and submit to the City a draft announcement of the
community engagement session.
• Conduct community engagement sessions to provide an overview
of the project and the process, and to solicit input related to Historic
Route 66 and development of the roadside park.
• Prepare and submit an Inventory & Existing Conditions Report
including appendices.
• Conduct HPC engagement session to review materials of the Data
Collection and Analysis phase and solicit input regarding the project
program and vision of the roadside park.
• Prepare a memorandum outlining the input and direction received
from the HPC.

Phase 2 - Preliminary Concepts
• Develop preliminary concept alternative plans for the roadside park.
• Develop initial support graphics and imagery to further communicate
the initial concept plans.
• Prepare order of magnitude cost estimates for each concept.
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Feedback can be gathered from the
community in a variety of ways

• Review initial concepts and cost with staff.
• Prepare a report summarizing the Concepting process.
• Present initial concepts and cost at a Concept Engagement Session
that would include an open house public forum and presentation of
the concepts to the public and HPC. We anticipate that some type of
community polling will be incorporated into this engagement session.
• Conduct a follow-up session with the HPC to solicit input on the
preferred concept(s) and direction to be followed.
• Prepare a memorandum outlining the input and direction received
from the HPC.

Phase 3 - Master Plan Design
• Develop a master plan design based on input received in the previous
phase, including supportive graphics and cost estimates.
• Develop a phasing and implementation plan to guide Wildwood
toward realistic and achievable implementation.
• Identify potential funding sources that could be available to assist
with development.
• Review the master plan with City staff.
• Present the master plan design at a Community Engagement Session
that would include an open house public forum and presentation of
the design materials to the public and the HPC.
• Conduct a follow-up session with the HPC to solicit refinements to
the master plan.

Community Polling
Experience
Our firm has been using key
pad polling in our community
engagement process since
2011. In recent years, we have
moved to a robust platform
called Poll Everywhere, which
allows personal cell phones to
become the response devices
that input data directly to our
PowerPoint presentation.
In 2020, we have incorporated
Zoom Meetings (Webinar
option) in order to virtually
solicit input in lieu of or
in addition to in-person
presentations and meetings.
Recent projects in which PDS
has used community polling
include:
• Dardenne Prairie, MO Parks
Master Plan.

• Prepare a master plan report summarizing the design and process.

• Creve Coeur, MO Parks and
Recreation Master Plan.

• Present the master plan report and cost estimate to staff and at a
Design Public Forum.

• Ellisville, MO Parks and
Recreation Master Plan.

Phase 4 - Design Development through Final Design Phase

• Brentwood Bound Planning
and Design, Brentwood, MO

This phase of the project would generally follow a standard design
process and be closely coordinated with the City, but would also
solicit input and confirmation from the HPC regarding key details and
materials to be incorporated into the project.

Phase 5 - Bidding and Construction Administration Phase

• Pacific, MO Parks and
Recreation Master Plan.
• Collinsville, IL CommunityWide Park Master Plan

We have been using keypad polling in our community engagement process since 2011
www.planningdesignstudio.com
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REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS
Historic Route 66 Roadside Park Design Process

City of Wildwood
In collaboration with:
SFS Architecture

November 5, 2020

Letter of Interest

IN THIS DOCUMENT
Brightside St. Louis stands as an ecological and inspirational
demonstration garden along one of the City of St. Louis’
major intersections. SWT designed the garden to serve as an
educational tool for urban residents to discover art, natural
habitat and sustainable design best practices.
swtdesign.com | 2
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Letter of Interest
Statement of Knowledge and Skills
Team Philosophy
Relevant Project Examples
Teaming Structure and Resumes

City of Wildwood, Missouri
Department of Planning and Parks
16860 Main Street
Wildwood, Missouri 63040
c o n ta c t:

7722 Big Bend Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63119
314.644.5700
1925 Central Ave., Ste. 202
Kansas City, MO 64108
816.739.4076
1229 S. Shelby
Louisville, KY 40203
502.717.1007
www.swtdesign.com

we b s i t e :
pa rt n e r s :

Ted H Spaid
Jay Wohlschlaeger
Bonnie C. Roy

S e rvi c e s :
Parks & Recreation Planning
Landscape Architecture
Urban Design and Planning
Civil Engineering
Land Surveying
Sustainable Design
LEEDTM and SITESTM Certification
Complete / Great Streets
Bikeable / Walkable Communities
Urban (Alternative) Agriculture
Project Management
Public Engagement
Operations + Maintenance Cost Analysis

KATHY ARNETT
Assistant Director of Planning and Parks
RE: LETTER OF INTEREST
Ms. Arnett,
SWT Design and our architectural consultant SFS Architecture are excited to submit our
qualifications for the Historic Route 66 Roadside Park Design Process project. Our team
of planners, landscape architects, architects, and engineers are thrilled at the prospect of
teaming with the City and Historic Preservation Commission to design this unique and
exciting park. We firmly believe that educational and recreational places are the backbone
of any community and help promote health, wellness, and economic growth.
Historic Route 66 is not only a historic roadway, its association fosters a sense of place
and evokes emotion in the hearts of many Americans. Route 66’s history is riddled with
memories, nostalgia, and invokes a sense of freedom. Living in St. Louis region where
Historic Route 66 weaves through many communities, it is easy to take for granted the
history it provides. It is refreshing and exciting for the potential to be part of a project that
celebrates this rich history that has shaped the neighborhoods and communities that we
live in today.
Our team envisions this design process a park the celebrates the history of the Mother
Road, that is unique to Wildwoods and its historically annexed communities, and serves as
a destination for the Wildwood community, the region, and beyond. Our firm and teaming
partners have the design skills, technical expertise, and experience on similar projects of
historical significance to bring this project to fruition.
We are pleased to submit our team’s qualifications and look forward to discussing this
project with you in further detail. Please contact us with any questions or additional needs.
Thank you so much for the opportunity to present our team’s qualifications for your
consideration!
Sincerely,

Po i n t o f C o n tac t:
Bonnie C. Roy
314.644.5700
bonnier@swtdesign.com

Bonnie C. Roy, Partner-in-Charge			
bonnier@swtdesign.com

Scott Runde, Project Manager
scottr@swtdesign.com
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address:

7722 Big Bend Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63119
1925 Central, Suite 202
Kansas City, MO 64108
1229 South Shelby Street
Louisville, KY 47122

phone:

we b s i t e :
e s ta b l i s h e d :
s ta f f :
S e rvi c e s :

314.644.5700
816.221.0825
502.717.1007
www.swtdesign.com
1995 (25 yrs.)
Twenty (20)

Landscape Architecture
Urban Design
Civil Engineering
Land Surveying
Planning
Sustainable Design
Complete / Great Streets
Bikeable / Walkable Communities
Public Engagement
Project Management
Operations + Maintenance Analysis

SWT Design
For 25 years, SWT Design has developed a diverse and award-winning portfolio of
outdoor spaces, approaching planning and design as a living, breathing thing with a
passion for innovation. Collaboration, vision, and curiosity spur a design process that
the firm uses to solve even the most complex and challenging design problems. The
firm’s team of landscape architects, urban designers, and planners are leaders in their
respective professions, creating value with each design while focusing on environmental
responsibility, social justice, and economic improvement.

WELCOME TO LIVING DESIGN ©
More than a metaphor, Living Design describes our philosophy, approach and values
as a firm. Whether in the office or at home, every member of the team personifies our
design principles, and our campus is a living laboratory for sustainable best practices.
But more importantly, Living Design describes our process. From the moment we begin
a project, we are looking at how the site is performing in its current state. As we progress
through concept, design and reality, measurements are set to ensure that the end result
can be successfully measured and that the project achieved its goals. For us, design is a
living, breathing thing. Vision guides it towards a goal, process moves it forward, and our
curiosity fuels it.
From many perspectives – one vista.
We mediate and connect all points of view, distilling a singular creative vision that’s best
for the landscape and the people who experience it. We design environments that balance
the needs of cities, the evolution of nature and a perspective for all generations.

since

2009

our firm has worked with parks
departments and communities
to develop

"SWT has developed a long-standing reputation for park planning and design.
But the real benefit we bring is the ability to find funding and get projects built.
Because a plan is just that – a road map for the future. But to bring a plan to
fruition and create spaces that people can actually enjoy – that’s a good thing."
JAY WOHLSCHLAEGER
Partner, SWT Design
swtdesign.com | 4
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master
plans

address:

2100 Central St.
Kansas City, MO 64108
816.474.1397

phone:
we b s i t e :

www.sfsarch.com

e s ta b l i s h e d :
S e rvi c e s :

SFS Architecture
At SFS Architecture, we enrich communities through meaningful collaborations and
purposeful design. Design is what we do; it’s what we love. And what we love most is
design that is dynamic and sustainable, enduring and enriching — design that builds
relationships between people, their communities and the larger environment.

1973 (46 yrs.)
Architectural Design
Construction Documents

Construction Administration

For nearly 50 years, our client-focused process has resulted in architecture that connects
beauty with function and our clients’ vision with reality. Each project begins and ends
with discovery: of an organization’s unique needs; of a community’s character and
aspirations; of the details that spark the “big idea” behind each design.

Project Budgeting
Feasibility Studies
Renovations, Remodels, Additions
Green Design, LEED Consultation
Energy Use Studies/Consultation
Life-Cycle Cost Analysis

Successful projects begin with strong relationships. We engage our clients in a
collaborative dialogue throughout the process. We exchange ideas, share expertise and
– above all – we listen. Through open, candid communication, we gain consensus and
create truly successful design.
Since the firm’s inception in 1973, we have utilized a rigorous approach to achieve our
clients’ goals. SFS has successfully managed projects for the public sector and routinely
works with communities throughout the Midwest on community development projects.
We have completed numerous projects throughout Missouri, including several in the St.
Louis metropolitan area, and are familiar with the environmental, physical and geological
conditions of the area, the construction market and other factors that could influence
site development, building design and construction strategies.

Hawk Ridge Park
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Statement of Knowledge and Skills

Webster Groves Sculpture Park. SWT designed this roadside park to
serve as a place for quiet ref lection and opportunities to interact with a
neighbor
all| 6while embracing public art.
swtdesign.com

Park Planning and Placemaking Experience
SWT has successfully led many parks and recreation planning and design efforts with scales ranging from small neighborhood
pocket parks to regional park system master plans. Park planning and design has been at the core of our practice since the
inception of SWT Design. The collective experience gathered by our team has enabled us to overcome unique challenges and
create achievable visions for our clients.
Additionally we have worked with numerous
clients on projects with special historical context
and the challenges and opportunities that
can present. Our team has provided planning
and design services for parks of historical
significance such as Tower Grove Park, Forest
Park, and Gateway Arch National Park. Our
team has also worked with clients on planning
efforts for historic downtown and streetscape
environments as well as unique historic entities
such as the International Olympic Committee.

View of Saint Louis Art Museum. SWT designed improvements to Art Hill as park of
revitalization efforts to celebrate the Centennial of the 1904 World’s Fair.

Our team understands the historical significance
of Historic Route 66, the pride that communities
take in celebrating that heritage, and the
economic potential and draw of attractive
destinations along this historic corridor. Our
team is excited to assist the City of Wildwood by
interpreting your community’s unique Historic
Route 66 heritage and translating it into a
compelling design for a park that can be enjoyed
by both community members and travelers of
the Historic Route 66.

Interdisciplinary Planning and Design Approach
SWT Design’s integrated site design team of landscape architects, planners,
and civil engineers has partnered with SFS Architecture. Our two firms
have successfully teamed together on previous park planning and design
projects. Additionally we have relationships with firms that can provide other
specialized services such as geotechnical investigation, graphic design, etc. as
needed to meet the needs of the project. The following pages describe how our
interdisciplinary team will approach the project.

Site Investigation and Analysis
The success of developing an attainable plan begins with strong analysis
and a fundamental understanding of the projects site’s existing constraints,
opportunities and surrounding context. This task is integral to the success of
the project as it lays the foundation for design thoughts and future decisionmaking.
Our team will begin our investigation by reviewing previous plans and
documents available from the City and conducting a field visit to document
existing physical conditions. Information obtained will be used to confirm
capacity of available utilities, understand contextual influences, identify agency
coordination required, and understand the challenges the site presents.
Through a recent site visit, we understand the site’s topography and existing
underground detention basins will present challenges that will need to be
worked through during design.

Photos of the project site taken by SWT.
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A number of watersheds contribute to
the east stream. The upper reaches of the
stream, near Arsenal Street and the Stupp
Center are fairly hilly, while the area north
of Main Drive is very flat and low-lying. For
eachmany
contributing
identified,
The civil-site engineers at SWT Design have
yearswatershed
of experience
green infrastructure will be introduced
navigating projects through the requirements
of
the
Metropolitan
St. Louis
along the stream corridor to limit pollutant
Sewer District, the majority of which wereimpacts.
publicBMPs
spaces.
Research
on existing
have been
sized based
on watershed
needs, and
this is further runoff
conditions, including topographic watershed
area breaks,
stormwater
discussed in the appendix. The relatively
calculations, and available MSD basemapsmall
andtributary
facilityarea
information
will start
means that this stream
upon Notice to Proceed. This informationwillisbecritical
to
informing
the
site
ephemeral, drying out for periods
between
rains,may
and have
lowdesign concept. Though a full MSD Project
Review
notrelatively
be necessary
velocity flows. The flat area at the northern
based on the scope of the proposed project,
our team has vast experience
end of the corridor, has been identified for
guiding projects through the MSD Reviewtemporary
process.
If appropriate,
SWT
stormwater
detention prior
to Design
OVE
to for
the underground
storm
is prepared to create a Conceptual Designreconnection
Submittal
MSDTreview
early
OWER GRin
system.
the process, which will serve to avoid unexpected
conditions as the design

MAGNOLIA AVE.

PARK

progresses. Additionally given the size of the parcel SWT does not anticipate
Department of Natural Resources Land Disturbance regulations to apply, as
this project disturbs less than one acre of land.
KEY

Our team also includes professional land surveyorsProposed
that BMP
canAreabe utilized if
deemed necessary to gather topographic information
to help inform our
Watershed Extents
team’s analysis and design process.
Watershed Areas

Another key area of investigation and analysis that Proposed
our team
will undertake
Stream Channel
is understanding the surrounding influences of theProposed
project
site.
This will
East Stream Corridor
ARSENAL ST.
include understanding land uses adjacent to the site, land uses and relevant
Watershed and hydraulic analysis mappings
destinations in close proximity, existing circulation patterns, and historical
context of the project site in relation to Historic Route 66. We understand our prepared as part of the deliverables for the Tower
team will need to be sensitive to the site’s proximity to adjacent residences,
Grove East Stream Feasibility Study.
businesses, and understand connections to various existing Historic Route 66
destinations in the community such as the Big Chief Roadhouse, Pond Hotel,
and others. Our team will also research other Route 66 roadside parks and architecture to begin the design conversation with the
community and City staff during the engagement phase.
Anticipated Submittal: Upon completion of our site investigation our team will document our site and contextual analysis for
submission to the Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) for review. Documentation will be provided in graphic narrative
format and will include mappings, diagrams, and photos as needed to describe our findings.

Engagement
Our team has extensive experience in various
methods and approaches to community
engagement which can be tailored to meet the
specific needs of the Wildwood Community.
For this project’s effort we feel the following
methodology for engagement and outreach
would be appropriate:

Open house meeting held in Kansas City, MO as part of the 63rd Street Corridor
Study. SWT led a planning team on this project which included intensive public
engagement efforts through open houses, online surveys and advisory committees.
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Open Call for Historic Info. In addition to
research that will be conducted by our team, we
feel it could be tremendously helpful to reach
out to the community for information related
to Historic Route 66 specifically as it relates
to Wildwood and annexed communities. We
find that often longtime residents and history
enthusiasts will have a wealth of imagery and
stories to share. Additionally we will reach out
to local historical societies for information
that may be available regarding the Wildwood
community during the heyday of the Historic
Route 66. These exercises will not only provide
valuable information, but it will also help

develop advocates for the park and generate a
sense of ownership in this process and future
park.
Visioning Workshop. Once our planning team
has conducted our site investigation and
analysis, we feel the best way to prime the
design process would be to conduct a visioning
workshop with key stakeholders involved in
the project. The goal of the visioning workshop
would be to discuss the overarching goals
for the project, site constraints, potential
programmed elements, and opportunities
for this new park. We envision the workshop
attendees would be composed of members of
the Historic Preservation Commission, City
staff, parks and planning commission and/or
other key stakeholders identified by the City.
Given the current constraints of the Covid-19
pandemic our team has the flexibility to conduct
this workshop in-person if social distancing best
practices can be maintained, or virtually via a
digital conference platform like Zoom.

SWT held a productive online open house for a Rvierfront planning project with
the City of Quincy IL. The team was able to present concepts and receive direct
feedback from residents via this online open house.

Public Outreach. To ensure an implementable design plan, our team will present concepts developed during the design process
to the larger community for feedback and comments. The feedback obtained via the public outreach will be documented and
utilized for the development of final preferred alternative concept. As noted previously our team has the tools and experience to
use digital forms of engagement if desired due to Covid-19 to obtain feedback on the concepts. Our team has several tools in our
engagement toolbox that can be utilized to present and gather input on proposed designs. This could include Online Preference
Surveys, promotion via a Project Website or ArcGis Story Map, or utilize Youtube to record presentations intended for distribution
to the community. Our team will coordinate early in the project process to determine the most appropriate approach to obtaining
public feedback on this project.
Anticipated Submittal Upon completion of engagement efforts for this project
our planning team will prepare a technical memorandum for the City’s use
that describes the processes used to obtain feedback from the public and
key stakeholders, and documents the results and feedback received from the
engagement efforts. This memo will be provided in graphic narrative format
including narrative, photos, and graphics as needed to describe the process
and results of the project engagement.

Concept Development
As shown in our project examples the combined team of SWT Design and
SFS Architecture includes both landscape architects and architects who have
extensive award-winning park planning and design experience. This combined
team has a great working relationship and has successfully teamed on
previous park design and implementation projects. An example of this working
relationship is our collective efforts on Lone Elm Park located in Olathe, KS.
Our teams combined to produce an a attractive and energetic design for this
park which is located at the rendezvous point for pioneers heading west on
the historic Oregon, Sante Fe, and California Trails. This design was careful to
pay respect to the historic context of the site while also providing interpretive
features promoting educational opportunities. Concept development will also
be informed by our team of engineers to ensure feasibility of the proposed
designs as it relates to the site’s physical characteristics and existing utilities.
The following describe our recommended approach to concept development
Example of concept graphics produced as part of the for this project:
design process by SWT on the Clarendale of Clayton
project in Clayton, MO.
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Initial Concept Development and Pin Up Review.
Our design team will utilize information gathered
from site investigation and analysis, visioning
session(s), and other public outreach to develop
initial concepts for the park site. The initial concept
development package is anticipated to include the
following to communicate the proposed designs:
•

Site Design and Pavilion Layouts, Elevations
and Section Graphics, Vignettes, Perspective
Renderings, and Concept Imagery.

•

Opinions of probable cost developed for each
concept alternative.

Once initial concepts are completed our design
team will review the concepts with the Historic
Preservation Commission and City Staff for
feedback and comments.

SWT used sketchup to prepare multiple 3D models to show various options for a
memorial at Veteran’s Tribute Park in St. Charles County, MO.
Public Presentation of Concepts for Public
Review. Once our design team reviewed initial
concepts with the City and Historic Preservation
Commissions and adjustments based on
feedback have been made, the design team will
present the initial concepts to the public for
additional review and feedback. The design team
will coordinate with the City to utilize one or a
combination of the public outreach methods
mentioned previously to present and obtain
feedback on the proposed design concepts.

Rendered site plan prepared by SWT for a roadside park located in Lake Saint Louis
Meadows development.

Preferred Alternative Design Concept Package.
Our design team will review and document
the feedback received from public outreach to
develop a preferred alternative design concept
and cost opinion package for the City’s use for
moving the park project toward implementation.

3D Model and Perspective Rendering prepared by SWT for a river and trail overlook
for the proposed Riverpointe Development in St. Charles, MO.
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Team Philosophy
Outdoor spaces are vital to our physical and emotional wellbeing. Since
1995, this belief has shaped our practice at SWT Design. Our team thrives on
special and challenging projects. These are the projects which provide the
most interest along the way and satisfaction at the delivery of a successful
implementation. With every constraint there is an opportunity waiting to
be explored and expanded. This process is a combination of perseverance,
iteration of design thought through multiple lenses, and constant building
of collective experience that our firm contributes to these projects. Projects
which celebrate events and places of historical significance are often times
the most rewarding as the end results have potential to influence people
greatly and our team has the ability to learn along the way. We are engaged
partners, not external vendors. We say “us” and “our” instead of “you”
and “your.” We bring no ego to a conversation; only respect, creativity and
curiosity. We’ll explain the unexpected and hidden needs of the space, the
financial implications, and the purpose behind each decision. We listen first
and design later. Above all, we create an engaging, delightful process and a
talked-about finished design.

Founded in 1891 the National Garden Clubs, Inc. (NGC) is a not-for-profit educational organization headquartered
in St. Louis, Missouri, adjacent to the Missouri Botanical Garden. The original building and grounds were completed
in 1959 and have been widely recognized as one of the best examples of Mid-Century Architecture. SWT provided a
design to re-envision the entrance to the NGC along with their landscape and parking lot.
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Relevant Project Examples

Above is an image of the reconciliation walk and remembrance
garden designed by SWT at the Veteran’s Tribute Park in St.
Charles County, MO.
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LONE ELM PARK PHASE 2 IMPROVEMENTS
Olathe, KS

C L I E N T:

City of Olathe, Kansas
100 East Santa Fe Street
Olathe, KS 66061
Mike Latka, Parks Project
Coordinator
913.971.8659
mlatka@olatheks.org
COMPLETION:

2019
PROJECT SIZE:

Rendezvous Shelter/Restroom:
1,600 SF

Lone Elm Park, a 155-acre community park, has national historical significance as a
rendezvous point for travelers on the California, Santa Fe and Oregon Trails in the mid
1800s. The park preserves and highlights the area’s history with natural and historical
interpretive areas. Phase 1 park development included a soccer complex, a softball complex
and other recreational space including the historic Rendezvous area and large shelter.
The existing Rendezvous area shelter serves as the main inspiration for new architectural
design features. Heavy timber structure, ashlar stone perimeter walls and fireplace, and a
shingle-clad, gable roof make up primary elements of the Rendezvous Shelter that will be
implemented in the new structures’ design.
Pre-manufactured buildings with custom architectural features were utilized for all new
structures.

Soccer Complex Shelter/
Concessions/Restroom Building:
1,000 SF
Softball Complex Shelter: 900 SF

*Completed with SFS Architecture
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WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY IN ST. LOUIS OLYMPIC PLAZA
St. Louis, MO

C L I E N T:

Washington University in St. Louis
and St. Louis Sports Commission
COMPLETION:

Fall 2018
PROJECT SIZE:

.5 acres

SWT Design led the design effort to create a one of a kind plaza to mark the location of the
1904 Summer Olympics, known as the Games of the III Olympiad. Washington University
in St. Louis served as the main venue for track and field along with gymnastics. Both the
gymnasium and field are still used today and are the oldest remaining venues in operation.
The highly visible plaza is located along the historic cross axis of the campus adjacent to
Francis Field. The design called for maintaining critical fire truck access and underground
utility corridor protection while serving as a great place for students and visitors to take part
in the Olympic Spirit.
SWT Design detailed the Olympic Rings and granite block podium that depicts the gold,
silver and bronze platforms. Our attention to detail and working closely with the steel
fabricator created a design that would meet the scale and challenges of people wanting to
interact with rings. The III Olympics was the first to introduce first, second and third place
medals and the first to have the gold medal. Creating a replica of the medal along with the
rings and interpretive signage all help to solidify this important moment in St. Louis history.
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VIEW 3 - MAIN WALK LOOKING WEST TOWARD OLYMPIC GYMNASIUM

Olympic Rings Sculpture |

Washington University, St. Louis

May 21, 2018
Page 3 of 4

FOREST PARK WORLD’S FAIR PAVILION COMFORT STATION
St. Louis, MO

C L I E N T:

Forest Park Forever
5595 Grand Drive in Forest Park
St. Louis, MO 63112
Dave Lenczycki, Director of Park
Planning and Projects
dlenczycki@forestparkforever.com
COMPLETION:

Fall 2020
PROJECT SIZE:

1 acres
E S T I M AT E D C O S T:

$450,000
S W T D E S I G N R E S P O N S I B I L I T Y:

70% (prime role)
SWT DESIGN SERVICES:

SWT Design worked with Forest Park Forever to plan, design, and implement major
renovations to an existing comfort station and re imagine the outdoor space in which it
resides. SWT led a team of landscape architects, architects, and engineers to bring the
project to fruition.
Prior to this project the boodling functioned solely as a restroom facility and conveyed little
connection to its surrounding context in the park. SWT provided a design for the space
that now serves as a nexus between the formal and historic architecture of the World’s
Fair Pavilion and the wild and free flowing character of the Nature Playscape. Our team
was sensitive to the new and historical characteristics of the site’s context, which was also
coordinated with and approved through the City’s Cultural Resources Office. The design has
transformed the building and surrounding site into a space that can function as a gathering
and dining area, outdoor classroom, and family restroom.
While small in footprint the project presented complexities which were overcome to create
a space that is unique, functional, attractive, and flexible for future use. Our team approach
to project management ensured the project was implemented as envisioned, in budget, and
to meet the expectations of the Client and the future users of the space.

Project Management,
Landscape Architecture,
Construction Administration,
Agency (MSD, Cultural Resources,
BPS) Coordination , Civil
Engineering
SWT DESIGN PERSONNEL:

Ted Spaid (Partner in Charge),
Scott Runde (Project Manager),
Wes Haid (Production Lead),
Chantal Block (Civil Engineer)
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VETERANS TRIBUTE PARK
St. Charles County, MO
C L I E N T:

St. Charles County
201 N. Second Street, Ste. 510
St. Charles, MO 63301
Ryan Graham, Parks Director
636.949.7535
RGraham@sccmo.org
COMPLETION:

2018

SWT Design worked with St. Charles County to develop a new 86acre destination park featuring both active and passive recreation
opportunities. The design of the park draws from the site’s rich
history as a working family farm, as the site is now the longest
undeveloped parcel within the county. It was a family farmstead and
we retained the original clay tile silo, restored the silo and integrated
it into the park as a visual landmark and focal point of the inclusive
playground. The architecture of the park incorporated elements of
the German heritage of settles in St. Charles County through cost
effective modifications to prefabricated shelters.

PROJECT SIZE:

86 acres
E S T I M AT E D C O S T:

$9 million
SWT DESIGN SERVICES:

Project Management, Master
Planning, Public/Stakeholder
Engagement, Park Design, Cost
Estimating, Implementation
Strategy, Visualization + Graphics

As part of the master planning process, SWT Design worked with
the County to identify goals for the park, including the desire
to blend adventure play with inclusive design. Preservation and
the use of natural, native material is an important factor for the
development of the park. Stormwater management is also a key
component to the park’s future success - SWT Design is working
closely with the US Army Corps of Engineers to prevent any impact
downstream and to maintain channel flow but divert stormwater to
the lake during an event.

SWT DESIGN PERSONNEL:

Jay Wohlschlaeger (Partner), Ted
Spaid (Partner), Klaus Rausch
(Project Manager), Scott Runde
(Designer
Bill Pedley (Designer), Wes Haid
(Designer)
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BARBRE PARK MASTER PLAN & IMPLEMENTATION
City of Webster Groves, MO

C L I E N T:

City of Webster Groves
#33 E. Glendale
Webster Groves, MO 63119
Scott Davis
Director of Parks & Recreation
314.963.5634
daviss@webstergroves.org
COMPLETION:

2018
PROJECT SIZE:

3 acres
E S T I M AT E D C O S T:

$200,000
SWT DESIGN SERVICES:

Project Management, Design
Development, Stormwater
Management, Grading &
Drainage, Cost Estimating,
Graphics & Visualization, Site
Amenities, Client Engagement,
Construction-Related Services
SWT DESIGN PERSONNEL:

Jay Wohlschlaeger (Partner),
Kaitlyn Pohlein (Designer)
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Implemented in 2018 the Barbre Park Improvements Master Plan was a community focused
effort to energize the three-acre community park with a focus on passive recreation and
celebrating the African-American history of North Webster Groves. A city park since 1978
when the property was donated to the city by Clarence Barbre, the park has remained an
open greenspace with several mature tree stands. The overall flat topography in much of
the park has resulted in standing water following heavy rain events and occasional flooding
of the southeast corner of the park from the nearby Shady Creek.
The master plan effort was focused on a vision for park improvements that would meet the
desires of the North Webster Groves community while complementing the overall Webster
Groves parks system. The primary features of the master plan and implemented park
improvements include a loop walk with educational signage for visitors to experience the
park and learn the history of North Webster, and activation of the southeast corner of the
park.
This corner is highly visible from a major intersection and is the largest open greenspace
within the park. Grading of this corner was modified to address standing water and create
storage for Shady Creek when it backs-up into the park. The stormwater management
grading highlights a sculpture plaza with community donor bricks and a seat wall with park
signage. This sculpture for this plaza is being commissioned by the Webster Groves Arts
Commission and will celebrate the North Webster community.

STATE OF MISSOURI SAM A BAKER STATE PARK
Patterson, MO

C L I E N T:

State of Missouri
730 Truman Building
Jefferson City, MO 65102
Sandra Walther, Project Manager
573.751.2624
sandra.walther@oa.mo.gov
COMPLETION:

2020
PROJECT SIZE:

0.25 acres
E S T I M AT E D C O S T:

Not Available
SWT DESIGN SERVICES:

Schematic Design through
Construction Administrative
Services, Cost Opinions, Historic
Preservation

In March 2018 SWT Design was contracted to provide design services for the renovation
of the Dining Lodge at Sam A. Baker State Park in Patterson, Missouri. Sam A Baker
Park is one of the earliest parks in Missouri, acquired in 1926 and named after Missouri
Governor Sam A Baker, who encouraged the development of the park in his home county.
The state park is situated in the natural landscape of the St Francois Mountain with access
to the St Francois River and Big Creek, offering recreation for everyone from hiking to
biking, backpacking, horseback riding and fishing providing a glimpse of the area of early
settlements.
The heart of the park is the CCC lodge, which was build by the Civilian Conservation
Corps in 1934 as a dining hall. The renovation of the hall and conversion into a lodging
and event venue will ensure that it will remain a place for people to gather and enjoy the
natural landscape. With the change of use the site did undergo a renovation as well, to
accommodate additional parking and outdoor spaces. The covered porch has been opened
again, transforming it into a patio overlooking the St Francois River, to include a railing
based on historical designs. A fire pit and game lawn were included on the riverside to
enjoy the natural landscape in a more private setting. ADA access to the Lodge has been
included, by replacement with new pavement, meeting the historical content. During the
renovation protection of existing trees and vegetation has been payed close attention too,
to maintain the historical setting of the lodge.

SWT DESIGN PERSONNEL:

Jay Wohlschlaeger (Partner in
Charge), Klaus Dieter-Rausch
(Project Manager)
AWA R D S :

• xxx
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HAWK RIDGE PARK
Raymore, MO

c l i e n t:

City of Raymore, Missouri
Nathan Musteen, CPRP
816.322.2791
nmusteen@raymore.com
completion:

Fall 2019
p ro j e c t s i z e :

79 acres
Amphitheater 800-1,200 Persons
Picnic Shelter: 1,050 SF
Restroom Building: 400 SF
E s t i m at e d C o s t:

$577,000 (Park Structure)
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SFS was part of a design team led by another firm that collaborated with the Raymore
Parks and Recreation Department to plan and design improvements to the
79-acre Hawk Ridge Park. SFS provided architectural services for the design of several
structures in the park, including an amphitheater, restroom building and shelter.
The amphitheater was designed to accommodate musical/theatrical performances
and other community gatherings of 800-1,200 patrons. Located across the lake from a
new dock and fishing pier, the amphitheater draws people through the park to create a
destination gathering place for the community. A restroom building and parking lot are
adjacent to the amphitheater.
SFS also designed a shelter house featuring four ADA accessible family restrooms, picnic
tables and seating, plus a fireplace and barbecue grills, at the north end of the park.

MEADOWBROOK PARK
Prairie Village, KS

c l i e n t:

Johnson County Park and Recreation
District
Jeff Stewart, Executive Director
913.826.3409

SFS provided architectural services for the development of the 88-acre Meadowbrook
Park. The park is part of a larger redevelopment effort aimed at transforming the former
Meadowbrook Golf and Country Club into a mixed-use community. The park includes a
variety of active and passive recreational amenities. Architectural elements designed by
SFS include the grand pavilion, a restroom building and three picnic shelters.

jeff.stewart@jocogov.org
completion:

Fall 2019
p ro j e c t s i z e :

88 acres

The Grand Pavilion features seating for 96 guests at picnic tables and a natural limestoneclad fireplace. Both it and the picnic shelters feature natural cedar decking and standingseam metal roofing with sloping rooflines and playful canted columns that suggest folding
topography and the stalks of native prairie grass bending in the breeze.

Activity Center: 12,000 SF
Restroom Building: 350 SF
E s t i m at e d C o s t:

$8.3 million
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Section 2:
Teaming Structure and Resumes

Kill Creek Tower
SFS Architecture
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City of Wildwood
Department of Planning and Parks
SWT Design
• Project Management
• Park Planning & Design
• Public Engagement

• Bicycle/Pedestrian Planning
• Review and Analysis
• Parks Programming

• Wayfinding/Signage
• Branding and Identity
• Implementation Strategies

• Operations + Maintenance
• Environmental Planning
• Funding and Implementation

Bonnie Roy, PLA, AICP

Scott Runde, PLA,AICP

Partner-in-Charge

Project Manager, Planner & Designer

SWT Design will manage the planning team, budget,
schedule, and deliverables for this project. We have identified
Scott Runde as our team’s project manager, and Bonnie Roy
as partner-in-charge. Bonnie will serve as the direct liaison
between our project team and the City of Wildwood. She will
work directly with the City Staff to establish clear goals and
desired outcomes for this plan.
Quality Control & Assurance Our team has internal processes
in place to ensure quality of work, cost control, and time
management on every project. These strengths come from
regular communication among team members, on-going
partner-level involvement, and regular team meetings (both
in-person and virtual) with the client. Proper planning and
consistent oversight will keep our team on schedule and
within budget throughout the project’s lifecycle.
We use Deltek Vision as a planning tool, and all of our project
managers are regularly trained in best practices associated
with project management. During the design process, our
studios regularly hold internal peer review sessions as a way
to monitor quality, and provide greater checks-and-balances
on design best practices and creative thought.
Open communication and a platform for discussion keeps
project milestones on track and issues to a minimum. Our
design studios are structured to allow for the greatest degree
of collaboration and flexibility. We intend to track project
progress on a weekly basis with regular progress updates
with the City of Ferguson.

Briana Coleman
Designer

Chantal Block
Civil Engineer

Co re Con su ltan ts

SFS Architects
• Park Architecture
• Pavilion design

Kerry Newman, AIA LEED AP
Architect

Brian Garvey, AIA LEED AP
Architect
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SWT Design Organizational Structure

Ted H. Spaid, PLA, FASLA
Founder, Partner

PARTNERS

Known around the country for his knowledge
of open space planning, landscape design,
horticulture, environmental planning, and
landscape maintenance best practices, Ted
brings more than 35 years to our team and
the profession of landscape architecture. Ted
has had a successful career in facilitating
public-private partnerships, developing
projects with long-term implications in our
region.

Jay Wohlschlaeger, PLA, MPRA
Partner
For more than 20 years, Jay has cultivated a
portfolio at SWT within the public sector, in
large part to his success in helping clients
apply for and find funding opportunities
for implementation. Jay also leads complex
operations + maintenance cost analysis for
the firm.

Additional
Expertise

PARTNER INVOLVEMENT:
Our firm’s leadership is intimately involved in all aspects of our
practice. We have identified one of our partners for the core team
whose greatest strengths are design, client management, and
engagement. We designate a partner-in-charge for each project.
This role not only ensures the appropriate resources are available
for each unique project’s needs, but also it dedicates senior
leadership to understanding the client, developing the narrative,
and crafting the vision.
Our partners are enthusiastic to participate in all aspects of our
projects. We are committed to on-site participation and faceto-face client engagement throughout all phases of design and
implementation.
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(4) Land Survey Team
(3) Administrative

Klaus Rausch, PLA
Klaus’ experience in urban design and
landscape architecture covers site design,
planning of urban developments, streetscape
design, intensive and extensive roof garden
design, and environmental impact statements,
to name a few.

Felipe DeNarvaez, PLA
Felipe’s portfolio of work focuses on
“constructability and coordination.” As a
designer, Felipe’s attention to detail in design
development and construction compliments
his role as a project manager, bringing with
it the ability to effectively communicate with
partners.

Lance Klein, PLA
Lance’s experience entails large-scale
Landscape Architecture and Urban
Planning projects. His experience is
focused on linking and enhancing parks,
corridors, and nodes that transform
communities.

Wes Haid, AICP, PLA

Zach Snovelle, PLA

Wes is a collaborative team member with
complementary degrees in Landscape
Architecture and Regional and Community
Planning. Using his understanding of design
at multiple scales, he has helped to shape the
development and implementation of large
planning projects.

During his time with SWT, Zach has helped
our firm develop a process that supports
evidence-based design - a concept whereby
research and historic data can influence
future design decisions. His strength comes
from observing systems as they change
overtime, and how past projects can inform
smarter design solutions.

Bill Pedley, Designer

Leslie brings a vast background to her
role with SWT Design. She supports both
land surveying and civil engineering. Her
expertise lies in planning and designing
utility corridors to commercial development
ALTA surveys and site and stormwater
management design.

With more than 25 years in design and
construction, Bill has the ability to think
through and develop design challenges in the
moment, effectively developing conceptual
solutions during workshops and design
charrettes.

Will Metcalf, Designer
Will brings over 5 years of experience to the
industry. His diverse background brings a
unique perspective and approach to design.
His personal work explores cultural aspects of
environmental history, land use, and ecology.

Kaitlyn Poehlein, Designer
Kaitlyn has been a member of the SWT
Design team since 2014. In that time her
project involvement includes projects of
varying scale and typology. Her passion lies
in discovering the rich history and character
of every site – the “genius loci” as it’s called.
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PRODUCTION STAFF

Leslie Cerny, PE Civil Engineering

PROJECT MANAGERS

Paul Toenjes, AICP, Designer
Paul has been integral in projects that
address many contemporary planning
and design challenges, from economic
development and transportation, to
green infrastructure, placemaking and
sustainable site design.

BONNIE C. ROY
PLA, AICP | Partner, Landscape Architect, Certified Planner
e d U c at i o n :

Washington University - St. Louis
Master of Urban Design, cum laude
Ball State University
Bachelor of Landscape Architecture
cum laude
p ro f e s s i o n a l r e G i s t r at i o n s :

Professional Landscape Architect
(PLA), Missouri – #2009014763
American Institute of Certified
Planners (AICP) – #027704

Focusing on a distinctive collaboration of landscape architecture, architecture, and
infrastructure in the metropolitan landscape, Bonnie’s interests fundamentally lie
in bringing clients economically and environmentally responsible design solutions.
Her leadership of multi-disciplinary teams drives an internal process rich with data,
benchmarking, and both pre- and post-occupancy evaluations.
“We’re always learning from design performance - metrics are a dynamic tool that can tell
us whether a design achieved its goals, or if we need to rethink a solution. In the end, we
want to capture measurable outcomes.”
Her passion for large-scale regional impacts is evident in her design and planning
approach, whether through her process of engaging public stakeholder groups, analysis of
existing conditions, or iterations of design concepts.
PROJECT SPOTLIGHT

P ro j e c t E X p e r i e n c e :

Saint Louis Zoo Expansion
Framework Plan, St. Louis, MO
Forest Park Connectivity and
Mobility Study, St. Louis, MO
City Arch River “Framing a Modern
Masterpiece” Design Competition,
St. Louis, MO
Cortex to Tower Grove Connector,
St. Louis, MO
Cortex Commons, St. Louis, MO
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Indian Camp Creek | St. Charles, MO
Bonnie was the designer for Indian Camp Creek Park, active and passive recreational
opportunities sit within more than 580 acres of reestablished prairie and wetland
habitats. Preservation of open space allows for an environment that is healthy and rich in
biodiversity; monarch butterflies have returned to healthy population levels, and an indigo
bunting darts just over the horizon line. Respect is given to the historical heritage of what
once was, and brings new purpose to a nearly 100-year old homestead.

Process keeps it moving forward.

SCOTT RUNDE
PLA | Landscape Architect, Project Manager
e d U c at i o n :

Kansas State University
Master of Landscape Architecture
University of Missouri, Columbia
Bachelor of Science in Plant
Sciences (Landscape Horticulture)
m e m b e r s h i p s a n d r e G i s t r at i o n :

American Society of Landscape
Architects (ASLA)
Professional Landscape Architect
(#2014034230)

As a professional landscape architect, Scott brings more than 9 years of experience to SWT
Design, and his versatility as a designer lends to a successful project portfolio within the
urban environment. Downtown streetscape enhancements, urban plazas, land use plans,
and parks & trails are just a few examples of his diverse experience. And it is this same
versatility that gives Scott the ability to see projects and their impact at multiple scales, from a
comprehensive master plan to detailed site work.
“Urban populations are only going to continue to grow. And as we see populations shift, the
demand for open space and better quality of life will only increase as well. Today, our profession is
one of the most important within our industry. Landscape architects are so well equipped to serve as
the ‘glue’ that holds our built and natural environments together.”
PROJECT SPOTLIGHT

P ro j e c t E X p e r i e n c e :

Washington University Bryan Hall
Renovation, St. Louis, MO
Central Fields Master Plan at
Forest Park, St. Louis, MO
Edgerton Downtown Plan,
Edgerton, KS
Veterans Tribute Park,
St. Charles, MO

Forest Park Central Fields Renovation | St. Louis, MO

Wildwood Wayfinding,
Wildwood, MO

Scott and SWT Design designed the full renovation of Forest Park's largest open space,
Central Fields. A variety of program require ultimate flexibility enabling annual events
the scale of the St. Louis Balloon Glow and LouFest while simultaneously facilitating
recreational leagues and everyday use.
swtdesign.com | 1
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impacts. BMPs have been sized based
on watershed needs, and this is further
discussed in the appendix. The relatively
small tributary area means that this strea
will be ephemeral, drying out for periods
between rains, and have relatively lowvelocity flows. The flat area at the norther
end of the corridor, has been identified fo
temporary stormwater detention prior to
reconnection to the undergroundW
ER
O storm
T
system.

KEY
Proposed BMP Area

BRIANA COLEMAN

Watershed Extents

Designer

Watershed Areas
E D U C AT I O N :

Washington University in St. Louis
Master of Landscape Architecture
Washington University in St. Louis
Bachelor of Science in Architecture
MEMBERSHIPS:

American Society of Landscape
Architects (ASLA)

Briana is a graduate with a Master of Landscape Architecture degree, and
Proposed Stream
Channel
experience in both urban design and building architecture. She isCONNECTIONS
passionate
AND DESTINATIONS
about urban ecology and environmental challenges. Her deep appreciation for the
East Stream Corridor
public realm and the relationships between systems at a larger scaleProposed
brings an
addedGRG
perspective
to our practice. Briana’s collaborative spirit adds to our project
NETWORK
team’s efficiency and effectiveness.
PROJECT SPOTLIGHT
KATY TRIAL

EUREKA-PACIFIC TRIAL
MERAMEC VALLEY TRIAL

PROJECT EXPERIENCE:

OZARK TRIAL

Hartry Park
Shrewsbury, MO
Nixa Parks Master Plan
Nixa, MO
63rd Street Corridor
Kansas City, MO
Normandy High School Farm
Schematic Design
St. Louis, MO
Bullitt County Public Schools - New
Elementary School
Louisville, KY
Wells Goodfellow Neighborhood
Greenspace
St. Louis, MO
Forest Park East Waterways
St. Louis, MO
Legion Park
Overland, MO
Eureka Timbers Connectivity Trail
Eureka, MO
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Pacific & Eureka Trail Alignment Options Master Plan
Pacific, MO and Eureka, MO

SWT Design worked with the Cities of Pacific and Eureka to explore options to link the
communities along the Historic Route 66 alignment. This planning process included
city leadership, staff and resident workshops to identify goals for a trail alignment and
09
priorities for destinations and connections along the trail. Community engagement
was a priority for this plan, and two community meetings were held obtain input from
residents and potential trail users on alignment options, trail surfacing options, associated
amenities and destinations. This information became a foundation of the alignment
concept study, and was summarized in the final document.
In collaboration with:

The final document includes several alignment options and an outline for next steps in
defining a preferred route and moving into design and implementation. At a concept level
the multiple alignments provides the cities with flexibility as they engage with stakeholders
and partners needed for implementation. This master plan document will also support
any future grant applications for the design and implementation of a trail connection for
Pacific and Eureka.
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CHANTAL BLOCK
PE | Project Manager, Civil Engineer
e d U c at i o n :
Tulane University,
BS Civil Engineering

ARSENAL ST.

r e G i s t r at i o n s :
Professional Engineer (PE),
Missouri – #2014016928
Kansas - PE27227

Chantal has over 13 years of experience of providing preliminary and final designs and
engineering oversight for various civil-site design projects. Her experience includes
geotechnical design and field work, hydraulic and hydrologic analysis and design, utility/
infrastructure improvements and other general site work. She has worked for a variety of
clients driving capital improvements projects, public works projects, parks and recreation
facilities, and other commercial and residential developments. Chantal utilizes a sustainability
approach, and strives to be mindful of her designs’ ability to function efficiently in present-day
while respecting its impact on our world, both now and in the future.
Tower Grove Park | 9

PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS

PROJECT SPOTLIGHT

memberships:
Society of Women Engineers

A

American Public Works
Association

3’ Bankfull Depth

ope

3:1 Sl

6’ Width

P ro j e c t E X p e r i e n c e :
*Tower Grove Park East Stream
Daylighting Feasibility Study |
St. Louis, MO

Typical Channel

B

BMP
Channel

Typical Channel with Adjacent BMP

*Kiener Plaza Phase I + II |
St. Louis, MO
*Chouteau Greenway Design
Competition | St. Louis, MO
*Francis Park | St. Louis, MO
*Fox Park | St. Louis, MO

The typical channel section above have been designed to accommodate a 100year design storm. The slopes and overall profile have been set to create a shallow
channel, reminiscent of the prairie streams shown in the adjacent photos. Low
velocity flows and the relatively flat nature of the site lend to this stream typology,
which fits with the character of the original stream.
TYPICAL CHANNEL SECTIONS
Tower Grove Park East Stream Daylighting

Conceptual Images

St. Louis, MO

October 2, 2018
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Tower Grove Park East Stream Daylighting | St. Louis, MO
The Forest Park Waterways Project represents one of the last major capital projects to
occur in this historic and culturally-significant urban park. It is a final major phase of the
Connected Waterway project, and will complete the Connected Waterway as outlined in the
Forest Park Master Plan and developed in the River Returns Schematic Design Plans.

*Completed with previous employer
swtdesign.com | 1
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November 5, 2020
Mr. Joe Vujnich
City of Wildwood, Mo
Department of Planning & Parks
1860m Main Street
Wildwood, MO. 63040
Dear Joe
Thank you for the opportunity to submit our qualifications for City of Wildwood, Mo. Historic Route 66
Roadside Park Design Process. We are excited about the prospect of celebrating our City’s history
through this fascinating project. We look forward to working with our citizens and city officials and
staff to plan and realize the proposed Historic Route 66 Roadside Park.
Dennis Tacchi & Associates Architects and John Guenther Architect LLC will collaborate together as
Co-Architects for the proposed project. As you know, we both have a historical connection to the City
of Wildwood, even prior to the formation of the city 25 years ago. Prior to the Incorporation, we served
on an ad hoc committee which developed the City’s original Planning & Zoning and Governing
Documents. Since the original incorporation of the City, we have both served the city in varying
capacities including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

City Council Ward Six
Original Charter Commission
Original Parks Master Planning Commission
Architectural Review Board
Planning & Zoning Commission
P&Z Site Plan Review Subcommittee
Land Use / Transportation Master Plan Committee
Original Town Center Design Charette
Town Center Advisory Panel
Wildwood Erosion Task Force

We know and have lived the history of Wildwood prior to its incorporation in 1995, having been part
of the history of the movement leading up to the City’s incorporation, and serving the City since its
incorporation on September 1, 1995. Combining our first-hand knowledge and experience, in addition
to our combined 80 plus years of experience as Architects, we feel uniquely qualified for this Historic
Route 66 Roadside Park Design Process.
Joining Dennis and John will be
• Frontenac Engineering
• Mary Francois Deweese

Surveying, Civil Engineering, Structural Engineering
Landscape Architect

Dennis Tacchi will be the primary contact for the project

REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS
CITY OF WILDWOOD, MISSOURI
DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND PARKS
November 5, 2020
HISTORIC ROUTE 66 ROADSIDE PARK DESIGN PROCESS

RFQ Statement
1. One page letter of interest is attached
2. Attached you will find examples of selected projects completed by John C. Guenther FAIA,
LEED AP and Dennis Tacchi AIA. While some of the projects were completed a number of
years ago they illustrate the timelessness and longevity of these projects still in use today.
3. Over many years we have been involved in historical contextual and historically significant
projects including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

South Entry Plaza St. Louis Zoo
Spring Avenue Church Grand Center
Visitor Center Mel Price Lock & Dam
Tiffany Park St. Louis, MO
St. Joseph Piazza Shrine of St. Joseph Columbus Square St. Louis, MO
Field House Museum Addition St.Louis, MO
Butler Durell Security Wildwood, MO
Cedar Creek Center New Haven, MO

All of these projects included an inter-disciplinary approach involving team leadership and
coordination of various consultants to design, specify, and construct a diverse range of
projects. Consultants have included Engineers, Landscape Designers, Museum Display
Designers, Lighting Designers, Historical Consultants. We have worked with numerous Federal,
State, and Municipal Historical Preservation offices including the National Park Service,
Mo State Historical Preservation Office, and City of St Louis Cultural Resources Office.
4. As a Design firm with over 40 years of experience we have worked with all Federal, State, and
Local Jurisdictions which have regulatory control over various projects including design review,
permitting, and construction. The project examples indicate various settings including urban
and non-urban contexts. We have also worked on projects specifically within the jurisdiction
of the City of Wildwood.
During these unusual times due to the COVID-19 Pandemic we understand the challenges of
the public meeting / input process. We have experience with use of virtual Zoom meetings and
You Tube channel broadcasting which can be utilized to accommodate remote live public
input and participation. We are prepared to work with the City on any methods which they
deem appropriate.

5. Summation of our firm’s philosophy relative to this project can be stated as:
Design Philosophy
We seek the uniqueness of each project. This comes from carefully listening to the client’s
goals and aspirations, identifying the project’s functional requirements and budget parameters
while sensitively integrating the design on the selected site so it works with the setting,
amplifying its attributes, and working within its context. All architecture exists within a given
context. It should fit, contribute to its setting, and enhance the quality of the lives of all who
use it.
We believe in an architecture that springs from the nature of place. We walk the land to feel its
tilt and warp. We carefully observe the nature of the site.
We take into account the environmental qualities and attributes of the site. We consider the
nature of light, the prevailing wind, the consequences of rain and snow, the orientation to the
sun. We look for the flow of people - how they gather, what draws them to places within the
context of the site, what keeps them engaged.
We consider how people touch, feel, hear, see - in short how they react to the current
environment and how they might engage with a newly designed and enhanced environment.
Our work intends to engage people within the new built place and built environment, with
new impressions they will take with them.
We inquire into the nature of basic materials - stone, wood, concrete, metal, glass, fabric - and
use those materials efficiently and as necessary to create the built environment at hand. We
listen to what the site communicates to us. We intend to touch lightly upon any given place.
We hope to enable and inspire the people who use our buildings and places, the communities
in which they are placed, and the environments in which they reside.
While we certainly take pride in the buildings and places that result from this approach we
greatly value the team of talented and driven individuals we have assembled. More than just
employees, or consultants, our office “family” shares a common set of values combined with a
work ethic that derives from the fact that like us, they are passionate about what they do.
While the work itself is rewarding, so too are the people we work with every day. And most
importantly so too are the clients who entrust us with bringing their vision to reality.
Order / Geometry
Successful architecture is based upon a strong organizing concept. This can yield order and
balance to a proposed solution. Harmonious proportion and scale are fundamental
considerations in our work. Underlying approach to any project is the rational organization of
building components based on geometric proportioning systems. An underlying grid based on
the scale of the human body and common building materials is then organized into larger
building units that yield primary and secondary systems regulating the design of structure and
basic rhythms in elements such as facades and the massing as a whole.

Light
Natural light is a fundamental element central to all our work. Light reveals and shapes
space, marks the passage of time, and visually orients the occupants to their surroundings.
Technology and Sustainability
Technology is constantly changing and improving. Our core efforts are maintaining knowledge
of new technologies, their economic realities within each project, and their integration into our
projects. Technology is an essential element within the overall vocabulary of a building and
place.
Much of sustainable design is common sense - doing the most with the least, proper site and
solar orientation, efficient selection and use of materials, efficient operating systems, and
integration into the surrounding context. Our work centers on explorations of the relationship
between buildings and the landscapes they inhabit.
We have decades of experience and research in the best ways of harvesting natural
ventilation, daylight, and energy conservation. Energy and environmental performance is
fundamental to our design process. We make intelligent use of natural resources
including those freely available, such as the sun’s warmth and light, natural breezes for
ventilation and cooling, and the integral nature of landscaping and its influence on a site’s
micro-climate.
We believe that buildings can serve as a bridge between nature, culture, history, and people.
We believe inspiring surroundings have a positive effect on people’s lives, and lead to healthy
and productive environments where individuals are engaged in their surroundings.
Craftsmanship
We believe strongly that buildings are collaborative efforts that involve not just the architect
and the client but the contractor and the workers as well. Frequently, evidence of a maker’s
hand will remain explicit and embedded throughout a project - a steel worker’s grind marks
visible on a metal rail, a marking or notation of the construction process, or the edges of a
sawn wood piece left exposed. This raw beauty adds to the story of a building, the human hand
that it takes to construct an environment which is alluring, respected, and appreciated by the
very humans that occupy the space.

DENNIS G. TACCHI, AIA NCARB
Dennis Tacchi & Associates / Architects
Education:

Washington University, Bachelor of Architecture

Experience:

Dennis Tacchi formed Dennis Tacchi & Associates Architects in 1982.
Over the past 39 years Dennis has completed numerous custom
residential, retail, corporate interiors, industrial, civic, institutional, and
educational facilities. Dennis is in charge of all design, construction
document, and client services within the firm.
Dennis has a design philosophy with an integrated approach, which
embraces listening to, commitment to, and respect of the clients vision.
This is accomplished through careful attention to detail, attention to
scale, embracing the context and nature of the site, technical expertise
and budgeting. Every building he designs has the same level of
attention from design through construction and owner occupation.
Dennis believes in serving the community and as such has served on
numerous non-profit boards and has served the City of Wildwood, Mo.
prior to, and since its incorporation in 1995. Prior to the incorporation
Dennis was involved in developing, planning, and campaigning for the
incorporation of the City. Dennis served as City Councilman from
1996-2002, two of those years as Mayor Pro Tempore. Dennis served
on the committee, which wrote the original Master Planning and
Zoning ordinances. He served on the original Charter committee. He
chaired the committee and participated in the design charaette with
DPZ that developed the original Town Center Master Plan. He chaired
the committee, which developed the original Parks Plan. He served on
the Architectural Review Board. Dennis initiated the first Wildwood
Concert series. He was instrumental in the development and obtaining
of grants for various parks, trails, and community event / public art
amenities within the community. With this service Dennis has unique
experience relating to public and non- profit entities and the fiduciary
responsibility.

Affiliations:

American Institute of Architects
NCARB
Board of Directors Open Space Council of St Louis, 1998-2001
Board of Directors West St. Louis County Chamber of Commerce
1998-2002
Board of Directors Youth Bridge Community Foundation
1988 – present
Rockwood School District Partners in Education 1999-present
Board of Advisors Wildwood YMCA 2010 - 2013

_________________________PROJECT EXPERIENCE_____________________________
CEDAR CREEK CENTER
In 2018 Dennis Tacchi & Associates
Architects was commissioned to provide
master planning, landscape design, and
new building infrastructure to an existing
historic meeting & gathering facility in
New Haven, Mo.
Located on 200 acres in the heart of
Missouri’s Rhine region, Cedar Creek
features breathtaking views of the
countryside and boasts several tourist
attractions, including the Western Town,
2nd Shift Brewing, nine-hole executive
par-three golf course, and hiking trails. The
property also houses a fully-stocked lake;
a low-ropes confidence course; onsite
dining and catering; the “Barn,” a 4,500
sq. ft. wedding and events banquet facility,
and numerous sleeping and conference
rooms.
Situated on the historic Lewis and Clark
Trail, the first formal purchase of the land
is recorded in 1800 with a 6,987 acre land
grant to Baptiste Duchouquette by Don
Carlos Dehault DeLassas, the Lt. Governor
of the Spanish Province of Upper
Louisiana.
Generation after generation has been
drawn to a special elusive quality that pervades the picturesque 200-acre tract of land nestled in the rolling hills of
Missouri Wine Country. Owner after owner purchased the property for the same reason – as a refuge, a place for the soul
to be nurtured.
Cedar Creek’s Rock House, which is now a guest house, was likely the first dwelling on the property built during the
time period between 1801 and 1820.
While the property changed hands many times over the next 100+ years its current ownership obtained the property in
1953.
The Master Planning process began with a thorough understanding of the
current infrastructure including roads, buildings, watersheds, tree
inventory, lakes, and unique characteristics to the site.
The existing “western town” buildings have been inventoried, conditions
noted, and improvements identified. We have thoroughly investigated
existing vehicular and pedestrian circulation. Phased implementation of
new, and or enhanced, vehicular circulation including primary,
secondary, tertiary, and service roadways have been developed.
In keeping with the rural character and natural beauty of the site roads
have been identified as to which should be hard surfaced and those to be
installed or to remain rustic including gravel or even earthen.

Existing pedestrian circulation has also been
identified as primary, secondary, and tertiary. The
existing 3.3 miles of hiking trails will be increased to
in excess of 5 miles of hiking trails allowing for more
exploration of natural features including streams,
ponds, and rock formations.
Fruit orchards have been designed and installed at a
key location for panoramic viewing from existing
lodging facilities.
An indoor hydroponic vegetable and leafy greens
garden has been developed to provide year round
produce harvested literally on the day of consumption
within the facilities' restaurants. As part of its
sustainability the garden uses water from its internal
fish farm for watering and fertilization. The fish will
also be harvested for consumption in the facilities’
restaurants.
In conjunction with a local astronomy organization a
sky observation telescope / planetarium has been
installed to provide visitors a view of the sky that are
mostly unavailable in our urban areas.

The first new building has been designed and is scheduled
for construction. The building is a 4,500 S.F. multipurpose /
museum space which will house a collection of restored
early 1800’s wagons and carriages. The building takes
advantage of main views to the west of the rural rolling
hillsides, lakes, golf course, and gardens. The structure will
provide climate controlled space for some 15+ restored /
vintage carriages.
The design of the building is in a style representative of an
original stable / blacksmith shop to compliment the era of
the carriages and the existing western town.
The project is an ongoing development which will be
performed in phases over the next 5-7 years.

John C. Guenther FAIA, LEED AP
John C. Guenther Architect LLC

John C. Guenther, FAIA, LEED AP has produced a distinguished body of architecture that contributes
significantly to the built environment, with projects ranging from the adaptive reuse of historic landmarks
to new projects that fit comfortably into their physical, environmental, social and historic context. His work
has received over 50 national, regional, and local awards from the AIA and a diverse array of professional
organizations, civic groups, and publications. John’s work has been the subject of many articles in
newspapers, magazines, and books. He has participated as a juror and jury chair on numerous national and
regional design award juries.
John received his Bachelor of Environmental Design with Distinction in 1976, the Thayer Medal for Design
Excellence, 1976 and Bachelor of Architecture in 1977 from the University of Kansas School of Architecture,
Design & Planning. He was a Ewart Scholar, 1974-1975, and studied at the Edinburgh College of Art/Heriot
Watt University in Edinburgh, Scotland.
Since 2009, John has practiced independently as John C. Guenther Architect LLC. Projects of note include
the new City Hall for Wildwood, Missouri (with the Wildwood Collaborative, including Powers Bowersox,
Associates, Inc., Dennis Tacchi & Associates Architects and hellmuth + bicknese architects, llc), the Grand
Center Spring Avenue Church Adaptive Reuse and various projects for Principia College including the Morey
Field House (designed by Bernard Maybeck, 1935-1936) Performing Arts Center (with Powers Bowersox
Associates, Inc.), the Spirituality Center and Chaplain’s Hermitage for Vision of Peace Hermitages and the
Field House Museum Addition to the Eugene Field House Museum (with Dennis Tacchi & Associates
Architects).

John C. Guenther, FAIA, LEED AP
John C. Guenther Architect LLC
18041 Melrose Road
Wildwood, Missouri 63038
314.560.1493
john.c.guenther@gmail.com John was a design principal and partner with Mackey Mitchell Architects, having been with the firm from
1979 to 2009. His projects of note include the 10,600 seat Chaifetz Arena for Saint Louis University, the
Alberici Corporate Headquarters, the Science Center and Wanamaker Hall (additions to Watson
Laboratories by Bernard Maybeck, 1934-1935) at Principia College, the Center for Plant Conservation at the
Missouri Botanical Gardens, the Central Institute for the Deaf School and Research Facilities at the
Washington University Medical Center, the new Christian Brothers College High School, the Power House
and Grand Central office buildings at St. Louis Union Station, the Lammert Building renovation, and the St.
University of Kansas Louis Zoo South Entry Plaza.
Distinguished Alumnus
2018 Guenther is committed to the advancement of sustainable strategies, technologies and practices. Upon
completion in 2004, the Alberici Corporate Headquarters was the highest rated LEED Platinum building in
Bachelor of Architecture the world. Recognized by awards ranging from the 2006 AIA COTE Top Ten to BusinessWeek/Architectural
1977 Record’s Good Design is Good Business, it has been widely published in books and national magazines.
Bachelor of Environmental Design With a strong belief and commitment to sound environmental planning and civic involvement, Guenther
with Distinction fought for the City of Wildwood, Missouri’s incorporation in 1995, to help the community stop the
1976 environmentally-destructive practices condoned by the St. Louis County government. His efforts led to
cutting-edge environmental regulations and a master plan which have protected the new city’s 67 square
Thayer Medal mile area ─ one larger than the City of St. Louis. The National Building Museum in Washington, DC, selected
for Design Excellence Wildwood as one of ten case studies in an exhibition series entitled Reimagining the Suburbs: Smart
1976 Growth and Choices for Change.

Design Studio Critic, Guenther has been a visiting critic and a Lecturer in the College of Architecture, Sam Fox School of Design
Architectural Design 100 & Visual Arts, Washington University in St. Louis (2009-2013), teaching Arch 211 Introduction to Design
1976-77 Processes and co-founding and co-teaching Arch 478A Mid-Century Modernism in St. Louis 1930-1970.
Edinburgh College of Art /
Heriot Watt University
Edinburgh, Scotland
Ewart Scholar
1974-75

John serves as President of the Society of Architectural Historians St. Louis and Missouri Valley Chapters.
He wrote Missouri’s Architectural Treasures, published by Missouri Life Magazine, February 12, 2016. It
featured 50 noteworthy and varied—geographically, historically, and stylistically—works of architecture
across our state, acknowledging and celebrating these architectural gems amongst us. John also wrote 25
Must-See Buildings in Missouri for USA TODAY, placed online January 31, 2017. John lectures widely on
architecture and architectural history.

Registration In 2010, John was elevated to Fellowship in the American Institute of Architects for notable contributions
Registered Architect: Missouri, to the advancement of the profession of architecture in design.
February 22, 1982
In 2018, John received a Distinguished Alumnus Award from the University of Kansas School of Architecture
LEED™ Accredited Professional, & Design for demonstrated leadership and significant contributions to the design and architectural
2.0, August 3, 2004 professions.

South Entry Plaza
St. Louis Zoo
St. Louis, Missouri

John C. Guenther, FAIA, LEED AP
Design Architect
Mackey Mitchell Architects
Design Firm & Firm of Record

1982

Completion Date

Synopsis

Context
The goal was to create a sense of arrival and place for visitors at
the St. Louis Zoo. Design elements include a generous plaza,
orientation column, reflecting pool, waterfall, train tunnel and an
overlook featuring a “display of homo sapiens.”

Design concept sketches for the South Entry Plaza by John C. Guenther, FAIA, LEED AP

Aerial view of South Entry Plaza

South Entry Plaza
St. Louis Zoo
St. Louis, Missouri

John C. Guenther, FAIA, LEED AP
Design Architect
Mackey Mitchell Architects
Design Firm & Firm of Record

1982

Completion Date

Site Plan for the South Entry Plaza by John C. Guenther, FAIA, LEED AP

Aerial view of South Entry Plaza

South Entry Plaza
St. Louis Zoo
St. Louis, Missouri

John C. Guenther, FAIA, LEED AP
Design Architect
Mackey Mitchell Architects
Design Firm & Firm of Record

1982

Completion Date

Site of south entry plaza before improvements.

Design elements include a generous plaza, orientation column,
reflecting pool, waterfall, train tunnel and an overlook featuring a
“display of homo sapiens.”

Train emerges from tunnel alongside the reflecting pool.

South Entry Plaza
St. Louis Zoo
St. Louis, Missouri

John C. Guenther, FAIA, LEED AP
Design Architect
Mackey Mitchell Architects
Design Firm & Firm of Record

1982

Completion Date

The South Entry Plaza is an iconic place to visit and take family
photos in front of the waterfall, train tunnel and lake – all created
to enhance the sense of arrival and sense of place as requested
by the St. Louis Zoo.

Waterfall, lake, train tunnel and overlook

Spring Avenue Church
Grand Center
St. Louis, Missouri

Synopsis

John C. Guenther, FAIA, LEED AP
Design Architect and Consultant
Powers Bowersox Associates, Inc.
Architect of Record
Conceptual Artist: Ann Hamilton Studio
Design Firm: Gluckman Mayner Architeccts
Landscape Architect: Michael Van Valkenburgh Associates, Inc.
Engineers: Buro Happold
2011
Design Completion Date

Context

The historic Spring Street Church was built in 1884 and
destroyed by fire in 2001, with only the limestone walls
remaining. The goal is to create a contemplative space and
experience for individuals and groups within the structurally
stabilized ruin of the existing church and a completely
transformed landscape of an open space in an urban setting.
Restrooms and a bike storage area were added as part of a
proposed connection to the Great River Greenways trail route.
The project awaits funding.

Visitor Center
Mel Price Lock & Dam
Alton, Illinois

John C. Guenther, FAIA, LEED AP
Design Architect

Mackey Mitchell Architects
Design Firm & Firm of Record

1994

Completion Date

Synopsis

Program: This 12,000 GSF visitors center houses exhibit space,
auditorium, multi-purpose room, shop and public plazas.
Concept: Intended to educate the public about the Mississippi
River and the US Corps of Engineers, the building takes its scale,
materials and details from its context.
Site Experience: The Visitor’s Center is built on a 38-acre site
adjacent to Melvin Price Lock & Dam 26 on the Mississippi River.
Before entering the lock and dam structure to see the locking
process first hand, visitors pass through the center to gain an
appreciation of the river’s importance to our nation’s ecology,
economy, natural and cultural history.
The plan is organized around the exhibit hall. By placing support
functions around the perimeter, hallways are eliminated and
natural light is more controlled. The audio-visual, multi-purpose,
and restrooms are accessible for public functions after hours. By
joining the visitor center to the existing administration and
maintenance building, heat loss and gain are reduced for both
structures.
The structure of steel columns, beams and tubular superstructure
are exposed in response to a request for a “skeletal structure to
reveal how the building is constructed,” as well as provide
flexibility and adaptability in arranging lighting and exhibits. Scale
and massing were considered in relation to the massive lock and
dam structure. The gray, standing-seam metal roof relates to the
coverings used to protect barge cargoes. A concrete screen wall
and steel gates relate to the lock and dam structure and block
views to the service yard. Green slate octagonal tiles on exterior
walls add color, texture, and “scale” – a subtle reference to the
river’s aquatic life.
Phase II will expand to the north under a barrel-vaulted roof form
which will compliment the exhibit hall roof’s “soft underside,”
thus forming a wave shape – a poetic, contextual response.
Visitor’s have dramatic views from the service bridge level (and
from a future observation room, should that be added) for
viewing the river, barge traffic, and seasonal migrating eagles.

Each year millions of people travel to the Mississippi River to learn
about its history and its impact on our nation.
The National Great Rivers Museum at Melvin Price Locks and
Dam, is dedicated to telling the story of the Mississippi River, from
her grand history and cultural significance to her ecological
importance and role as a transportation corridor.
The National Great River Museum provides a unique opportunity
to tell the River's story in a comprehensive, meaningful and
relevant way.
The National Great Rivers Museum, opened in October of 2003, is
one of eleven planned regional visitor centers operated by the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers.

axonometric view of design concept

Located adjacent to the Melvin Price Locks and Dam, this 12,000square-foot facility is the result of a collaboration of the Corps and
the nonprofit Meeting of the Great Rivers Foundation and tells the
story of the Mississippi River.
The Museum features state of the art interactive displays and
exhibits that help visitors understand the many aspects of the
Mississippi River and how it affects our lives.
National Great River Museum / U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

Aerial view of Melvin Price Lock and Dam 26 with the Visitor Center/National Great Rivers Museum to the right

The museum roof lifts upward to open the view toward the lock and dam
structure while the cast concrete wall screens the service yard beyond.

Green slate wall shingles suggest the scales
of fish within the Mississippi River.

U.S. Congress-mandated navigable river channel depths over time
(4 ½’ D in 1878, 6’ D in 1907, and 9’ D in 1928) are cast as recesses
in the concrete wall, integrating architecture and education.

The south facing glass wall leads visitors towards the
dramatic view of the lock and dam structure.

The Museum features state of the art interactive displays and
exhibits that help visitors understand the many aspects of the
Mississippi River and how it affects our lives.
The National Great River Museum /U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

Tiffany Park
St. Louis, Missouri

John C. Guenther, FAIA, LEED AP
Design Architect
Mackey Mitchell Architects
Design Firm & Firm of Record

1980

Completion Date

Synopsis

design concept sketch by John C. Guenther, FAIA, LEED AP

Context
This neighborhood park features a fountain and amphitheater as
a focal point and terminus to a street. A pavilion provides
protection for social gatherings. A generous lawn offers open
space for passive use, while a basketball court is popular with
neighborhood youth.

Aerial view of Tiffany Park

St. Joseph Piazza
Shrine of St. Joseph
Columbus Square
St. Louis, Missouri
Synopsis

John C. Guenther, FAIA, LEED AP
Design Architect
Mackey Mitchell Architects
Design Firm & Firm of Record

1980

Completion Date

Context
This was the first new residential development in downtown St.
Louis in several decades. The overall plan focused on the Shrine
of St. Joseph, with a new piazza constructed immediately to the
south. Apartments front onto the street, with bay windows to
admit light and provide views out for added security.
The St. Joseph Piazza is a public gathering place which is defined
by the entry façade of the Shrine of St. Joseph, the surrounding
apartments, seating walls and landscape. With its “forced
perspective” arrangement and central circular focal point, it
references Michelangelo’s Piazza del Campidoglio in Rome.

Aerial view of Tiffany Park

Alberici Group

Corporate Headquarters
Overland, Missouri

John C. Guenther, FAIA, LEED AP
Design Architect

Mackey Mitchell Architects
Design Firm & Firm of Record

2004

Completion Date

Synopsis
Awards

9th BusinessWeek/Architectural Record Awards

2007 Finalist

Green Building Initiative

Four Green Globes rating, 2007

Sierra Club

Better Building II, San Francisco, 2007

American Institute of Architects Committee on the Environment

COTE Top Ten Green Project, 2006

American Institute of Architects St. Louis Chapter

Excellence in Architecture Merit Award, 2006
Jury: Trey Trahan, FAIA, Reed Kroloff, Fred Schwartz, FAIA

American Institute of Architects Central States Region

Honor Award for Excellence in Architecture, 2005
Jury: James Cutler, FAIA; Bruce Anderson, AIA; Donald Carlson, FAIA;
Robert Hull, FAIA; Rick Sundig, FAIA

Environmental Design + Construction

Excellence in Design Award Winner, 2005

McGraw Hill Midwest Construction Building Awards

Excellence in Design Award Winner, 2005

USGBC

LEED Platinum Certification, 2005

Books

Emerald Architecture: Case Studies in Green Architecture

GreenSource, McGraw-Hill Construction Publication, 2008

The Ecological Engineer

David R. Macaulay and Jason F. Mclennan, Ecotone Publishing, 2006

LEED for New Construction & Major Renovation
Version 2.2 Reference Guide

United States Green Building Council, Second Edition, September 2006
Energy & Atmosphere Section

Transformation: This project entails the adaptive reuse of an
existing manufacturing plant into a corporate headquarters for
one of St. Louis’ oldest and largest construction companies.
Requirements included an open office environment, structured
parking, training rooms, exercise facilities and dining facilities.
Culture: When company growth led to the decision to move, the
company CEO “wanted to be in a place that fosters teamwork
and creativity.” After investigating 45 different sites, a 13.59 acre
brownfield site became available with a 1950’s-era office
building and 155,633 GSF former metal manufacturing facility.
With 70’ and 90’ clear-span bays 505’ long, it was a “cathedral of
steel.”
Goals and Aspirations: The client wanted to lead by example,
transform the design and construction market place and set a
goal of Platinum level LEED certification, reminding all of “the
future generations who will someday work in this building.”
Environmental Impact: The project achieved Platinum level
certification from the USGBC. With 60 of 69 points, the highest
total in the world at the time, the team and client demonstrated
an exceptional commitment to environmental design and
conservation and set new standards nationally.
Triple Bottom Line…People, Environment, Economics:
The company now enjoys a healthy, comfortable, beautiful
environment which fosters teamwork, creativity and
collaboration, and a 50 year old adaptively reused structure has
new life.

Publications

St. Louis Magazine

“Great Places to Work, Culture & Environment, Alberici,” January 2009

HQ. A publication of Architectural Record and BusinessWeek

“Top Twenty Places to Work,” Winter 2009 Vol. 1 No.1

Missouri Conservationist
“Building with Nature Development doesn’t have to be at odds with conservation”

Perry Eckhardt and Wendy Sangster, Volume 69, Issue 8, August 2008

Newsweek

“How to Design a Healthier Planet: Trees Grow in an Old Parking Lot”
Jerry Adler, 2007

BusinessWeek

“Designed for Success 2006 Architecture Awards
The 9th BusinessWeek/Architectural Awards Finalist”
Jessi Hempel with John Gendall, December 11, 2006

Architectural Record

“The Architecture of Success,” John Gendall, November, 2006

Interiors & Sources

“Top Ten LEED Projects,” Katie Sosnowchik, October, 2006

Iowa Architect

“Central States Award Winners,” 2006

“This project should also get the “doing the right thing” award. It
shows how a large utilitarian space can be saved and turned into
a great human workplace. Carving away the middle to create a
courtyard is a nice touch, maintains the connected structures and
highlights the beauty of simple steel trusses. The commitment to
sustainable design and invention is a great model for others. By
disassembling this factory warehouse and adding new key
elements to it, the second use of a building type became evident.”
James Cutler, FAIA, Jury Chair

Midwest Construction

“Alberici Headquarters Green Building has Platinum Look,” Craig Barner, 2005
eco-structure
“A Cathedral of Steel… Alberici Corporation’s Office Renovation is a Life-

changing Experience for All Involved,” Christina Koch, 2005

Contract Magazine
“domino effect,” Jean Nayar, 2005

“Thoughtful and thorough adaptive reuse. Straightforward
planning. Clarity of organization. References to strong bones
and skin.”
Trey Trahan, FAIA, Jury Chair
“This is a highly replicable solution.“

Kevin Hydes, PE

existing industrial site

aerial view with indigenous plantings

existing warehouse

site restoration concept

south “saw tooth” addition

entry lobby

building transformation concept

©John C. Guenther, FAIA, LEED AP

solar & ventilation concept

©John C. Guenther, FAIA, LEED AP

courtyard

solar panel installation

north facade

main street

office atrium

Selected Projects

2012-2016

John C. Guenther, FAIA, LEED AP
Principal, Project Designer
John C. Guenther Architect LLC

Field House Museum Addition

St. Louis, Missouri
Role: Design Architect
John C. Guenther Architect LLC + Dennis Tacchi & Associates

The 3,950 GSF Museum addition provides spaces for exhibitions, a
research library, gift shop, office and support areas as well as
accessibility to the main floor of the Field House. The museum
addition is respectful of its context, scale, and materials, continuing
the footprints, brick walls and limestone patterns of the doors and
windows of the Eugene Field House and former the Walsh’s Row
(1845 – 1934) into the new museum addition.

2012-2015

Butler Durrell Security

Wildwood, Missouri
Role: Design Architect
John C. Guenther Architect LLC + Dennis Tacchi & Associates

This historic structure is a Sears catalogue home located on historic
Route 66 (16941 Manchester Road) in the Wildwood Town Center.
It is now the offices of Butler Durrell Security after a sensitive
renovation of the three story, 3,335 GSF additional structure.

2013

Wildwood City Hall

Wildwood, Missouri
Role: Design Architect
Architect of Record: Powers Bowersox Associates, Inc.
The Wildwood Collaborative: Powers Bowersox Associates, Inc; John C.
Guenther Architect LLC; Dennis Tacchi & Associates; Hellmuth + Bicknese

The 26,900 SF Wildwood City Hall reflects the unique character and
inherent values of Wildwood. It is based upon sustainability and
responsible use of resources, materials, energy, and land, works with
the land and yields additional open park space. Located in the town
center, it reinforces a sense of community.

Selected Projects

2011

John C. Guenther, FAIA, LEED AP
Principal, Project Designer
John C. Guenther Architect LLC

Grand Center Spring Avenue Church
Grand Center
St. Louis, Missouri

Role: Design Architect and Consultant
Architect of Record: Powers Bowersox Associates, Inc.
Conceptual Artist:Ann Hamilton Studio
Design Firm: Gluckman Mayner Architeccts
Landscape Architect: Michael Van Valkenburgh Associates, Inc.
Engineers: Buro Happold

The historic Spring Street Church was built in 1884 and destroyed by
fire in 2001, with only the limestone walls remaining. The goal is to
create a contemplative space and experience for individuals and
groups within the structurally stabilized ruin of the existing church
and a completely transformed landscape of an open space in an
urban setting. The project awaits funding.

2010

St. Alban Roe Church Narthex Expansion

Wildwood, Missouri
Role: Design Architect
John C. Guenther Architect LLC + Dennis Tacchi & Associates

The design of the expanded narthex began with a simple request to
capture 575 GSF additional interior space under the existing roof at
the main entry. A new plaza and relocated statue of St. Alban Roe
creates a welcoming arrival and gathering places.

Selected Projects

2004

John C. Guenther, FAIA, LEED AP
while serving as
Principal, Project Designer
Mackey Mitchell Architects

Alberici Corporate Headquarters
Overland, Missouri
Role: Design Architect

Adaptive re-use of a former industrial building into a new
corporate office space and covered parking within the envelope of
a former manufacturing facility. It was the highest rated LEED™
Platinum building in the world upon completion.

1994

Alton Lock & Dam Visitors Center
Alton, Illinois
Role: Design Architect

This 12,000 GSF visitors center houses exhibit space, auditorium,
multi-purpose room, and shop. Intended to educate the public
about the Mississippi River and the US Corps of Engineers, the
building takes its scale, materials and details from its context.

1982

South Entry Plaza

St. Louis Zoo
St. Louis, Missouri
Role: Design Architect

The goal was to create a sense of arrival and place for visitors at
the St. Louis Zoo. Design elements include a generous plaza,
orientation column, reflecting pool, waterfall, train tunnel and an
overlook featuring a “display of homo sapiens.”

.

Selected Projects

1980

John C. Guenther, FAIA, LEED AP
while serving as
Principal, Project Designer
Mackey Mitchell Architects

Tiffany Park

St. Louis, Missouri
Role: Design Architect

This neighborhood park features a fountain and amphitheater as a
focal point and terminus to a street. A pavilion provides protection
for social gatherings. A generous lawn offers open space for
passive use, while a basketball court is popular with neighborhood
youth.

1980

St. Joseph Piazza, Shrine of St. Joseph, Columbus Square
St. Louis, Missouri
Role: Design Architect

This was the first new residential development in downtown St.
Louis in several decades. The overall plan focused on the Shrine of
St. Joseph, with a new piazza constructed immediately to the
south. The St. Joseph Piazza is a public gathering place which is
defined by the entry faced of the Shrine of St. Joseph, the
surrounding apartments, seating walls and landscape.

Statement of Qualifications
Historic Route 66 Park Design

Park Planning & Design
Landscape Architecture
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St. Louis, Missouri 63126
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Firm Profile - terraspec

ter-ra-spec (ter’e spek)
N.
1. A consulting firm
specializing in the
planning and design of
land related features of
the physical
environment.
2. Landscape
architects,
land planners, and
park
and recreation
designers
[<1. Terra Earth +
Spec
Specify]

terraspec was established by Kenneth J. Keitel, PLA, ASLA, to
provide park/recreation planning and landscape architectural
services for both public and private sectors in and around the St.
Louis metropolitan area.
terraspec has had the opportunity to be involved in a wide variety
of projects since its inception in May of 1992. Approximately 75%
of past projects have been park and recreation oriented, 10%
have had a land planning and zoning emphasis and the remaining
15% have related to “pure” landscape development issues such
as planting and hardscape design.
terraspec has maintained a broad range of client types from
commercial and residential developers to individual homeowners,
architects, engineers and public agencies.
terraspec prides itself on personal service, each project is
handled directly by the person with the experience. Projects are
not brought into the office by a marketing professional and then
shuffled off to less qualified or less experienced personnel.
Successfully completed projects with satisfied clients have
resulted in a steady flow of repeat business, the best evidence of
the firm’s commitment to excellence.
terraspec has been honored with the opportunity of serving its
clients time and time again, providing them with prompt personal
attention. We are dedicated to client satisfaction and strive to
ensure that our service is unequalled.

Park Experience
VLASIS PARK
BALLWIN, MISSOURI

CENTRAL CITY PARK
CHESTERFIELD, MISSOURI

CMAC – SHELTER/CONCESSIONS
CHESTERFIELD, MISSOURI

KOENEMAN PARK
JENNINGS, MISSOURI

LIONS PARK
JENNINGS, MISSOURI

SIEVERS PARK
JENNINGS, MISSOURI

POND HISTORIC SCHOOL PARK
WILDWOOD, MISSOURI

ANNIVERSARY PARK
WILDWOOD, MISSOURI

GLENCOE PARK
WILDWOOD, MISSOURI

GREEN PINES NEIGHBORHOOD PARK
WILDWOOD, MISSOURI

COMMUNITY PARK SITES
EVALUATION
WILDWOOD, MISSOURI

Park Experience
JOYCE MEYER MINISTRIES PARK
FENTON, MISSOURI

KUTIN DOG PARK
SUNSET HILLS, MISSOURI

BRIDGETON ATHLETIC COMPLEX
BRIDGETON, MISSOURI

BRIDGEWAY PARK
BRIDGETON, MISSOURI

BRENTWOOD PARK
BRENTWOOD, MISSOURI

BROUGHTON PARK
BRENTWOOD, MISSOURI

MANION PARK
FLORISSANT, MISSOURI

KOCH PARK – RESTROOM/PLAYGROUND
FLORISSANT, MISSOURI

OAKHILL TRAIL
ELLISVILLE, MISSOURI

RIVERSIDE PARK AMPHITHEATER
JEFFERSON CITY, MISSOURI

Key Personnel Resume - terraspec
KENNETH J.
KEITEL, ASLA

LAND PLANNER
LANDSCAPE
ARCHITECT

Professional Memberships Include:
The American Society of Landscape Architects
Honors and Awards:
Magna Cum Laude Graduate
Certificate of Honor for Excellence in the Study of Landscape
Architecture (ASLA)
Prairie Gateway Chapter ASLA Design Excellence Award (1978)
National Chapter ASLA Design Excellence Award (1978)
Treescape Award, City of Chesterfield (1999)
Quality Concrete Award, Concrete Council (2003)
As owner of terraspec, Mr. Keitel is responsible for client relations,
review of project plans, schedule and budget control and relevant
technical input.

REGISTERED
LANDSACPE
ARCHITECT IN
THE STATE OF
MISSOURI

KANSAS STATE
UNIVERSITY
BLA/1978

He has directed a wide variety of projects ranging in size and character
from master planning and urban design studies to detailed site planning
for residential, commercial and institutional development. His role
includes coordination of the zoning, municipal review and agency
approval process.
Parks and Recreation Experience:
Ballwin Parks
• New Ballwin Park, Ballwin, MO—20 acres; planting plan.
• Vlasis Park, Ballwin, MO—40 acres; design development,
improvement plans, construction administration.
• The Pointe, Ballwin, MO— 1 acre; playground area design
development, improvement plans, construction administration.
Berkeley Parks
• City of Berkeley Park System, Berkeley, MO—12 parks, 40 acres,
Master Plan
Brentwood Parks
• Brentwood Park, Brentwood, MO—20 acres; design development,
construction documents, construction administration.
Memorial
and Hanley Parks, Brentwood, MO—50 acres; design
•
development, construction documents, construction administration.
• Oak Tree and Broughton Parks, Brentwood, MO—8 acres; design
development, construction documents, and construction
administration.
• Rogers Parkway, Brentwood, MO—3 acres; design development,
construction documents, construction administration.
Bridgeton Parks
• Bridgeton Municipal Athletic Complex, Bridgeton, MO
67 acres; master plan.
• Bridgeway Park, Bridgeton, MO—11 acres; design development,
construction documents, construction administration.
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Chesterfield Parks
• Central City Park, Chesterfield, MO—35 acres; master plan,
design development, landscape plan.
• Chesterfield Athletic Complex, Chesterfield, MO—80 acres;
design development, landscape plan, signage.
Edwardsville Parks
• Joe Glik Park Edwardsville, IL, 38 acres; master plan.
Jennings Parks
• Koeneman Park, Jennings, MO—46 acres; master plan, design
development, Phases 1 thru 7 construction documents, construction
administration
• Lions Park—10 acres, master plan, design development, Phases 1
& 2 construction documents, construction administration
• Sapphire Park—1 acre, master plan, design development
• Sievers Park—1 acre, master plan, design development, Phase 1
construction documents, construction administration
Manchester Parks
• Schroeder Park, Manchester, MO—40 acres; improvements
plans—trails, lighting, tennis/multi-purpose courts, sand volleyball
courts, shelters.
• Stroecker Park, Manchester, MO—5 acres; improvement plans—
trails.
St. Louis County Parks
• Lower Meramec Linear Park, St. Louis County, MO, - 8 miles of
flood plain adjacent to River, Master Plan.
Sunset Hills Parks
• Kutin Dog Park, Sunset Hills, MO, - 4 acres, design development,
construction documents, construction administration.
• Kutin Park-Truman Middle School Trail – 0.5 mile loop trail around
perimeter of park and school grounds. Master Plan, design
development, construction documents, construction administration
• Sunset Trail, Sunset Hills, MO – 3 Miles of trail along the Meramec
River, Master Plan, Phasing Plan, Phase I design development,
construction documents, construction administration
• Minnie Ha Ha Park, Nancy Eschbach Park, Claire Gempp Park,
Sunset Hills, MO – Restroom facilities design development,
construction documents, construction administration
Wildwood Parks:
• Walk and Trail Master Plan, Wildwood, MO—City-wide trail plan.
• Al Foster Memorial Trailhead Park, Wildwood, MO – 5.0 acre,
design development, construction documents, construction
administration.
• Anniversary Park, Wildwood, MO—13 acres design development,
construction documents, construction administration.
• Historic Pond School Park, Wildwood, MO—1 acre; design
development, construction documents, construction administration.
• Glencoe Park, Wildwood, MO—7 acres; design development,
construction documents, construction administration.
• Kohn Park, Wildwood, MO—3 acres; design development,
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construction documents.
Woodcliff Park, Wildwood, MO—6.5 acres; design development,
construction documents.
Bluff View Park, Wildwood, MO – 100 acres, design development,
construction documents, construction administration
Bluff View Trail, Wildwood, MO – 0.5 mile soft trail, design
development, construction documents, construction administration.
Monarch Levee Trailhead Park, Wildwood, MO – 1 acre park,
design development, construction documents, construction
administration
Wildwood Greenway, Wildwood, MO – 1 mile paved trail along MO
Rte 100, design development, construction documents, construction
administration.
Old State Road Walkway, Wildwood, MO – 0.5 mile walkway along
Old State Road and Ridge Road to connect area subdivisions to
Rock Hollow Trailhead, design development, construction
documents, construction administration.
Trail Signage, Wildwood, MO – City-wide trail signage plan
Green Pines Neighborhood Park, Wildwood, MO – 1 acre
park/playground, design development, construction documents,
construction administration.

Private Parks:
Joyce Meyer Ministries Headquarters Park, Fenton, MO
5 acres; design development, construction documents.
Mallinckrodt World Headquarters, Hazelwood, MO
2+ miles of fitness trail; design development, improvement plans.
M.E.M.C. Pond Renovation, St. Charles, MO
8 acres; design development, improvement plans.

Design to Budget Experience
Client/ Project

Dates

terraspec Cost Estimate

Ballwin Parks
Vlasis Park Ph1
Vlasis Park Ph2
Vlasis Park Ph3
Pointe Playground

1993
2002
2004
2000

$201,128
$1,299,937
$293,238
$367,300

$210,629
$1,026,489
$284,400
$359,950

Brentwood Parks
Brentwood Park
Broughton Park
Hanley Park
Memorial Park
Oak Tree Park

1994
1996
1995
1995
1996

$237,350
$24,000
$215,482
$242,645
$156,980

$253,900
$37,837
$190,352
$183,928
$139,247

Bridgeton Parks
Bridgeway Park Ph1
Bridgeway Park Ph2
Bridgeway Park Ph3

2016
2018
2019

$404,700
$323,500
$495,000

$399,600
$250,000
$614,000

Jennings Parks
Koeneman Park Ph1
Koeneman Park Ph3
Koeneman Park Ph4
Koeneman Park Ph5
Koeneman Park Ph6
Koeneman Park Ph7
Lions Park Ph1
Lions Park Ph2
Sievers Park Ph1

2002
2003
2004
2006
2007
2019
2013
2017
2020

$667,650
$1,057,000
$693,415
$254,562
$235,000
$459,000
$525,087
$620,024
$700,000

$579,000
$1,039,825
$657,375
$254,045
$232,000
$497,000
$546,600
$763,600
$766,568

Moline Acres Parks
City Park

2015

$314,769

$323,152

Sunset Hills Parks
Sunset Trail Ph1
Kutin Dog Park Ph1
Kutin Dog Park Ph2
Sunset Hills Restrooms
Minnie Ha Ha Riverbank

2009
2013
2017
2018
2019

$281,000
$356,500
$399,000
$321,000
$82,000

$252,600
$321,000
$391,688
$378,000
$76,000

Wildwood Parks
Al Foster Park Ph1
Bluff View Trail
Pond School Park Ph1
Pond School Park Ph2
Anniversary Park
Glencoe Park
Woodcliffe Park**
Packwood Park
Old State Walkway
Monarch Levee TH
Green Pines Park

2016
2015
2003
2004
2005
2008
2010
2014
2017
2018
2020

$575,184
$193,000
$188,230
$169,560
$298,698
$956,089
$357,779
$675,575
$144,960
$342,000
$1,072,639

$514,868
$168,937
$171,300
$162,000
$289,220
$955,961
$325,350
$698,548
$96,028
$272,500
$1,064,600

**Note: Project bid but not constructed due to political and economic issues

Contractor Bid

References
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City of Bridgeton, MO
Parks & Recreation
Department
Brendan Kane, Director
314.739.5599
City of Ballwin, MO
Parks and Recreation
Department
John Hoffman, Director
314.227.2743
City of Ellisville, MO
Planning Department
Ada Hood, AICP, City
Planner
636.227.9660
City of Florissant, MO
Parks and Recreation
Department.
Cheryl Thompson,
Superintendent of Recreation
314-839-7674

City of Jennings, MO
Public Works Department
Jim Maxner, Acting Director,
314.388.1164
City of Moline Acres, MO
Administration
Michele DeShay, Mayor
314.868.2433
City of Sunset Hills, MO
Parks & Recreation
Department
Gerald Brown, Director
314.842.7265
City of Wildwood, MO
Parks & Planning
Department
Joe Vujnich, Director
636.458.0440

